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ROY CHILD, Bones M

UKiteu/4s.

Atlanhe/Hanea

DO YOU THINK I'M SEXY. Rod Stewart

RNa
1

3

14

TOOW/CH HEAVEN. Bee Gees

RSO

A TASTE OF AGGRO, Barron Knights

4

19

S

2

RAT TRAP, Boomtown Rats

6

9

I

LOST MY HEART TO

A

Epic
Ensign

STARSHIP TROOPER

Sarah Bnghtenanr Hot Gossip
7

5

8

18

Anne.

HANGING ON THE TELEPHONE, BIOndr

Chrysalis

LE FREAK, Chic

Atlantic

ALWAYS 6 FOREVER. Heatwave

9

11

10

3

HOPELESSLY DEVOTED TO YOU, Olivia Newton -John
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4

MY BEST FRIENDS GIRL, Cars

12

25

13

12

14

6

15

16
17

8

10
26

18

17

19

20

GTO

RSO
Elektra

YMCA Village People

Mercury

DON'T CRY OUT LOUD. 06tó Brooks

ABM

PRETTY LITTLE ANGEL EYES. Showaddywaddy

Anola

INSTANT REPLAY. Dan Hartman

Blue Sky

DARLlt4'.Freree Make

Chrysulin

IN THE BUSH, Musigoe
I

LOVE AMERICA.

CBS

Patnd Awe:

Casablanca

DON'T LET IT FADE AWAY, Darts

Magnet

20

16

PART TIME LOVE. Elton John

EMI

21

13

BICYCLE RACE/FAT BOTTOMED GIRLS. Queen

EMI

22

22

GERM FREE ADOLESCENCE. XRay Spelt

23

37

GREASED UGHTNING. John Travolta

24

25
26

LAY YOUR LOVE ON ME, Racey

40
RI

27

EMI
RSO

RAK

YOU DON'T BRING ME FLOWERS. Slreisand/Diamond
SHOOTING STAR, Dollar

CBS
EMI

27

29

TOMMY GUN, Clash

28

50

RAINING IN MY HEART, Leo Sayer

29

24

TOAST/HOLD ON. Sneetband

Logo

30

15

SUMMER NIGHTS. John Travolta101rvia Newton -John

RSO

31

32

DANCE (DISCO HEAT(. Sylvester

32

44

1'e/ EVERY

33

21

SANDY, John Travolta

CBS

Chrysalis

Fantasy1

WOMAN, Chaka Khan

Warner Bros
RSO

Pinnacle

WHO Mankind

2
3

I

GREASE, Ongmal Soundtrack

RSO

3

20 GOLDEN GREATS, Neil Diamond

MCA

BLONDES HAVE MORE FUN. Rod Stewart

Rrva

18

5

2

JAZZ. Queen

6

7

MIDNIGHT HUSTLE, Vanous

7

4

8

6

9

11

10

9

11

13

EMOTIONS, Vanous

K

LION HEART. Kate Bush

TONIC FOR THE TROOPS, Boomtown Rats

K -Tel Magnet

GIVE'EM ENOUGH ROPE. Clash

B

16

18

IMAGES, Don Wlhamí

K.Tel

17

24

BOOGIE FEVER. Vanous

Renee

WAR OF THE WORLDS, Jell Wayne's Musical Version
A SINGLE MAN, Elton John

CBS
Rocket

LIVE, Manhattan Transfer

Atlantic

2

FATHER ABRAHAM IN SMURFLAND

10

25th ANNIVERSARY ALBUM, Shirley Basses

21

28

PARALLEL LINES. Blonde

5

Chrysalis

6

CANT STAND THE HEAT, Status Ouo

26

EVERGREEN, Acker Bilk (Terry Brown)

24

29

DOLLY PARTON. Dolly Parton

25

12

THE SCREAM, Siounsle and The Banshees

26

22

SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER, Various

27

30

THAT'S LIFE. Sham

28

21

THE BIG WHEELS OFMOTOWN, Vanous

29

44

LIFE AND LOVE, Demo Roussos

Philips

30

-

GERM FREE ADOLESCENTS, X Ray Spear

EMI Int

20

ALL MOD CONS. Jam

33

15

DON'T WALK -BOOGIE, Various

Lotus
Polydor
RSO

Polydor

EMI

15

9

16

24

17

17

18

1B

19

14

40

-

47

ANYWAY YOU DO IT, Liquid Gold

Creole

41

25

Lilesoeg
Jet
MCA
Casablanca '

Lrlesong

38

57

GREATEST HITS, Commodores

Vertigo

39

27

IF YOU WANT BLOOD YOU'VE GOT IT, AC/DC

Virgin

INCANTATIONS. Mike Oldheld

Mercury

HEMISPHERES, Rush

CBS

42

31

BROTHERHOOD OF MAN, Brotherhood of Man

RCA
NEW YORK NEW YORK. Gerrard Kenny
HIT ME WITH YOUR RHYTHM STICK, Ian Dury/Blockheads Stiff

43

40

LED SAYER. Leo Sayer

44

-

44

66

NIGHT GALLERY. Barron Knights

Epic

45

31

LAY LOVE ON YOU Wrsa Fernandes

Warner Bros

45

60

THE BEST OF JASPER GARROTT. Jasper Carroll

DJM

46

23

Anola

34

INNER SECRETS, Santana

CBS

47

39

52nd STREET. Billy Joel

CBS

Casablanca

48
49

59

Jet

50

65

LOVE SONGS, Various

-

MIRRORS, Sally Odbeld
R,N.SPUTIN, Bone/ M

53

39

OIPPETY DAY, Father Abraham/Smurls

54

58

BREAKING GLASS EP. David Bowie

RCA

55

64

NUMBER DEE JAY. Goody Goody,

Mantic

SOUVENIRS. Voyage

GIVING IT BACK, Pha Hum

-

SEPTEMBER. Earth Wind 6 Fire

56

HOMICIDE, 999

60

-

ONE NATION UNDER A GROOVE, Fuokadelic

el

54

HAMMER HORROR. Kate Bush

65

-

11

14

16

20

7
8

DISGUISE IN LOVE.

6
L

Polydor/1
Warner Bros/US 12in pony
I'M EVERY WOMAN Chaka Khan
Fantasy/10n
YOU MAKE ME FEEL (MIGHTY REAL(. Sylvester
MAC ARTHUR PARK/SUITE,
Casablanca/LP/12m prone
Donna Summer
Fantasy Ile
GIVING IT BACK, Phil Hum
ONE NATION UNDER A GROOVE, Funkadelic Warner Bros 12n
BLAME IT ON THE BOOGIE. Jacksons
Epic L
TAKE THAT TO THE BANK,Shalaerar
RCA 12'.
Auanuofl2 i
RASPUTIN, (Haney M
Decca t2111
SUN EXPLOSION/BIG BLOW. Menu ()Mango
PRANCE ON CYCLOPS/BUTTERFLY,
Tower LP 12es
Eddie Henderson
CM GONNA LOVE YOU FOREVER/SAY A PRAYER FOR TWO.
Mercury/t2n.tLP
AI
au
Crown Heights

9
10

Warner Bros
EMI

TO BE CLOSE TO YOU,Cornrnodores

Motown

I

2

7
12

4

5

CBS

6

Capitol

7

NO GOODBYES, Curio Mayfield

Atlantic
Casino Classics
RCA

-

TOUCH OF VELVET, Ron Grainer Brass Orch.
TAKE THAT TO THE BANK,Shalagiai

59

PUBLIC IMAGE Public Image Ltd

Virgin

69

48

IT SEEMS TO HANG ON, Ashford

Warner

70
71

56
57

72

46

RADIO RADIO. Elvis Costdb

73

-

B A B V, Rachel

74

76

RIVERS OF BABYLON. Roney M

75

66

STAYING ALIVE, Reba Ace

8

Simpson

-

i

8

TIME PASSAGES, AI Slewen

5 Years
I

2

STAR. CHOICE

Ago 18th December

8

9

MY LIFE, Billy Joel

9

10

10

11

OVE1
LOVE YOU LOVE ME L19

I

YOU WON'T FIND ANOTHER FOOL LIKE ME

MY COO-CA-CHOO
LET

MEIN

6

DYNA MITE

7

LAMPUGHT

R

ROLL AWAY THE STONE

3

WHY OH WHY 014 WHY

'OUR LOVE. DON'T THROW IT ALL AWAY, Andy Glbb

Aflame

11

12

STRANGE WAN'. Fireball

12

16

TOO MUCH HEAVEN, Bee Gees

13

15

YMCA, Village People

14

ALIVE AGAIN, Chicago

Columba

15

18

HOLD THE LINE, Toro

Cdumba

16

117

STRAIGHT ON, Heart_

RSO

Casablanca

Atlantic

DOUBLE VISION, Foreigner

B

18

20

SWEET LIFE. Paul Daws

Bong

19

19

CHANGE OF HEART. Eno Carmen

Arista

20

22

HOW YOU GONNA SEE ME NOW, Alice Cooler

21

21

DON'T WANT TO UVE WITHOUT IT. Pablo Guise

22

24

OOH BABY BABY, Unda Ronstedt

27

PART TIME LOVE, Elton John

25

POWER OF GOLD, Dan Fogelberg

29

Warner Bros

ARM
Asylum
MCA
Full Moon

6 T.m Weisberg

Capitol

WE'VE GOT TONIGHT, Bob Seger

RSO

13

YOU NEEDED ME, Anne Murray
READY TO TAKE A CHANCE AGAIN, Bate/ Mamlow

30

34

NEW YORK GROOVE Ace Frehley

Self

31

41

BICYCLE RACE/FAT BOTTOM GIRLS, Queen

Elektra

Deptford Fun City

32

38

EVERY 1'S A WINNER, Hot Chocolate

Inlmrry

33

37

RUN FOR HOME, Lndrslarea

34

26

YOU NEVER DONE Er LIKE THAT, Captain

35

.52

A LITTLE MORE LOVE, Olivia Newton -John

36

39

THERE'LL NEVER 8E. Switch

37

40

INSTANT REPLAY, Dan Hartman

3B

42

39

44

CAN YOU FOOL, Glen Campbell
MY BEST FRIEND'S GIRL, Cirs

40

50

I

41

51

42

47

I

43

FUN TIME, Joe Cocker

46

HERE COMES THE NIGHT. Nick Gilder

44

4

DOUBLE VISION, Foreigner

6

5

GREASE, Soundtrack

7

8

COMES A TIME, Ned Young

8

8

PIECES OF FIGHT Ste.

9

9

LIVING IN THE USA. Linda Rommel

10

10

SOME GIRLS, Rdwg Stones

11

13

TIME PASSAGES. AI Stewart

12

51

C'EST CHIC. CPC

13

15

GHANA. Chaka Kahn

14

16

BROTHER TO BROTHER. Gino Vantell,

A6

15

17

ASINGLE MAN. Elton John

MCA

16

20

BACKLESS, Eric Cropmn

RSO

17

18

CRU151N', Village People

Casablanca

Porrr,n

-

17

43

5

RSO

23

Mane Osmoed

PAPERROSES

Capitol

29

Gary Glitter

LIVE AND MORE, Dona Summer

Columbia

SHARING THE NIGHT TOGETHER, Or Hook

2B

73

GREATEST HITS VOL.

2

Arista

1-e/ EVERY

1

7

4

Polydor

PROMISES. Ent Clapton

1

se

Warwick

I

The New Seekers

45

49

Alvin Srardisr

46

53

Wainer Bros

WOMAN, Chaka Kahn

Capitol

Arsta
Casablanca

Alto
6 Tennille

ABM
MCA
Gordy
Blue Sky
Capitol
Elektra

Scott; Brothers

WAS MADE FOR DANCING. Leg Garrett

Planet

FIRE, Pointer Sisters

Epic

WILL BE IN LOVE WITH YOU, Livingstone Taylor

Asylum
Chrysalis
Anola America

DON'T HOLD BACK, Chanson
THE GAMBLER, Kenny Rogers

Untied Anises
Columbia

The Osmonds

47

48

FOREVER AUTUMN, Justin Hayward

Mud

48

56

TAKE ME TO THE RIVER, The Talking Heads

David Essex

49

58

SEPTEMBER, Earth, Wind

Mon The Hoopla

50

60

A MAN I'LL NEVER BE, Roston

Sire

9
11

10

-

11

8

6

13

5

la

13

Radar

16

Stiff

17

15

INSTANT REPLAY, Dan Halloran

3

4
-

IN THE BUSH, Musigue

3

-

LOVE AMERICA, Panel Juvet
GONNA LOVE YOU FOREVER. Crown Heights
GIVING IT BACK, Phil Hunt
MARY'S BOY CHILD/OH MY LORD, BoneyM

BREAKING DOWN THE WALLS OF HEARTACHE

CBS

8

8

IO

BLAME IT ON THE BOOGIE, The Jacksons
ONE NATION UNDER ONE A GROOVE. Funladelic

PEACHES

Mercury

Aríola

1

3

Hey Jude
Dust In The Wind

Fantasy

4

Radio. Radio

2

Warner Bros

6

Atlantic

7
8

17

-.

JUST TO BE CLOSE TO YOU. Commodores Casablanca Motown

10

4

Blue Inc

19

20

wewl

9

Maggie May
You've Lost That Loving Feekno
River Deep, Moumsn High
Lytog Eyes
My Geneation

A

Tom Rdartes Band
Tote BaaGd

gmtwua Broth
Ike

6 Tire

Tr

E
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1

4

Nina Simone

6

Malcolm Roberts

6

00I4T TALK TO HIM

3

YOU WERE
MAOE FOR ME

Freddie and The Dreamers

4

YOU'LL NEVERWALK ALÓNE

Gerry

6

ILLKEEPVOUSATISCED
MARIAELENA

8

GLAD ALLOVER

9

I

IU

DNLY WANT TO
BE WITH TDU

IWANt[ O HOLD YOUR HAND

Allanar
RSO

Warne Bros
SAM

Aaltm
Rdkng Stave
Re

Warne/ Stos

nlumw

23

UVE BOOTLEG. Aerosmith

19

LIFE BEYOND LA, Ambrosia

10

25

GREATEST HITS, Barry Marelow

21

11

TWIN SONS,Oan Fogelberg 6 Tim Weaberg

22

22

DOG AND BUTTERFLY. Heart

23

12

HOT STREETS, Chicago

Columba

24

39

THE BEST OFf.ARTFI, WIND le FIRE

Columba

25

28

WEEKEND WARRIORS, Ted Nugent

26'

26

IS IT STILL GOOD FOR YA,

27

27

INNER SECRETS Santana

28

30

GENE SIMMONS

29

31

-

WAVELENGTH, Van Morrison

30
31

21

BURSTING OUT, Jethro Tull

32

40

ELAN, Fitelall

33

34

CITY NIGHTS, hack Gilder

Chrysalis

34

35

THE STRANGER, (idly Joel

Columba

35

36

REED SEED, Grover

36

38

ACE FREHLEY

JAZZ,

375 46

C

Warner Bute
Antra
Full

Nhnnrfpc
Paver

Epc

Ashford b Simpson

Warner Bros

Cdumba
Casablanca

Warner Bros

aeon

Elest/a

Chrysala
Allanac

Motown

Washington, Jr

Casablanca
ABC

GREATEST HITS, Steely Dan

38

42

TWO FOR THE SHOW, Kansas

39

50

TOTO

40

37

SWITCH

41

45

THE MAN. Barry White

42

Al

PAUL STANLEY'

43

48

GREATEST HITS, Commodores

44

47

MORE SONGS, Taking Heads

45

55

ALICIA BRIDGES

46

56

CHANSON

47

43

PETER CRISS

Kushner

Columba
Gordy
20th Century
Casablanca

Motown
She
Polydor

Arias

,

Casablanca

CHILDREN OF SANCHEZ. Chuck Manl/one

48

14

49

49

ROSS, DIana Ross

50

-

SHAKEDOWN STREET. Grateful Dead

AEON

Melown
Arcata

12
13

.d The Pacemakers
Kate/

Kerby

14

Bills J Kramer and The Dakotas

15

16

Los Indies TPbaleroe

17

The Dave ClarkfN4
Dusty gpnngteld
TI,

B

ate

18

19
x

Casablanca
Polydor
AVI

GRUISIN', Village People
6
SHAKE YOUR GROOVE THING. Peaches Herb
5 MY CLAIM TO FAME, Jamas Wells
Epc
Moore
Melba
6 YOU STEPPED INTO MY LIFE.
AWAVI, The
A LITTLE LOVIN' (KEEPS THE DOCTOR
11
Ram

20th Century

CONTACT, Edwin Starr
Casablanca
MAC ARTHUR PARK SUITE, Donna Summer
Cotillion
LOVE, Capone
10
JE SOIS MUSIC/LOOK FOR
(DISCO ROUND(, Ahem Bridges Polvdor
7 I LOVE THE NIGHTLIFE
Ardis
CAN TELL Chanson
12 DON'T HOLD BACK/I
Arroja
RUNNER. Three Degrees
13 GIVING UP. GIVING IN/THE
you,
9 AIN T THAT ENOUGH FOR
SAM
John Claws 6 the Monster Orchestra
West E
I CAN. Starve LaVetle
18 DOIN THE BEST THAT
16
SINNER MAN, Seats DMA
19. HOT BUTTERFLY, Illortie Bootie
/.41.80
La1,VE rlbsly Tllann
17 SHOOT ME WITH YOUR
GOO /iiintd
14. Ot7114 OF TM NIGIT. 1ole00a Hoitov4al
2

Dhvner
d

24

20 /21

Frit'Qrórce'
HOLD Vain
If THERVI L1;VE. ArnitF

541soui

I1

RSES,

,, ark ss

.

1/Ssotii

Atlantic
'

4

15

11

Cliff Richard

USDISC

LE FREAK, Chic

aA,..,aa.a'

k.s.v5.

y,0

Allan c

18

Epc

3

8
10

The Beatles

1

7

9

/

7

Ti

Dos O'Connor

19631

ENr5SECRO
:IC,:

3

The Turtles

LOVS Yovmber

I

2

Lulu

ELEANOR

OF NO DICE

1

The Bandwagon

M A TIGER

IS

5. Jailhnuse Rock

Capra
Arsta

18

-

246-8 Motorway

Pha lot

Epic

AINT GOT NO I GOT UFE
NAY I HAVE THE NEXT DREAM WITH YOU
I

Casablanca

Fantasy
Atlantic

ONE TWO, THREE O'LEARY

-

RCA

Allot

Barry Ryan
The Islay Rrorhers

5

PRANCE ON, Eddie Henderson
EAST RIVER. The Bracket Bros

Aelatuic Blue Inc

The Scaffold

ELOISE

Blue Sky

Casablanca

GIVIN' UP GIVIN' M, Three Degrees
CLOSE THE DOOR/ONLY YOU, Teddy Prender gross
DISCO DANCING. Stanley Turrentine

LE FREAK. Chic

Hugo Montenegro

GOOD. THE SAD AND THE UGLY

THIS OLD HEART OF MINE

GTO

etos

Cournl a

tesetxrca

Barry Blue

r

Fantasy
Warner Bros

DANCE (DISCO HEAT), Sylvester

I

THE

Barbra Srreisand

R,

19

Arc

6 Fre

Cdsentte
Waotet

Gilbert O'Sullwan

DOYOUWANNADANCE

ULY THE PINK

-

EASE ON DOWN THE ROAD,Ross/Micftacl Jai.kson Casablanca
RAK

,,$TUMBUN' IN, Sun Ouaho/Chra Norman

7

LOVE THE NIGHT UFE, Alicia Bridges

30

Warner Bros
United Amory

SHINY BEAST. Captain Beelheart
LOVE BITES, The Buzzeocks

5

RCA

I'M EVERY WOMAN. Chaka Khan
10 ALWAYS AND FOREVER. Heatwave
TAKE THAT TO THE BANK, Shelamar
2 MAC ARTHUR PARK. Donna Summer

9

12
Ee

1

3

YOU NEEDED ME, Anne Murray

WELL ALRIGHT, Santana

I

32

CBS

3

Warner 8103

2/

John Cooper Clarke

A WILD AND CRAZY GUY, Steve Marten

A9M

FEEL. Ambrosia

26
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Sweet

13

CBS

68

66
67

I

Rrva/111n pore

3

'0 Years Ago 1hh Deeembet'19681

Fantasy

58

65

Mercury

5

Decca

GTO

58

53

7

20

SIX MILLION STEPS, Bairn Hanrs 6 F.L.O.
DA'YA THINK 1'M SEXY, Rod Stewart
LOVE THE NIGHTLIFE, Alicia Bridges

4

19

49

63

12

Bronze

57

61

5

Atlantic

1

7

I

CBS
EMI
Polydor
Polydor
Arista

GIVE EM ENOUGH ROPE. Cloth
GERM FREE ADOLESCENCE, X Ray Spec

SCREAM, Souse 6 The Banshees
ALL MOD CONS, The Jam
TAKE 140 PRISONERS. Lou Reed
FOOL AROUND. Rachel Sweet
THE IMAGE HAS CRACKED. ATV

3

Atlantic

LOVE BEACH, Emerson, Lake and Palmer

ELVIS 40 GREATEST, Elva Presley

41

JUST

-

Epic

1

2

3

46

52

62

K -Tel

11

Chrysalis

Sire

51

82

15

Atlantic

61

60

10

Motown

41

6

24

2

Casablanca

JUST WANNA STOP, Ginn Vannrll,

I

3 HOW MUCH

52nd STREET Boy Joel

1

YOU DON'T BRING ME FLOWERS. Stroisand/Damond Columba

5

25

I

LIVE AND MORE, Donna Summer

40

58

12

33

Decca

ELO EP. ELO

21

9

37

CHRISTMAS IN SMURFLAND. Father Abraham

-

10

8

Polydor

ACCIDENT PRONE. Statue Qua

33

7

EVITA. Onglnal London Cast

36

50

5

35

35

49

4

36

39

1

23

ALBUMS

Mercury/12in/US Casablanca pronto 12m
Fantasy/US t2.
3 'DANCE (DISCO HEAT(, Sylvester
CBS/17'7
B
IN/HE BUSH/REMIX, Musique
CasablanW12m/
6 I LOVE AMERICA, Patrick Jovet

6

Polydor

ninnioL
Atlantid12

Village People

RAK

38

-

Y.M,C A.,

OUT OF THE BLUE, Elecmc Light Orchestra

LYDIA. Dean Friedman

MAC ARTHUR PARK Donna Summer
BLAME R ON THE BOOGIE, Jacksons

4

WELL SAID THE ROCKING CHAIR, Dean Friedman

I

34

3

32

38

43

LE FREAK, Chic

35

37

47

2

HIT ME WITH YOUR RHYTHM STICK, ten Duey B Blockheads
Stiff
TOMMY GUN. Clash
CBS
GIVE ME EVERYTHING, Magarrne
Virgin
B AB Y, Rachel Sweet
Still
PROMISES. Buarcoeks
United Artrsrs
DAMAGED GOODS. Gang of Four
Fast Records
AMERICAN SQUIRM. Nick Lowe
Radar
CRYING. HOPING, WAITING, Wreekless Eric
Só11
FROM TO X. Be. 1R Japan
Zoo Records
AMBITION. Subway Sect
Rough Trade

Blue Sky/US 121n/CBS

Dan Hartman
2

Motown

K -Tel

10

INSTANT REPLAY,

1

35

I'LL PUT YOU TOGETHER AGAIN, Hot Chocolate

48

1

34

62

GIVIN' UP GMN' IN, Three Degrees
DESTINATION VENUS, Replies

9

United Artists

36

MY UFE, Billy Joel

8

Warwick

69

32

7

Vertigo

19

23' CLASSIC ROCK, Landoll Symphony Orohestra

4

United Artists

23

31

3

Decca

22

PROMISES. Buraeocka

3

14

SINGLES

RSO

BAÓKLESS,Enc Claptoo

20

DR

73

0

CBS

1

28

MAC ARTHUR PARK, Donna Summer

4

Ensign

AMAZING DARTS, Darts

15

-

2

Atlantic/Hansa

14

37

2

EMI

NIGHTFUGHT TO VENUS. Boney M

17

19

LE FREAK, Chic

-Tel

14

18

4

EMI

13

45

43

1

USALBUMS
I

Arlante

1

KTeI

5

34

42

1

ANM

12

35

LOVE THE NIGHT LIFE, Alicia Bridges

SINGLES 1974-78, Carpenters

4

USsito

7

1

2

2

3

-

4

6

5

3

6

5

7

10

8

8

9

11

16

10
11

13

12

14

13

7

14

9

16

15

18

20

17

1

18

,5rriuc

LE FREAK. Chic

Cent
YOUR SWEETNESSIS MY WEAKNESS` Barry While 20th
Warns Bros
I'M EVERY WOMAN Chaka Khan
GOT TO BE REAL. CheM Lynn

MARY JANE, Kick Janm
ONE NATION UNDER A GROOVE, Funkadd,o
Rose Royce
LOVE DON T LIVE HERE ANYMORE
DON T HOLD BACK, Chanson

cotaitn
LONG STROKE, ADC Band
foil a
SEPTEMBER. Earth Wind B Fire
700v
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GET DOWN, Gene Chandler
RCA
RIGHT. EMyn'CMniiaRrt.' Ki
I DON'T KNOW IT ITS
DISCO TO GO. Brines or Funketslam
MAC ARTHUR PARK, Donne Summer,
LOST AND TURNED OUT, Wheoss
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Juicy

MrLaren esys he's bold the lapel( to
Virgin for L110.000 and claims some
of the money will be used for Sid's
defence. With publicity like that,
ran hardly tall 1Me wren, that is) he
Bill even more bizarre than that
(and It Is difficult to be more bizarre
than the mawkish Mclaren) is
another little Item which has corns
to my entice., An unknown tan left

I

Luid

messages on the hoard of an ancient
abbey in St Albans, requesting that
prayers be said for the unfortunate
Sid The plea reads: "Dear Lord
Jeeus please help John Simon Ritchie Thank you for releasing him on
ball. Please do not let him go to
prison or be fined, only be cared for,
cured of drug addiction and loved
and helped hack to good health "
Nothing like going to the top for help.
Is there

0
I

DO

B..
worry about Olivia

Newton -John ... she's so
painfully thin. Especially
when I remember her curvier days in the group
Tomorrow. Of course she's
changed a lot since then and

we had the chance to see just
how much at her post -gig
party at the Embassy Club
on Sunday night. She entered
as they were playing her new

Ekland (who's making up lost
ground in the publicity stakes) who

embraced

John

Reid

enthusiastically, shrieking "The man I
didn't marry!" Not the ONLY one
dear. Phil Lynott spent the evening
in close conversation with ex -Pistols
Paul Cook and Steve Jones, Charlie
Watts came out of hibernation, as
did Pete Townshend
rivetting
exponents of witty repartee. I hear.
Although Britt threw herself Into
the dancing, she couldn't' compete
with the young Hot Gossip outfit,.
an
who did their cabaret routine
uncensored version. But keep ,at it,
Britt. Whatever you do, don't give In
dear. Youth Isn't everything.
but to
ADULTERY is one thing
publicly accuse your wife of being a
liar! Not very gallant Mr JJ Barrie.
You might remember he had a hit
with a nauseatingly coy song called

-

-

...

'No Charge'. Well, during a
bankruptcy hearing last week, he

was accused by the wife Christine's
counsel of having "exploited her and
bled her dry"
for no charge, I
presume. He denies the charge.
Excuse me If I smile.
to report it hasn't
taken long for jolly little Elt to get
back on his feet after giving us all
heart attacks worrying about his
health. Yes, he's been out on the

I'M PLEASED

It seems the Stones

-

I'i-1'

?

b

)OF

we're

L .4,1 to the

1

1
)

womed's

zine

would
NOT

with

a

mega-

that she

definitely

be

touring

Rod. Well,
who was that I
saw you with in
Manchester last week, Rod. It
certainly wasn't your mother.

BUT THE blond I saw at the Electric
Ballroom on Saturday couldn't
possibly be mistaken for anyone

it was Wayne County's
first public appearance in a dress,
else. Yes,

and didn't she/he look divine? Well,
no actually. Before having the final
chop, Wayne dear, I'd advise a crash
course In haute couture. And
perhaps a different choice of hair
conditioner. But Hugh Cornwell, an

inconspicuous member of the
audience, wasn't much better. With
all the money the Stranglers must
have made, surely he could afford a
new coat?
But just to prove the Stranglers
aren't always the bad boys they
make out to be, they gave a load of
their albums to a school fete in
Llttlehampton (must be something
In that but I can't think what) In aid
of a spastics charity. I'm told a copy
of 'No More Heroes' was won by the
local bobby. It always pays to keep
in with the constabulary I always
say.
AND IT'S nice to see the law is on
the ball
especially In Ireland. The
Rich Kids were dismayed to be

-

Well, Hot Gossip are mixing with all the stars these days.
I'm told the stars saw a lot more than the picture above at.
the Olivia Newton -John reception but we couldn't show you
those pics, could we?
pulled off the ferry just as they were
setting sail back to England, while
the ferry was searched for bombs.
The ever watchful Pete Walmsley
(their poor, unfortunate manager)
thought he'd help out by checking
the band's truck, to make sure no.
one had wreaked terrible revenge on
them by planting a big one in there.

poking around, three
policemen appeared to ask what he
was doing. "Just checking for
bombs," said the 'baby faced
Walmsley. The law was satisfied.
apparently not thinking that anyone
as Innocent looking could actually
have been a bomber.
As he was

LESS gulhble are the German anti.
terrorist squads. One of them hauled
in 909 who were exhausted after an
all night drive to Dusseldorf. Such
an introduction to the glittering,
glamorous world of rock for stand -In
drummer Ed Case, currently taking
the place of Pablo LaBritaln, And he
might be standing In for longer than
he'd thought, because the poor Pablo
has further troubles. Just when he'd
thought a broken arm was punishment enough, he's damaged the
nerve in the arm and faces possible

THE WAITING WAS WORTH IT!
.zoikpoy Records present a Fabulous Maxi
Single by

Eiarlie

`

WELL,

we've been
spared one spectacle.

Dinky disco atar

Sylvester was hoping to
bring over a mammoth
set of stage effects

TAKEN FROM THE ALBUM "CHARLIE GRACIE
CAMEO PARKWAY SESSIONS"

so feet
moveable fans (the air

variety,

dears, not
gigantic audiences) and
a perspex stage

couldn't be done unless
he hired a Jumbo. And
not even HE is that
outrageous.

album which is supposed to be
coming out in early January.

{

nW___

shows, I hear
that Bob Geidorf
has steadfastly eefused

l

i,

ever

to

play the Music
Machine again
(though he's a
frequent ligger

`there) and It's
to do with
ith getting bigger
crowds at Hammersmith or the
Rainbow. No, I believe he's been
wary of the MM stage ever since his
teeth stopped a fist some months
ago. I distinctly remember him
being temporarily speechless on
that occasion, but I can't believe
that would stop him from appearing
there again.
ISN'T it depressing to hear about the
tiresome John Travolta's even more
tedious big brother? Joey has been
shooting his mouth off about little
John. saying: "Johnny has missed
all of that maturing period He was
working hard but he wasn't in a real
world
show business isn't the real
world. How can it be?" Wouldn't be
anything to do with sour grapes,
would it Joey?

-

ON THE subject of dubious manners, Hl Tension made themselves
unpopular by insisting on having )
soundcheck all the way through a
dinner held at the Venue for the
Disco Forum. In fact, they kept up
the racket right through the awards
and only stopped when they had to
Collect their own award. The set they
played afterwards had a rather
boringly fame tar ring to It

AND NOW a last word from almost
royalty. If you are remotely interested in what soppy Roddy
Llewellyn would like for Christmas
(apart from his wet album to sell
some copies) Phonogram hopefully
tell us he likes collecting antique
clocks We understand he's fond of
antiques Yes, well...
More from the constantly won
derfu) world' of rock next week.
Byeee.
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I KNOW It's not really fair to condemn someone on their taste in
clothes, but honestly, that Malcolm
McLaren! The suit he wore for his
singing debut on 'Nationwide' last
week was beyond the pale. Rather
like his singing, in fact. And I hear
the odious little man has even
written a song for the new Pistols'

J
S

-

but
the airlines told him it

t

- THE

-

including

IL

Maxi single includes:

B/W
Wow -w

paralysis in his left hand. it's not
known how long he'll take to get

better.

facie

Fabulous

madly

forward

Boomtown

w

Hamilton recently
in an Inter-

"said
-yview with

all

c,Rats' London

'

(and who
f, Rod
Isn't?) his new
11(1 lady love Mane
-

COURSE

.looking

TALKING about

Y

need some help

Ronnie Wood has just been
divorced by his wife Qtrlasle, the
mother of his young son. because of
his adultery with a 2a'yearold
model, Jo Howard.

town, having a wonderful tame with
Rod Stewart's PR Tony "don't
worry me now darling:' Toon at
London's swank Embassy Club.
They seem to be letting in almost
anybody these days. But while Tony
knocked back the brandy, Elt stayed
strictly on the soft stuff. Very wise,
my dear, spec tally at your age.

album 'Totally Hot' (which I

can tell you is more tepid
than hot) and was greeted
warmly by a horde of well
washers.
They included the ubiquitous Britt

ANOTHER prayer request has been
left for Rolling Stone Keith Richard.

l
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RELEASES
FOLLOWING the Top

'If

success of

It's Over'

in

td

You T ink

Amenen
Chile Rea re-releases by

single
week.
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RAT PACK

ROXY MUSIC guitarist
Phil Manzanera is set to
release his second solo
album 'K Scope'. Guest
musicians Include tot
Creme, Kevin Godley and
John Wetton.

-

More
Clash dates

STRANGLERS; Jean Jacques solo LP

THE CLASH are to headline the Sid Vicious benefit'
concert at the London Music Machine on December
19.

The band have also added a string of additional
dates to their tour. These are: Bath Pavilion
December 12. Portsmouth Locarno 17, Purley
Locarno 18, Wolverhampton Civic Hall 20. Hastings
Pier Pavilion 21, Aylesbury Friars 22, London
28

and 29.

Kinks play
mini tour
Rory tours
homeland

THE STRANGLERS are to return to the limelight
in the New Year...with two albums and their first
single for over six months.
The band are currently recording a new single,
produced by Martin Rushent, set for late January
release. And at the same time two albums one
the long-awaited live album, the other a solo
recording by Jean Jacques Burnel will also be
available.
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PATTI SMITH
Rundgren.

THE

struck lead singer

Howard Wall. Howard
was rushed to Ayrshire
Central Hospital last
week with meningitis, but
is said to be recovering.

SEVENTY ONE year old
Cousin Joe from New
Orleans Is currenUy in

Britain to promote

- -a

Sugar'.
A specially built dance floor, costing (30,000, has
been temporarily Installed into the Music Machine
for the film. The project Is costing half a million
pounds and executive producer is Brian Smedley Aston who recently worked on the newly released '39

e.

Gallagher will also be recording a 'Rock Goes To
College' programme for broadcast on January 27 and
he'll be releasing an EP in the New Year. Tracks will
Include 'Shadow Play' and 'Brute Force And
Ignorance' from his recent 'Photo Finish' album and
two as yet unnamed tracks.

Steps'.
The film Is expected to come out by Easter next
year.
'

ADVERTISEMENT
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SYLVESTER: judge for dance competition

HERE COMES

THE JUDGE

Radio Luxembourg
Recórd Mirror

20th Century

-

I

l

CHELSEA fly out to
America on Monday to
play five dates in two
major cities. They'll be
playing Boston's Rat
Club, CBGB's and the
Bowery Club In New
York. At least one of

THE WONDER boy of disco Sylvester will be special
guest at the EMI Disco Dancing Worldwide Cham.
pPlonship Final on December 12 at the Empire
Ballroom Leicester Square.
Sylvester will be a Judge and performer at the
activities which will be televised that night between
7.30 and 8.30. The championships have attracted
dancers from 35 different countries.
There will be 1:1,1100 worth of pprises, a trophy and
the title of World Dancing Disco Champion.
Meanwhile. Sylvester will be performing In his
right at the Hammersmith Odeon on December 8 and

A NEW dance series Is

Southern Television

recorded for
live EP.

a

be
possible

THE STEVE LINTON
band have been joined by
drummer Les Sampson
who was a former
member of Stray Dogs
Noel

THE
and

'Saturday Night Fever'.
Provisionally entitled 'Dance Crazy' the show will
feature current dance trends, and will also, according to the producer "reflect great dance styles
and crazes
from ragtime to disco."
The pilot show will be filmed in January with a
resident team of disco dancers as well as a participating studio audience.

...

Caroline back
PIRATE station Radio Caroline will return to the
airwaves on December 20.
The station has been off the air since November for
repairs to the ship 'MI Amigo', and so that new
crystals could be fitted Into the radio transmitter.
Anyone wanting further information on Caroline
should write Radio Caroline. 321 Rosa, Gerona.
Spain.

will

CBGB's

at

Redding

GONG recently played to
8,000 fans in a tent In
Rome. The crowd was so
big that they had to
remove the side panela

currently being planned by

... in the wake of 'Grease'

performances

Chelsea's

Band.

And Crazy
TV show

his

single 'You're Never Too
Old To Boogie'. Joe says
that he's going to concentrate on his career
from now on and "stop
chasing them women and
drinking that wine."

and the

BA

have
to cancel

their tour after Illness

-

-

LURKERS

forced

been

BRITISH equivalent of 'Saturday Night Fever'
the description of the film company that's making it
is currently being filmed in London.
It's to be called 'Music Machine' and most of the
action takes place In the Camden Town club of that
name. it stars Patti Boulaye
'New Faces' winnerand ex -star of 'Hair'
and a relative unknown,
Gerry Sunduist. The part of, the DJ of the club is
played by Clark Peters, from 'Bubbling Brown
A

Is

currently working on a
new album, which will be
produced by Todd

Britain to
get a Fever

.,.

:,; ;I

accident on the Motorway
when they were returning
home from Scotland this
week. The band had
recently signed to Ensign
Records.

-

so

following an

Injured,

The live album' as yet untitled, la likely to
feature material recorded over the last two
years. While Burnel's solo album (exclusively
reported this summer in Record Mirror) will be
entitled 'Euro Man Cometh' featuring Burnel on
instruments Including bass, drums and synthesiser.
The Stranglers are currently fixing dates for a
Far Eastern tour In the New Year, taking In Japan,
Australia and new Zealand.

s

,.

.

<

IRISH GUITARIST Rory Gallagher and his band will
be touring his homeland in late December. Gallagher
will play Dublin Stadium December 27, 28, 29 and 30,
Cork Arcadia 31 and January 1, Belfast Ulster Hall 31
5

PERCUSSIONIST Chris
EtUenne of London based
band Light Of The World,
was killed and other
members of the band

.

Two Stranglers
albums -and single
-

THE KINKS surface from the bowels of Muswell Hill
for a pre - Christmas mini tour. The band will play a
small string of college gigs to get back to student
audiences. Dates are Manchester Polytechnic
December 8, Reading University 9, Exeter University 11. Keele University 13.

4,

Ul

COUNTRY crooner Glen
Campbell releases his
new album 'Baste' on
December 8.

THE CHART - topping Boomtown Rats are to re release all their singles In their original picture
sleeves this week.
'Looking .After Number One' (a 7" version of the
original 12" cover), 'Mary Of The Fourth Form',
'She's So Modern', 'Like Clockwork' and 'Rat Trap'
will be available
individually or as a set at the
normal retail price.

Lyceum

Britain

NEW JERSEY band
Quazar release their
debut album 'Quasar' on
Arista this week.

i

-

in

BAY

CITY

ROi.t.RRS are currently
in Los Angeles with new

year - old lead singer
Duncan Faure who
22

-

replaces Les McKeown.

AMERAN
station
90

NBCIC

minute

television
will feat
51
show'

The

Bee

Gee'.

Earth Wind And Fire,
Elton John, Rod Stewart
on

and many others
January 10. Called'AG
The Music for
Of Song
Unicet Concert', the show
is designed to raise
money for the 1JNICneEfF

-

Organisation to
children.

LEGENDARY blues man
Muddy Watery plays
oa
London Dingwalls
December

11.
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MORE FOR
CHRISTMAS

'THE ENID: Sunderland Polytechnic December 9,
RAF Scampton 16, Redcar Coatham Bowl 17, London
Marquee 23.
THE MEMBERS: who recently supported Devo on
their British tour, play the following dater: Maidstone Medway College Qf Art December 8, Brighton
Sussex University 9, I.dnllnn Acklam Hall 14, London
Electric Ballroom 17, London West Hampstead
Moonlight Club West 19, London Nashville 28.
TAPPER ZUKIE: the Jamaican reggae 'toaster'
plays the following added dates: Bradford University
December 8, Manchester Polytechnic 13.

Jam, Generation X, Steve Gibbons and Smurfs
XMAS SPECIAL fever continues this week with the
announcement of another series of special Christmas
concerts and appearances
featuring acts as varied
as the Jam and the Smurfs.
The Jam who have Just completed an extensive
British tour, play a Christmas special at the London
Music Machine on December 21. supported by Jab Jab, Gang of Four and the Nips They've also rescheduled their cancelled concert at Canterbury
University for December? (Thursday).
The Steve Gibbons Band play a home town Xmas
special at Birmingham Odeon on December 23.
following a recent European tour. They're also
slotting in two gigs at the London Marquee on
December 20 and 21.
Generation X stay 1n the picture with a gig at the
London Electric Ballroom on December 19, following
their pre -Christmas tour at: Nottingham Boat Club
December 7, Sheffield Poly 8, Redcar Coatham Bowl
10, Leeds Brannigans 11, Colchester Woods Leisure
Centre 12, Liverpool Eries (two shows) 16.
Gillen, fronted by former Deep Purple man Ian
Gillen play the London Marquee for their special
after Christmas gigs on December 27, 28 and 29.
While London club Dtngwalls aid the festivities by
playing host to Alexis Korner and Rolling Stone
Charlie Watts December 10, Muddy Waters 11,
Matumbl 13 and 14. Merger 20, Wilko Johnson's Solid
Senders 21. Fumble of the 'Elvis' musical fame 22
and the Carol Grimes Band 23.
All that remains for a complete round-up of pre who will be touring
Christmas shows is the Smurfs
shops and stores this month. They'll be in birmingham this Saturday December 9, Edinburgh 15,
Glasgow- 15, pm, and Manchester 16. See local press
for details. Father Abraham won't be appearing and
all "shows" well be free.

UNDERTONES;

ri

11111

line up for "unknown reasons" and he has already
been replaced by former Lone Star member Paul
Chapman. Chapman has worked with UFO before.
notably when Schenker disappeared after the band's
end of tour London Roundhouse concert in June 1977.
Tying In with the tour, UFO will be releasing a new
double live album 'Strangers In The Night' for
release on January 19.
Tour dates are: Cardiff University January 12,
Liverpool Empire 14. Bradford St Georges Hall 15,
Lancaster University
Carlisle Market Hall
2ity1
ri
Theatre
ncaster
York University 2Q. 16,
mingham Odeon 23, Sheffield City Hall 21, Blackburn
King Georges Hall 25, Ipswich Gaumont 26,
Chelmsford Odeon 27, Bristol Colston Hall 28,
Brighton Dome 29, Southampton Gaumont 30, Hemel
Hempstead Pavilion 31. Wolverhampton Civic Hall
Febuary 1. Stoke Victoria Hall 2, Leeds University 3.
Coventry Theatre 4, Leicester De Montfort Hall 5,
Glasgow Apollo 7, Edinburgh Odeon 8, Aberdeen
Capitol 9, Dundee Caird Hall 10, Newcastle City Hall
11. Manchester Free Trade Hall 12, Hammersmith

OxfordBir-

Odeon

15, 16.
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Sham name bill

THE FULL bill for the Sham

69 benefit concert at the
London Rainbow on December 27 will now include
Sham, the Invaders, Doll By Doll and Hl -Fi,
The concert, in aid of one parent families, is also
likely to include surprise guests.

Cliff
One more
extra London concert
give

CLIFF RICHARD

is to

an

at the Dominion Theatre on December 12.
But Richard is to enforce one special condition for
every person In the audience
obtaining tickets
must donate a toy to London's Capital Radio for
distribution to underprivileged children.
The move follows a similar venture at a Carpenters' concert two years ago, when more than 8,000
toys were donated by members of the audience.
The tickets for toys swop begins this week In the
foyer ofCapltal Radio, Euston Road, London;

-

Rock symphony
THE LONDON Symphony Orchestra will stage two
concerts at the Royal Albert Hall on January 30 and
31 featuring music from their album 'Classic Rock'.
They'll be playing symphonic versions of 'Pinball
Wizard'. 'Space Oddity' and many others.

go

r

Ask

disco
A DISCJ version of a
Blondie song is to be
released as the band's
new single in the New

Jon Frew in

i

-r
IQ-

ART EDITOR

si.

Ivf-'t--

Blondie

Year.
'Heart Of Class' Is a 5
minute 50 seconds version
of the track from the
'Parallel Lines' album
and has been completely
re-recorded, The first
30,000 copies will be
available in a 121n version
with a picture cover.
BIgi die will he touring
America in the New Year
and have no plans for
another British tour'untll
next summer.

Evening: 01.836

JAM: London gig

-

VETERAN HEAVY metal exponents UFO began
their biggest ever British tour in January.
UFO will be flying back from their adopted home of
California, for a massive tour stretching into mid
February. Guitarist Michael Schenker has left the

1522

Electric Ballroom

December 9, Dublin McGonnagles 12, Belfast Prxind
13, 14, Portrush Christos Arcadia 15, Derry St
Columbus 16, London Nashville 18 and 19, Manchester Russell 21, Edinburgh Odeon (supporting
Rezlllos) 22, Glasgow Apollo (supporting Rezlllos) 23,
THE BISHOPS: Birmingham Barbarellas December
7, Maidstone College Of Art 8, Hull College t2,
Harrow Technical College 13, Taunton College Of Art
14, Halifax Good Mood Club 16, Manchester Venue 17,
Leeds F Club 19. Salisbury Technical College 20.
Bolton Institute Of 'Technology 21, Middlesbrough
Rock Garden 22, Scarborough Penthouse 29.
SOUNDER: following London dates: Acton Kings
Head December 7, Hammersmith Swan 9, Acton
White Hart 19, Hammersmith Swan 22, Camden
Music Machine 30.

-

MASSIVE
UFO TOUR

London

TELEPHONE

Daytime. 01.836

.-

--1

--.
SNIFF AND THE TEARS: recent signing to
Chiswick Records play the following London dates:
London School Of Economics December 11. Nashville
14, Dingo-ails 18.
ALBERTOS Y LOST TRIOS PARANOIAS: add a
date at North Staffs Polytechnic on December 15 and
cancel their gig at Manchester Apollo on 16.
CHAS AND DAVE: London Nashville December 7,
Bath University 8. North Greenford Football Club 9,
London Marquee 10, Nottingham Malibu Club 11,
Birmingham Polytechnic 12. Wimbledon Nelsons
Club 13, London Central Polytechnic 14, London Rock
Garden 16, Harrow Borough Football Club 24.
THE DP'S: Brighton Buccaneer December 7, 14 and
21.

GOTHAM CITY SWING BAND: London Young Vic
December 21. London The Cut 22. Woolwich Tram shed Theatre 24.
THE TROGGS: Edinburgh Heriot Watt University
December 8, Sunderland Polytechnic 9, Fulham
Palace Road New Greyhound 14, 15; 16. 17 and 18,
Basildon'Sweeney's Disco 19, Yeovil Rugby Club Ball
22, London Music Machine 30.
SPUD: London Westfield College December 8,
Leicester University College Hall 9, Accrington
Lakeland Lounge 10, Chesterfield College of Art 13,
Basildon Double Six 1.4, Newcastle University 15.
Nottingham Boat Club,16, London Hope And Anchor
17, Langley College 19.
STEVE ELGIN AND THE' FLATBACKERS:
Herefordshire Technical College December 8, Sunderland Polytechnic 30.
WILD ANGELS: Camberwell College Of Art
December 8, Twickenham Technical College le.
TERRAPLANE: Porth Cymner Pioneer Club
December 7, Lanchester Polytechnic 8. Tonypandy
Naval Club 9. Woolwich Tramshed 12, London
Brecknock 22.
MATCHBOX: added date: Bristol University
December 7.
SCENE STEALER: play Hamilton Bell' Technical
College on December 8 and not Dundee Technical
College as originally planned.
DAVID KUBINEC: whose debut album 'Some Things
Never Change', is released this week, plays the
following London dates: Nashville December 8.
Music machine 9. Marquee 16.
STEPPIN' OUT: Bristol University December 8,
Chelsea College 9, London The Venue 10, Sussex
University 12, London St Bartholomew's Hospital l3,
Birmingham Barbarella's 14, St Albans City Hall 16,
London Wood Green Shades 20.
THE FALL: Strathclyde University December 7,
Dundee University 8, Stirling University 9. London
Marquee 17, Manchester Venue 30.
STRAIGHT EIGHT: Hammersmith Swan December
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Greyhound
JAB JAB: Fulham Palace Road Birdcage
II,
December 8, Ealing Nutmeg 9, Barnsley
Manchester Polytechnic 12. Kirk Levington Country
21.
Machine
Music
20.
London
Club 15, Sheffield Limit

o

BLONDIE: new version of single

London Windsor Castle 22 and 27.
College
SIMPLE MINDS: Aberdeen Robert Gordon Dundee
December 8, Glasgow Art School .14, 21, KirkTechnical College 15. Edinburgh Astoria Cuinzie,
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toe REASON:

M BORED to the gills with

interviewees pretending to be
bored with interviews. This
task was a pain in the butt.
I hat transcribing
interview -tapes and finding
nothing but my own voice
blethering back at me, while
interviewees sit in reverie,
answering questions with a
mere "yes" or "no",
egotistically adopting their
rehearsed we -heard -it -all -before
-

pose, one which Is as offputtiing
as it is odious and tedious.

I'm sick of other journalists excusing
this trite behaviour with "explanations"
such as: "Uhm, that's just the way they
are
they're concise", when tills Is
obviously studied, pre -conditioned
mannerism, designed to irritate (which It

-

does).
I expected Siouxsle And The Banshees
to be a difficult interview, but not

calculatedly, purposely, Intentionally so.
Though, Sioux. I can't speak for you. I
refer only to your Banshees.

Oh yeah, and you wanner new angle?
How about the Siouxsle And The
Banshees Interview without Slouxsle'
Huh?
And how quotable they were at certain
junctures, like when I enquired about the
Polydor contract, asking why the band
considered certain other 'majors' to be

unsuitable. John McKay replied: "All the
reasons have been gone through."

Carefully, we side-step the band's
history, the Nazl-embellishments of yore
("No comment" Steve Severin) and

-

topics the band seem to consider
yawn -inducing (which. It transpires,
seems to take in most things).

It's 1 pm. and though the session was

arranged for 11.30 am, still no Siouxsle. I
confront the Collective Banshees, and the
Interview is a stifled, dim, lifeless,
useless, rambling, wasted affair:
occasionally. something quotable but
generally rapport with a zilch quotient.
Part my fault ( previous night's bevying
taking its toll), part theirs {concision
taken to an upper limit,), but either way
a disaster

-

touch on the album. Now
the album in damn good.
probably this year's best

We

.. a genuinely gripping
experience If examined at all
closely and without jaundiced
preconceptions. Apparently, the
Banshees had promised Melody
Maker a scoop -exclusive review,
and were a trifle miffed when
dearol' RM and Sounds shuffled
In first. As if it mattered a
damn.
'The Scream' Is the title The
contents are pointed. jagged
observations; musically,
clambering, lurching, expanding,
searching. Intense and

CONTINUED PAGE 8
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act,

vague. open to misconstruction.
Overground', for instance, ran
be generalised as a paean to
escaping the rigors of depressing/
repressive urban limbo..

families '
Severin: "ft was much more
specific than that. It was written
at a time when we were all getting
desperate for a contract ... and
It's really to do with 'why we
wanted a major record deal...
I am dumb I get home, peruse
is perhaps

tMich,

saa_s

1 happens.

blessing. given that
the song now lies on a slab of
five-star big-contract Polydor
plastic. The alienation factor
embodied to the song I can grasp,
though.
McKay: "We feel alienation all
the time, which is why we're in
this band really. Alienated from
society and the rest of humanity.
Occasionally, you feel the need to
'join' everyone else, to be worse
than yourself,"
'Overground TU be worsé
than me / Overground
it's clear to me / I'll be
worse than me.'
To join is to conform. To
conform is to admit defeat.
Severin: "You get to a point
where you have to join. either
Involuntarily or voluntarily. Like.
ahm, the angry young men of
the fifties are now running record
companies.McKay: "Once you're outside
that, you never join completely.
ever. If I didn't feel it totally . , ,
if I was pretending that I don't
like 'Grease', I wouldn't be in this
band. I wouldn't be able to keep It
up, the Intensity. Always gonna be
a

-

'

'

-

heavy."
That's not the point, though,.,
McKay: "I don't think 'despise'

quickly."

Severin: "There was a bit of
anti -street credibility involved."
Were you surprised when 'Hong
Kong Garden' took off?
Severin: "We were surprised it
got to number seven but ... we
knew It was gonna be a hit."
Is massed audience a prime
concern, then? "Yes." Is that
another reason you wanted a major
company Instead of putting the
stuff out yourself or going to a
small label? "Yes." Yawwwwn ..
Severin: "We got very desperate
right towards the end because we
did a tour that ended in May, with
absolutely no Idea what we were
gonna do after that. We just had
.

/

"No". Oh...

And with that centracl pocketed,
what now? Do they Infiltrate, or
Severin's word -choice
"manipulate"? Can they, as
Severin suggests, open the gates
for new musics and new ideas?
They seem to presume so .. .
somewhat naively. I would've
thought.
McKay: "To actually get inside a
record company and really change
their Ideas about bands is much
more anarchistic than anything a
lot of those other bands
screaming about ' Anarchy' and
'Disruption' are ever gonna do
about ft. Sham 69 or Tom Robinson
or whoever. . . people just chant
along and don't think about what
they're chanting. Nobody thinks
about anything anymore."
Severin: "We don't wanna get
stuck in the Cryptic Club playing
little electronic ditties for the
chosen few, though I'm glad those
bands are around That's what
we're trying to do
open the
doors for more off -beat bands, alter
public taste a little,
MANIPULATE. I really wanna
walk into Tescos and hear
Throbbing Gristle coming out .. .
piped music. It'd be great but I
don't think It's gonna happen just

-

-

-

...

yet"

-

;

.

1

.

.

Siouxsie And The Banshees. If
they're as committed to those
Ideals as they claim, then belly
good. But.., oh... I dunno.
This piece remains in the balance

you hear that, 'fins'? The
ultimate stage act, the
ultimate conclusion the

-

enough money to last about a
month and within that time We had
to get a deal., . and we did. Fate,
I suppose."
But the fact that as soon as the
Polydor contract was announced.
you had a single album / tour In
quick succession, seems to suggest
it was in the bag earlier, yeah?

.

when I play 'Hefter Skeltef' I feel
like I wish I had a machine-gun in
my hands instead of a guitar. HI
feel that, I think 'despise' is not too
strong a word."

Glasgow Apollo gig?
Severin: '*We hired a Ilmo for the
whole tour, 'cos we wanted
for
once
go in comfort. Also we
wanted to get to places very
I

r

pnranole and facile.
in Interviews I can live without
'em. Join the RM, come to the big
city, discover how the 'biz' stinks,
how yer Idols are really all
assholes, tra la tra la.
But they have recorded a great,
great album, as Important e record
as we'll ever see emerge from the
Wave musically, they've evolved
into a mature, Invincible force The
Banshees sound: a massive,
screaming despairing
confrontation
where a mere
chord -change can cut -to -the -quick,
devastate. Such la the Intensity.
Kenny Morris plays drums like
an enthusiastic experimentalist,
actually using the kit. He admires
Palmolive, I think.
Severin's bass playing Is sparing,
Insidious necessity, and John
Mckay has achieved something
utterly unique with his guitar
playing .. a new, 'pure' Identity.
Slouxsfe's voice occasionally
exhibits Nico-shades, being
disconcertingly functional; one of
the truly original and essential girl
vocalists of this decade. The
whiplash intensity of her voice may
repulse as many as it endears .. .
Put we, we know,
Probably, Siouxsie And The
Banshees' greatest admirers are

Is too emotive a word. Occasionally

an outsider."
Aseries of questions aimed at
other facets of the album
are greeted: Yes. No.
Silence. I could give up.
So why did ya hire a limo for the

-to

Figurehead: the band Is a
band, Siouxsie being one quarter,
but given her total stage.
domination, f rinstance can she
ever be seen as anything else?
Ain't It natural that she's forever
gonna end up pedestalled above
McKay. Severin and Morris?
McKay "Every band needs a
focal point. People can't see beyond
the end of their noses "
Severin: "That's one of the
reasons we call ourselves Siouxsle
And The Banshees, to give
ourselves a harder struggle. We
could've called ourselves The
Banshees . , , people have got to
get beyond the name, beyond
Siouxsle as a woman, beyond
Siouxsle as a ngurehead, which Is
totally impossible , .. fora lot of
people. And therefore that's why
we despise the audience. That's
Just one simple reason why we do."
There are more?
Severin: "There are millions."
Like what? Silence. Don't you
feel any responsibility to the people
who come to see you. who support
you? Long pause .. .
Severin: "We're gonna carry on
doing what we wanna do and if
anyone likes it that's up to them."
Isn't 'despise' an over -emotive,
heavy word?
McKay: "We don't want it to be
light entertainment so It should be

-

to
up We In
neetther,.nrtd I Got ge o
where the air Is stale / And
live a life of pleasantries /
Mingle In the modern

chonnecctioan

ah great, they're

actually talking now, so
about Shower 'Me

claustrophobic., lyrically

ultimate Manson
revisitation, would consist of a

band killing Its audience, mowing
'em down with bullets or flamethrowers. Now THAT would be

original.

But what exactly are the
audience supposed to do to satisfy
Messrs McKay, Severin and

Morris.
McKay: "Think."
Morris: "We did a seated venue
at Newcastle, and they were sitting
throughout. But there was a real
feeling of close contact,
participation the whole time. They
didn't have to jump up and down or
break seats ... they were lust
there. taking a lot In. You could

feel It."
Suddenly gaspo we're
gatecrashed by the Sioux herself,
and only two
special delivery
hours late.
Explain, "says Severin.
Siouxsie offers no excuse. She
settles down. I ask if the
Banshees -bootlegs are still doing
the rounds .. .
Siouxsie: "I don't know. A fan
that came on the road with us gave
us a copy of the John Peel bootleg
(recorded from the band's two
Beeb-sessions), and he'd already
like drugs
got one at a gig
traffic, suppose."
Does the bootleg bother you?
Siouxsie: "It does. I don't mind if
people Just wanna tape stuff and
have It for themselves. It bothers
like, the reason we're In
me
this company is so we.can put out
what we want out, and how we
want It out. Mid then someone
who's not part of all this is just
making money from what they
warms put out."
Arid right now, Steve Llllywhite,
co -credited producer on 'The
Scream' ("all he did was twiddle
the knobs" -Severin) has been
given the elbow, the band now
considering someone else ( Ken
Scott?) for the forthcoming single,
'Staircase'. To my ears, I say, the
sound on the album was clinical,
near -perfect. "Not clinical enough"
returns Severin.
Maybe the band have the
facilities to do it themselves, but

-

-

...

I

...

...

.

"There's still a lot we
want to pick up by working with
people with different standards."
Question: Can the great Siouxsle
And The Banshees meisterplan
come off? Their infiltration /
activist / manipulation policies
seem unduly ambitious. Carving a
pathway for other bands In the
future? We shall seer I don't
honestly believe any single unit has
the ability to wield that kind of
power, especlally,n such a gross,
monster -industry as this.
Also, their crowd -hate is almost
understandable, though generally

Y'y
Caw

TOTALLY

HOT

f

Olivia

Newton -John's
back in town
with her new album Totally Hot'
featuring the single
'A Little More Love'
- -R
-
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THIS WEEK we take as our theme
the word plagiarism" (to you
dumhos out there this means
tune we've
a pready heard before and changing
It here and a little bit there to
make it sufficiently different to
confuse us and hope that no-one
will notice, sometimes resulting In
Incredible monetary rewards.
We will also be examining gifts
sent to us from record companies

CN-.tNQ,a1T1YCP0e1Mr

alla

-.

with their silly singles. We will be
giving examples of these carrots

La[d

Last

COCO
`0
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.

.

-

/
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and any other unidentified objects
and will be trying to fathom out the
meaning behind them (It's
probably nothing to do with the
season).
Let's ail heartily greet this
week's most blatant copycat who
also happens to be joint single of
the week, ladles and gentlemen

.

s

,.._
.

i

It's:

THE ALBERTDS: 'Juan Lopez'
(Logo). This Is almost ABRA. A
dream come true. Tune of the
week. Joke of the week, and just
about everything else How I love
Abba. and the Albertos' takeoff of
them. They even sing like
Anni-Frid and Agnetha but
unfortunately don't look the part.
In the past I've always found these
sort of people utterly silly and I
don't doubt that I will again very
soon, for the moment though a
work of art.
,BARRY MANILOW: 'Could It Be
Magic' (Arista). Barry Is joint
single because this is a truly
wonderful song. This is because it's
exactly the same tune as Fred
Saucepan's 'Prelude In C Minor'
and Fred was Polish so he knew
what he was on about. Donna
Summer did this better than Barry
but she's not around today to share
my paste sandwiches, alas and
alack.
JOHNNY G: 'Monophenla'
(Beggars Banquet). He sounds as if
he's singing in my front room next
to the toaster. Almost third in the
honours but has dropped because
I've just scalded my leg with
Ribera. Johnny C is a
one -man -band. He has a cheeky
little song here called. 'Cruisin' On
A Saturday Night' which may not
sound all that original but I
have been overcome by It's
charm. Wonderful singing,
wonderful playing, who
could want for anything
else.

THE BIG BOYS
ELTON JOHN: 'Song For Guy'
(Rocket). Arguable of course
whether Eli. is In fact a big boy but
he's got a lot of dollars and that
must make him bigger than most.
This Is pretentious and dire and.ts
only an instrumental. Rocket have
put it out 'cos the ginks who
control the radio have been playing
It a lot and Rocket want to make
some money.
PLASTIC BERTRAND: 'C'est Le
Rock 'n' Roll' (Vertigo). Plastlque
plagiarises the Four Seasons
although they wrote It and I always
find him and his records wholly
enjoyable.
HOT CHOCOLATE: 'Put You
Together Again' (RAK). Contrary
to popular belief It isn't disco that
disgusts me but muck like this.
That anyone should be allowed to
go into a recording studio and
'

CRAZY

If

H

_17;11:
ALBERTOS: a dream come true
record this is a sin against time.
Time is so precious. I'll campaign
to melt down Hot Choc. Melt them
in the pits, melt them on the land,
melt them on the sea etc.

me of slated tiles and I believe her
affections are in the direction of

Kris (I'm a brainy alcoholic)
Kristoffeenose which means I have
to stop to retain any sense of
dignity. A lousy dirge.

THE BIG BOYS

THE BUZZCOCKS: 'Promises
Promises' (UA). This lurks here
because it was overlooked two
weeks ago Peter provides the only
light relief on the airwaves. He's
nothing to do with Percy Shelley is
he? Oh I wish they's put it in two
weeks ago.

EAGLES: 'Please Come Home For
Christmas' (Asylum). EARTH.
WIND AND FIRE: 'September'
(CBS). BARRY WHITE: 'Just The
Way You Are' (PYE). The Eagles
come in with "cover of the week"
and Barry and the other lot are
wonderful of course. Barry really is
a big boy.

THE BIG GIRLS
'

OLIVIA NEWTON -JOHN: 'A Little
More Love' (EMI). Aunt EMI were

kind enough to send me a wee drop
of brandy with Olivia's record
presumably to warm me up and as
I've just waited for a 109 bus for
half an hour I'm of course grateful
but they should realise that I am a
teetotaller (don't these companies
do any research?). Anyway, if this

little gift was a ploy to get me to
write nice things about the record

they shouldn't have troubled
themselves as !already like it. If
we're talking about copying, and of

course we still are, the verse of this
is Richard Rodgers' 'Slaughter On
Tenth Avenue' and the rest makes
it a good record. I like It even
without brandy, It's from her
album 'Totally Hot' but I'm afraid
all lean really say is totally tea,
however I've given the bottle to my
assistant Monique who puts the
records on.

RITA COOLIDGE: 'Love Me
Again' (A&M)_Her voice reminds

MY LADY

L

JOHN SPENCER: 'Crazy For My
Lady (Beggar's Banquet). Christ,.
I haven't said anything about the
way .they look yet. How unusual for
me. Well J Spencer Isn't exactly
Br/nylon-nee Ferry, but he's a
little man in a big world, a bit of a
clean-up would do him no harm
(I'm afraid I'm in colloquial
groove this week) but the million
strumming twelve-strings and
vibraphone accompanimenthere
make It almost great. Lovely tune.
A miss if ever I heard one.

LITTLE WOMEN
WRECKI.ESS ERIC: 'Crying,
Waiting, Hoping' (Stiff 1. Ii.must be
very disheartening to be signed to a
record company who constantly
disguises the promotion of itself in
seeming to promote Its unfortunate
acts. I can only assume that
Mickey Jupp has the right attitude
when he refuses to go to New York
with a bunch of stiffs because he
wants to be at home for Christmas
How ironic that he's the only real
rocker amongst them. Here Eric (I
actually once heard someone call
him 'Wreckless' to his face) thinks
he's Buddy Holly and simpers away pathetically. Unfortunately
_
reincarnation is an everyday
occurrence at Stiff Records.
999: 'Action' (Labrltain). They are
always saved by Rushent's
production (they always drop first
names when they get famous) and
careful but forced packaging. They
can also be accused of playing the
fads and this sounds like the
Buzzcocks which is something to do
with why I like it. I hope they never
get into Russian chic. Nein, nein,
nein.

JOHNNY RUBBISH: 'Santa's
Alive' (UA). This Is funny Is It?
Well I think comedy is supposed to
be anyway. Almost another carbon
copy or at least it might be If you
could hear the words. The Bee
Gees have definitely met Travolta.
and I like him so please don't make
fun of someone I like. You only
belittle yourself.

LITTLE MEN THE
MODERNDANCE
SECTION

JOE HARNELL: 'Love Theme
From The Incredible Hulk' (MCA):
Bill Bixby was always a cult -hero
of mine until he turned up in this
sub -every TV movie thing. As you
must know I'm always game for
some schmaltz, seeming never to
grow weary of it (as you surely
must be of these records), the
problem these days of course Is
finding the partners.
FRANKI AVALON: 'Beauty School
Drop-out' (Mercury). Shimmering
strings, cascading cadences and
sighing loose violas swoop behind
Frankie's paternally emotive vocal.
Wunderbar, How I long to hear
once again those attenuated violins.

WHITE CHRISTMAS
SECTION

RUSTY NAILS AND THE
ANGELS: 'I Want To Be A Punk
This Christmas' (Bing). Wonderful,
wonderful, wonderful. Rusty wants
to be a punk at Christmas and
though I can't think of anything j
would possibly want less I can't
help but admire wonderfully
Porteresque lines like, "Don't want
no pudding or no cuddly toys, I
want a party with the nancy boys."
Marvellous.
SLUSH: 'White Christmas'
(Ember). Another good-humoured
takeoff, well done, well done.
BRIGHOUSE AND RASTICK:
'Tidings Of Great Joy (Logo). It
must be a great thrill for these old
codgers to get on TOTP after
probably saying all their lives that

they hate it,,dhey probably like the
Beatles or something.
THE RESIDUE
Well I must say we seem to have
had a bumper week this week,
though some would disagree,
although I had hoped for more
Christmas records (and a few more
gifts) this is not to be (EMT I
need a new overcoat), and so we'll
wind-up with the stuff left at the
bottom of/he test-tube. One of the
lucky ones is:
HI-FI: 'Run, run' (Aura). [must
(oh yes I must) raise the question
of whether we are talking about
record-players or fidelity
relationship-wise; I find it
Impossible to judges thisuntil I do.

-

NICKY BEAT ANDTHE
BEATNIKS: 'I Can Hear Voices'
(Rigid). Look, surely I don't have
to explain that these things are not
funny anymore. It's not funny OK?
THE UPSTARTS: 'Beggin'
(Mercury). Lovely introduction and
it's produced by Phil Wainman who
mudded up Gen X before Rushent
did which may show that It was
neither of these gentlemen's fault.
SESAME STREET FEVER:
(Polydor).
CHANSON: Don't Hold Back'
-

(Ariola).
MEN OF STEEL: 'Hall Superman'
(Jet). No, sorry, that's done It.
Now you all know there's a
Superman film coming out (i'm
going to the party) and now this is
the start of Supermanla. Let It be
said "Here began SUPERMANIA"
m a humble singles column In
Record Mirror. I can't goon. this
whole thing's bigger than both of
us. I'm getting out of town (well,
up to Barnet anyway). Where's my
gloves? Miss the start. Miss the
end. Tood le-oo.
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AND NOW, from the same sort of people who brought
you Vegetarians Against Nails and Women Against
Violence Against Women Rock Against Sexism.
RAS, formed by students at London's Goldsmiths'
College and local feminist groups, was created to
make a stand against groups like The Stranglers,
who, they say consistently degrade women In an
attempt to sell more product. (They should include us

-

It shouldn't

-Ed).

be allowed
TOTALLY

\

HOT

Olivia Newton - John
may be, but her
audiences with the
press always tend
towards the same
end of the entertainment spectrum, ie: totally
bland.

That's simply because
opts (or the most
convenient and least time
consuming methods of
presenting herself to the
media; via a press
conference.
This particular one was
at the Inn On The Park in
London's Park Lane, and
It inevitably suffered

"I'd quite like to a ear
In an Australian film,"
she announced. "If the
script was right, I'd do It

for nothing."
She could probably
afford to pay for the
privilege, but we don't
know for sure, because
Olivia thinks talking
about money Is "vulgar."

)

,a
tI

she

:

read the reviews of her

S

concert
rt1

voyeuristic

tingle was
about the only exciting
thing about the event,
conferences. Namely. since the conversational
nobody seems to want to level of the conference
stick their neck out and was inevitably crappy.
ask Interesting or daring
Conversational Is
questions simply because probably the wrong way
tf they get an interesting to describe it, since the
or daring answer in repartee was fragmented
return every other hack and very unnatural,
Thanks to a , feat of
to the room reaps the
benefit.
concentration of which I
At feast by asking (eel rather proud, I
tedious questions you managed to glean some
make sure the opposition "information" about this
go home empty handed. sensuous shella.
I learnt, along with
which seems to be iihat
everybody else, that she
it's all about.
Olivia faced the jour- doesn't want to have a,
nalists
everybody baby just yet, but will do
eventually.
seemed to be there
Her cinematic career is
out
decked
regally in a
black leather coat, black about to develop nicely.
tie, white shirt. and black The fact that her acting
ability In Grease was
mascara
It would be dishonest of redolent of a highly
me to pretend that I did strung Cindy doll had
not feel a peculiar and failed to put off a number
distinctly enjoyable of film companies infrom
all
feeling about my body at offering her roles
the sight of her. For an sorts of films from
fiction
to
science
comedy
she
looked
Australian,
to . . well, comedy and
luscious.
science fiction anyway.
But a

from

primary

the

weakness

all press

of

-

1

'

, /.

Now what else was
there? Oh, she hasn't

-

certain

.

v,Acark Pekel.

-

performances

because she's heard that
the write - ups weren't too
great. it upsets her to
read bad notices.
One of the less boring
questions of the session
was an enquiry as to

whether ONJ would
consider having a facelift
to

which

the

curt

response was, "Are you

suggesting I need one?"

Yes, yes, and there was

also something about life
on the road, and all that
sort of compulsory crap,
and a bit of nostalgia
about her first film an
opus titled 'Christmas
Down Under' and ... and
... oh, you don't really do
you? Just because she's
famous and all that.
You do? Well, she
doesn't like flying after
she crash landed in a
plane on Friday 13 once,
' and
she'd like 'to do
another film with John
Travolta if the script was
right, and she's terribly
attractive, and her eyes
are very big and I
wouldn't go and see
another film or listen to
another record that she
produced, hot if you paid
me I wouldn't and I think
anyone that can make a
record called 'What, Is
Life?' (circa 1912)
shouldn't be allowed.

.

The organisation came Into formal existence at a
meeting between students, feminists and woman
musicians. Men were banned from the confab, which
one male student union member describes as "extremely sexist In Itself."
"Its function Is two - pronged" says one of the
organisers Bernadette Lynch. "We want to act as a
pressure group, but we also want to do something to
help break the male stranglehold on the music
business.
'rSo we will be setting up a workshop for woman
musicians. For some reason, you Just don't seem to
get young teenage girls picking up Instruments and
trying to play rock music. This workshop may help to
discover why, and do something to redress the
balance."
Bernadette, who Is somewhat predictably a fan of
Patti Smith and Tom Robinson, believes that rock
music, by its very nature, Is "macho, aggressive and
male . orientated."
She Is aware that there are immense problems to
overcome, and sees the main function of RAS to bring
the sexist aspects of the music industry into public
focus.
"We hope to get bands like Tom Robinson and X Ray Spex to do benefits. Any money we raised could
be spent organising workshops and getting speakers
to tour the colleges."

The sexist devices used in pop marketing are too
numerous to Ilst,but Bernadette picked out a few that
she found particularly offensive
Roxy Music using
a 'ravaged' looking woman on the cover of 'Stranded'
(suggestive of rape) and, The Stranglers using
strippers for 'Nice And Sleazy' (degrading).

-

Lyrics are also

a touchy subject with RAS. Ian
instance, Is cited as being "totally
She quotes 'Billericay fickle' from
New Boots And Panties'.

Dury,fto

humiliating."

"A love affair with Nina, In the back of my Cortina,
a seasoned up hyena, could not have been more obscener...I got right up between her, rum and her
Ribena".
Defendants of Dory, Stranglers and their many
sexist cousins might claim that such lyrics were
written with manly tongues very rnytch in stubbly
cheek, but RAS stoutly deny this.

"It

flippant," says Bernadette. "I
don't think it Is tongue in cheek and even if It wax, it
would merely be a more overt form of sexism."
And ,women groups
the few that there are
Bernadette feels are forced to sell their sexuality,
though a few, like Poly Styrene and Girls School,
is by no means

-

-

manage to avoid such pigeonholing.

"There is a very fine line" says Bernadette,
"between sexism and sexuality." And an equally fine
line, one might add, between commitment and self parody.
Yup,
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More

vulgarity
TWO MILLION dollars

-

-

ikrltnt,

silliness.
Still, it's traditional, so. there's this scientist at
this amusement park where Kiss are playing who
gets pissed off for some reason or another and
decides to destroy the park by building Kiss
androids who will incite the crowd to riot but the
real Kiss who have superhuman powers escape
from the cage the scientist has built for them and
fight It out with the android Kias and the hero
kisses his girlfriend then the scientist makes like
Dorian Grey Roll credits
Perhaps the most revealing thing about the film
Is that the android Kiss sound oddly superior to the
real thing. Their manager should take note and see
a good mechanic.
Of course it's not meant to be taken seriously, but
just like 'Scooby Doo', and all those lousy American
cartoon Imports (Hanna Barbara, incidentally.
have a finger in this particular cinematic pie) it
only works on one level that of the moronic
That's not to say there aren't one or two funny
moments flying werewolves with their strings
showing?
but It wasn't really atrocious enough
to merit sustained entertainment It was just very
Maybe
very bad which doesn't quitea
ey
time and there is going be next time thegt
'could ask Olivia Newton -John to co-star Kiss mar
The Dracula Kangeroos?
Kiss management are threatening to have the
Merl grt rcteale VI,,ganItloyCiifiyfg 4aijl pi V:
more hers ~hoer fór a

-

pi'

.

_____.

-

the anaconda tongue.
So gross are they that they have definitely
become kitsch -enjoyable for their sheer awfulness.
How seriously all those dumb cluck Yanks take
them is debatable (their record sales in the States
provide some sort of a pointer) but If the reception
their first feature film drew is anything to go by,
the English mentality finds them both faintly
amusing and essentially boring
The plot, such as it Ss, barely merits expounding
since It is really nothing more than an excuse for a
few uninspiring special effects of monumental

--

kkRe

-

unlike a half
hundredweight of greasepaint and a couple of
megachords doesn't go very far nowadays
After all what can you get for that sort of money?
A couple of Rolls Royces maybe. A yacht at a
pinch. You could even stretch to a full length
feature film featuring a bunch of talentless
cosmetic sales reps'bublt wouldn't exactly be e
deluxe job,
For proof of this terrible state of affairs you need
look no further than 'Kiss Meets The Phantom Of
The Amusement Park, a cruddier than cruddy pulp
movie from those technicolour mannequins Gene
Simmons, Ace Frehley, Peter Criss and Paul
Stanley.
You can hardly be unaware that this "freaky
foursome"
to slip Into extremely apt
Marvelcomic speak make their bucks by
dressing up in ridiculous costumes, slapping
blancmange all over their chops and making the
most offensive noise Imaginable.
This earns them a great deal of money, because
Americans, being what they are. love expensively
packaged crap even more than the British.
'Kiss Meets The Phantom' Is nothing more than
another crass promotional device for the Kiss
phenomenon, just like Kiss comix, Kiss TV
Specials, Kiss Radios, Kiss Photo Buckles and, no
- doubt, Kiss Y -Fronts,
They are the most vulgarly marketed band in the
history of the world, from the cheap gimmicks to

-
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done largely due to the
negative visual impact of
the self -projection, cover

Business. ugliness is open
to the discretion of the
marketing men.

That discretion,

marketing policy.

Or to put it another
way, they looked such
ugly sods no one would
touch the record with a
bargepole.

as

"unconventionally
handsome"

group

pop

The Motors have
discovered to their

People

commercial chagrin, can
sometimes be mistakenly
exercised which is why
copies of 'Approved By

-

The

Motors

are

now

appearing in the shops
with different sleeves to
the original.
Because the original
sleeve was not selling as
well as It should have

THE OPENING night of
last week's Great British
Music Festival was bad
enough, what with the
souvenir gimmickry, the
Inflated drink prices and
the fact that the bars
Closed around 9.30. Add to
that the continuous
running mods - versus skins battles (Jam fans /
Slade fans) and you get

at

Virgin

survey commissioned by
the record company.
Members of the general
public were shown the
album cover and asked
for their responses, which
were often quite startling

"They looked so
bizarre," said Virgin
press officer Al Clarke.
"that the public were

Records had suspected
right from the beginning
that the rather 'bold'
cover might backfire 'on
the band. The suspicion
was backed up by the

flights of fancy in
describing them.
"Among the adjectives

(considering that there
were two hit singles included) and finally
confirmed by a market

"They suggested that
the cover was 'punk' and
found It deceptive and off
outt ng. The Motors were

relatively low sales

moved to almost poetic

used were

'wrinkled'.
'dirty'.

'debauched',
'old' and

Ultimate result of this
aggression was a stabbing incident which took
place while Generation X
were onstage. According
to a spokesman for the
event:
was an
isolated, contained incident. The police were
called and the situation
was controlled. The fights

"It

seem to have stemmed
from a 'gang' who were
going around, specifically
to look for trouble."
A phone call to Scotland

Yard

confirmed that:
"Three people had been

stabbed, two men and one
woman. The victims have

refused to make a
Complaint."
Simply, this means that

or at least Fey

the two brightest elements of one of
our most colourful young bands
are quitting town. Over a horrid
British Rail cuppa In Liverpool

-

Street Station, prior to setting off for
Eugene's mum's place, the pair

'pasty','
'ugly', 'from a horror
film', 'In need of a ball
and chain', 'animals',
'lunatics', 'drunk' and
'hrtmfnal' "

explain why they've chosen this
particular moment quarter of the
way through a major British tour,

of the responses made it
clear that unless they had
heard and liked the
album personally, they
would not take the risk of
buying It.
It is too early to gauge
whether or not the change
of cover has made any

Eugene puts it down to 'gross
dissatisfaction' with big record
companies. "Basically, the people at
the top have a total Inability to
distinguish what's good from what's
bad."

thought to be

A considerable number

appreciable difference to
sales, but employees at
the plant where Virgin
covers are printed are
reported as being "ex-

tremely.relieved."

Battle of Britain
one big flop.

-

Fife kind Eugene Reynolds, arguably

Beauty and the beasts

BEAUTY. in the real
world, is in the eye of the
beholder. But in The

-

Rezill s

no

one

has

been

ap-

prehended or charged,
and that no Information
as regards the collective
health or condition of the

victims has been made
available.

The unacceptable face
of rock and roll strikes

again.

WOOD

CHRIS

WEST.

-

and with a new single, 'Destination
to pack their
Venus' in the Top 50
bags and escape.

"We had no Illusions about this
business," says Fay. "We knew
what we were getting Into. But It's
turned out to be even worse than we
expected."
They use the new stogie as a prime
example of what they see as their
record company's incompetence.
misdirection and lack of understanding about the group's own
aims.
"They put invisible pressures on
you
pressure to use a 24 track
studio, with a producer. No one
actually said we had to, but we knew
we'd be In trouble if we didn't.
"The best sound we ever got was
in an eight track studio, producing
ourselves. That cost £160 to do."

-

In contrast the new single cost an
inflated t5,000 and, they both agree,

sounds rotten.

"I wouldn't buy It." says Fay.
"You get to the point where your
original sound Is so watered down,
you're getting ne pleasure out of It,"
says Eugene.

It's an old, old story of
dlelllualonment. But Instead of just
sitting about moaning about It, like
so many bands before them, Fay

and Eugene have taken the much
harder, and certainly braver. step of

actually

quitting

while

they're

ahead.
The rest of the group, they claim,
have decided to stick with the

-

an understandable
company
decision financially.
Ah yes, finance. How are they off,
moneywise?
Again, it's the same old story.
Tales of earning 113 a week while
their single was in the charts, of
going hungry for days at a time, and
then being taken out for fa0 meals by
the record company "when what we
really needed was 10 quid to buy
ourselves some food."
"We've come out of It better than
some groups though," say. Fay.
"We're only [1,000 in debt.'
Whether that debt is written off, or
whether the company decides to try
and hold them to their '.contract.
remains to be seen.
In the meantime, the dynamic duo
are going home to Edinburgh where
they plan, In time, to come up with
both a new group and a new, ina venture that
dependent label
deserves your support and attention.
"If we'd stayed with WEA," says
Fay, "the future would have been
safe
and dull. This way, it's exand extremely
tremely unsafe
exciting." SHEILA PROPHET

-

-

-

One of the big9est import singles of the eor,
now available in 'this coUntry.
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PUBLIC IM AGE LTD:
'Public Image' (Virgin)
JOHNNY _JOHNNY.
Can you hear me
Johnny? You're fading

fast.,.that bass-those
drums, You are obscure

and obscured.
Johnny, poor Johnny.
Is all at sea now, without
his public Image, small p
small 1, without that
hysterical love pointed at
him. We always knew he
was Into anti -art. and I
suppose this takes that
obsession to Its logical
conclusion.
Or to It ant-art? Wtth
Johnny, it's very hard to
tell, impossible to gauge.
It could be, just could'be,
that J Lydon, prophet
and blank generation
guru, Isn't quite as
talented as we all hoped,

or prayed.
Whatever Lydon's
reasons were for making

WC'
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Canterbury Cry! 3RL

the album, the end result
is the same, that Is, a
piece of crap. If It hadn't
had his picture on the
cover and his name on
the label I wouldn't give
It a second listen.
Lydon always looked
weedy but sounded like a
leviathan. Now he looks
robust and healthy and
sounds completely wet.
The prince of pall has
fallen from grace and
dull chaos reigns.
This Is a home-made
album, a
lark-wiv-me-mates
album, that ls,
self -Indulgence to the nth
degree and quite often
completely unliatenable.
Lydon, obviously phased
by the stature of his own
persona, has hidden
behind an overweight
rhythm section that
makes a very similar
and consistently
unpleasant noise all the
way through the record.
The band Is musically
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This album may be the
Ideal Xmas pressle for
Doors' devotees, but
everyone owes It to
themselves to give it an
AND earful. + + + + RONNIIE

machine comes hustling
into town. For someone
who his never actually
listened to this Crowd R
work that means Listen
and not gyrate as in a
half-hearted attempt' to
reviewing the
pull
thang is a daunting task
On flicking open the
a whole new
was just another gatefold
Imagine
smacked out acid -head world emerges.
BC and the
1984
who, apart from wearing
Splurge which
was as planet
parallel
outrageous as Roddy exists onIs aravaged
by
Llewellyn. Of course, the universe
man did mumble things the Funk Wars Due to
like, "D'ya wanna see ma electric crinkloldlsm and
dick" and was busted for advertising propaganda
onstage obscenity but on combined with drugnotico
high esteem by myself
and many others was the
man for a generation, and
as such, was elevated to
the position of God. ft
came as some shock,
then, to discover, by way
of a 19139 Granada TV
documentary that the
charismatic Lizard King

-

-

leathers,

the unaware
this showing the man
oozed nothing but tragic Splurgians were rapidly
their funkallvity!
mediocrity. Another losing
The DooDoo Chasers had
illusion shattered.
overfunked the system
Happily though I can Into collapse!.,,
return to past vinyl
Wading out fmm the
glories and. joy of joys, irresistible silage that Is
thank Elektra for the sleeve, one discovers
dredging up this that the rhythm 'n'
collection which, in part, business shebang acshows off the Morrison tually produce, whisper
magic The record is in It, music. 'S true, and
fact an aural scrapbook Jolly tine stuff It is too.
with JDM talking his way Opening with the single
through the tlnkingly and title track 'ONUA ',
typical Krieger/Man' is the very essence of the
zarek/De
n sm.o re Funkadelic
sound.
melodies. Collage cut -ups Monumental bass rifling
that find Morrison firmly and a gargantuan drum
on the road to the heart of sound that will either
the American dream. leave you Ice-cold bored
fighting his way, 'Fear or will convert you to the
And Loathing' -like Leber-Krebs church of
through a self -Induced latter-day funk. Hooked 1 I
hallucinogenic miasma.
was.
From the very first
Some of the poetry here
is, so painfully personal it cosmic burbiings of the
stings and alienates, title track, through the
-

Nw..iakn_AUrns

Dodd

bey

t

latter category Is
'Lament'. This piece Is a
lament for the author's,
ahem., male member and
is so puerile it almost
of the

through

-

get this

-

'Promentaishitback

washpsychosls Enema
Squad (The DooDoe
Chasers)'
a title to
Cherish- that one
through 'Into You' which
smacks of the great
Isleys and must be the
next single. 'through,

-

-

makes you want to weep.
a talent wasting
away on calculated
outrage Is embarrassing.
The tryptych of 'To Come
Of Age'. 'Black Polished even, to the last "putong'
) Chrome/latino Chrome',
of 'Cholly (Funk Getting
and 'Angels And Sailors' Ready To Roll)'.
i Is pure genius, however.
Credit then must go to
A street -wise segue It the
Trobbasonic
runs the likes of Funkgeetarists, bass
Springsteen close and thumpasaurlans and
leaves Patti's pretension rotofunkic drum and
looking like an Ogden percusslonatln' thumpNash waste product. "My dans, not forgetting the
gang will get you/scenes Funkadelic BlamguBta
of rápe In the vocalolds for producing
Such

arroyo,/Seductions Ir. such a neat little
Heavy
Cars, abandoned Funkterpteee. Thefeatures
buildings,/Fights at the Maggot Disk
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Rose Royce
some rolls along uncastrated
'Groovalleglance'
descriptively a la like
the raunch of
Hemmingway and through
'Who Says A Funk Band
Kerouac, and some is Can't
Play Rock?!'.
dated dregs. An example

sounds like live and
(food stand,/The what
In
dust,/The Shoes,/Open studio outtakes.
versions of
strumental
re. - Id.I. Wm.
shirts and raised songs on the other
t
record
Nb Wk,
'collars,/Bright
scuipof 'One
kn. -1oIflankRhea,N...
Am
N
e Itured hair," flows and a 12in version
n... Id..rr - TreNb bn
Nation Under A Groove'
IN Lea - Ni. l.n
Morrison and It sounds Still
Is free, so no
it
a/Td - Rb. ...
real. Sheer brilliance is complaints.
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Amens. an PL

the true 'punk L. But punk
Is gone, Is dead, is
burled, and people don't
want heroism any more,
Just music. And that's
where P1T. flunks out.
There is no lyric sheet
so It Is difficult to
decipher Lydon'9 current
train of thought, but a
taste is provided In
'Religion One', a poem,
slightly clumsy and
dimly obvious. All
,cliches about fat pig
Catholic priests and
money -grabbing clergy.
I M. I suppose, the
controversial bit on the
album and is read like John Cooper Clarke
might deliver It, only
more flat, more stale. The entire album has
the recording quality of
a cheap demo. It Is a
monumental outtake, a
lamentable mistake.
If you buy It for
anything, buy It for the
narcissistic cover which
you can stick on your
wall and crucify. + TIM
LOW.

27 BEDFORD HILL, BALHAM, SW12
loin the 1,000'I who get ow bookGt each fortnight.
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GREAT OLDIES AU AT 90p
AMERICA
Hprw with No H.me

Sonok on nose

lifeless, a monotonous
rhythm track and
Lydon's background
screechings producinga
noise redolent of early
Anion Duul or
Hawkwlnd.
'I wanna die' he yells,
and 'terminal boredom'
he mutters, and for the
only time on the album I
can see his point.
The other opus on
'Public Image' Is
'Fodder Stomps' which
follows something of the
same pattern, only with
what sounds like some
electric percussion
thrown in and speeded
up vocals, sort of
Kraftwerk meets Donald
Duck meets King Tubby.
It may sound
Interesting but It Is in
fact nothing of the sort,
being nothing less than a
sort of musical wanking,
meaningless and faintly
depressing.
Perhaps Johnny
wanted It like this,
wanted us all to hate It
so that he'could remain '

Also Ill records .,,a .Pe.
bought. .ow and ...changed.

90 Gddk.wk Road
Shepherd. lush, W12;
40 Notting MII Got!, W11;
21 Petnbridge Reed
Notting Hill Gale, W11.

'Absolutely

Quite simply this trackgigle
another reason why
Absolutely Live' Is the
greatest live work ever

THE DOORS: 'An GUM
American Prayer FUNKADELIC:
'One
(Elektra K 12111)
Nation Under A Groove'
(Warner
Bros
1<56.39)
'AN AMERICAN Prayer'
is the long awaited album "MORE OF what you're
of unreleased poems, Funkin; for, an album
lyrics and stories by and
a half al a single
James Douglas Morrison album price"
with The Doors supplying the sticker screams
as the
the musical backdrop.
Pa rile funk adel lc menl
Morrison, a man held In rhythm 'n' business

Inept, to put It mildly
but then so were the
Pistols. And of course
then It didn't matter a
toss. Tht difference Is
that the Pistols had

RECORD & TAPE
EXCHANGE
St PEMRRIDGE ROAD
NOTTING HILL GAT, W12
(Tel. 01.717 35381

lid.

,Coma Owl Jon. I PCI
rob DUST
Whoop Wolfe
LURK ENS Ak.'t got a01.e

Jo.

JIM MORRISON

malo

-

1

s TAPE

MISSED THAT HIT SOUND WHILE IT WAS AROUND?
GET IT FROM THE DEALER WITH ALL THE CLASSICS
I.000 ..p.. owl 055
u r6 ayr Aloof
au her INN
pier. vale CAI KR /AT.
es eared a
HOT PUNK SINGLES ONLY bop EACH
(PC
PICTURE COVER)

lei

Jim's
Last
Words

9

enthusiasm, whereas
PU. delight in tdrpor,
downer disco music.
The only remotely
decent track is the
single, the title track
which deserved lis hit
status, But the only
conceivable reason for
anyone buying a whole
album Is either an
anachronistic fondness.
for early seventies
German heavy metal
music or out of faith In
John Lydon. That faith Is
misplaced, and has been
betrayed.
Public Image Is a long
way from the short,
sharp statements that
Lydon, as Johnny Rotten
frontlered. One track,
the interminable
'Theme' runs on for nine
minutes, muddy and

Mnetcwy one can find
the live version of
Rnsdhouae Blues', which
is an out -take from the

t.

The noxious
entered Disco Control and
the defunkatising droll
of diezak filled the
blaflammic discophere
Jasper and PussOgs

which Morrison alternates lines of singing
'Riders On The Storm'
with a monologue spoken
by a dude who has Just
murdered. "It's no big were erashatated al [rely
deal, ya know, I don't
1110,
think anybody will find Clutton[cbson cthed V é
out about It, but . .
.
box.
spai ka[nIn
ack then
The title
The first letter Of tits
follows, butwith only a title of this platter are se'
I few
listens the music ananoam Of the W0
sounds stronger than the guano. Has ads
Morrison contrtbutioe. kind of meaning?
That will change though_ RONNIE GUM
,
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you want a lesson in

in.

t

Fleetwood Mac are often
prompted throughout the
Jbum, which Is a very
worthy collection. + + +
+
PAUL SEXTON

ti

DRIP

rl

DRY
littered

dimpled youth'behind the

adolescents during

among these
stories, (incidentally if i
might offer some advice
John, could It be that your
lack of romancing may
have something to do with
the old haircut and
anorak?1
Basically he is the
latest in a long line of
literary anti - heroes

I.

failure to
Master Graham womanize has been a
Fellows Is the pimpled, lesson to male
whose

Modern times. Hie only
Crime so far It seems, is
that he's been listening a
little too much to the
dreaded Al Stewart but
thankfully this hasn't
the buckets of
Jilted John's chum is overturned
Charm
easily
Baz who resides, up outweigh which
deficiencies
North, In parochial his record any
have
may
Manchester. At one of
Baz's parties (they all
The production, by the
seem to drink a lot of uncharacteristically
cider, I wonder U they named Martin Zero.
ever get into Pomagne?) perfectly fits the subject
John plots a game of matter and the playing all
postman's knock in the the way through Is quite
hope that he may manage adequate. Hopefully
to touch tongues with one Graham has now fulfilled
of the small clique of his (wet) pop dreams and
Manchurian dollybirds will be channelling his

`- t/

legend and has Created a
wet world of school es, paper rounds,
liaisons at the bus shelter
and fantasy dates with
Julie, Karen, or Sharon.

Imagination in

the
direction of the Royal

Good God, we even live
in a world where the Saint

Shakespeare Company or

-no longer drives a Volvo

++++ JAMES
PARADE (at the bus stop).

somewhere. I mean;
anything can happen
nowadays, Graham.

f

ears of us the merry
public Blood Awes' and
Tears vocals fall Imn the
Chicago trap of so much
sincerity that they leave
you convinced of the
fakeness of 1t all. They try
to emulate the flee Gee.
and they drag up the
memory of Percy Sledge
sure they know which
stones to look under, hin
not which to leave alone
with the earth raked back
so that it still looks undisturbed. + + GEOFF
TRAVIS

-

i

JOHN: 'True
Love Stories (Rabid /
EMI INS 5024 )
ONE - HIT - wonder,
three
chord - wonder.
golden - wonder, bit
brother or just a blunder,
Jilted John should of
course be the boy next door but his soaking - wet
feet Image is more akin to
the girl next door.

JnfTF.D

guitar. snarl

bluets, try Freddie fectlonately al the hilgtt
Robinson'. 'Bluesology', Unfortunately they
which Is a spoken consistently m14 th+
education in the art, mark and It beceenr
accompanied by a real difficult to see who It vs.
sample of the music he's that let them out M their
talking about. Com- front rooms to play h woe
parisons with very early with the delicate listening

STRETCH: 'Forget The
Past' (Hot Wax HW1)
ALTHOUGH their only
major success was with
the single 'Why Did You
Do It?' Stretch have
Continued to drift along in
the music world for quite
a few years and 1978
presents the band with a
re-Inforced line-up and a
new album; the main
personnel addition being
that of Nicko McBrain,
once a Streetwalker and
then man behind the
drums of Pat Travers.
'Forget The Past' is
further evidence of the
talents of vocalist / singer
/ composer Kirby. which
have never really been

CERRONE: The Golden
Touch' (CBS 83282)
I WOULDN'T like to be
leaping for Its own sake

onto the "let's slag off
Euro disco now It's done
its bit" bandwagon. Gut
me pride. me deanes. Out
it doesn't seem as though
1
Jean - Marc's fourth one
generally stands up to the
for da
fully realised. Eight 'C Minor' yardstick
life. That's
songs fill the two sides of disco
the
exdisregarding
vinyl space, most of
of 'Je Suis
r which feature slick guitar cellent cut
Music', all soft thudding
as
strong
per'well
as
I
cussion work, which ds drums and hawking
hardly surprising, as guitars, But 'Rocket In
there are two drummers The Pocket' which it
and a percussionist In the shares a side of the LP
outfit. The vócals are less with, is Indeed as much
inviting, often sounding about rock and pockets as
not unlike the Four dance floors, and it
I
,Y ^:
Seasons, especially on the suffers both ways as a
opening number 'Re result
Flipping over, 'Look
Arranging
Electric
piano and percussion For Love' la a bit of a
combine to produce a throwback ballad, an
...r;
dark gloomy start to unhelpful 10 minutes of it,,
Cruel To Be Kind' which white 'Music Of Life' may
eventually manages a well be the most
significant cut on the
Santana -type pace.
The- brightapot of the album, a determined
THE STAX BLUES first side is the title track; little pulsar with a strong
MASTERS: 'Walking The one of funky sound, where melody and -a tabbing
Back ,Streets Crying' some commanding sax Latin rhythm that's
(Stax STM 70041
appears. Throughout the" decidedly its own. Is this
Cerrone's going
THERE ARE occasions record I felt that more where
when we've
too old
when record companies axe work in preference to to boogie? all got
use specialist compilation the keyboard element
was the
Trident
Studios
would
have
been
so
much
albums as an excuse to
once again, and the
put out a collection or livelier and a general venue
Anglo French cast
unknown songs by ob- improvement to matters usual
of
thousands
(mo.11y'mis'
overall;
particular
scure singers in the hope
made up 'The
that the gullible record - example Is the eight spelt)
buying public will assume minute ,'School Days', Golden Touch'. + + +
that the product must be where the solo Is sadly all SUSAN KLUT 4
the real thing because too brief.
Another Stretch album.
they've never heard of it.
This is not one of those destined to be a good buy
in the bargain bins and
occasions, thankfully.

,,-,s

".___

\42-

BY POPULAR DEMAND'

-

o

'The Stax Blues nothing more, + e +
Masters' could he a STEVE GETT
description of the actual
jei
tapes or the men who sing
on them. It matters not
because this is true blues.
.,l(r.
Not the traditional stuff
from way back when, but
30111
from the period 1969.1973,
with one exception InBARBARA THOMPcluded are people like
SON'S JUBIABA:
Little Milton, Freddie
'Jublaba' (MCA MCF
Robinson, Albert King
2867)
and Johnnie Taylor and
as
e.
THERE WAS a lot of
I
It's Taylor who produces
one of the best real blues RARE EARTH: 'Grand crowing in the jazz camp
pieces, 'Part Time Love'. Slam' (Prodigal PDL when, at long last, aa
major label signed
which proves that nice 'n' 2009)
major British talent
sleazy does it every time.
Taylor's smoky voice is RARE EARTH are still Quite
ii
very well suite'[ to this Motown affiliated though disappointment. then,
that
no longer on the main understandable,
kind of gat
e' bar
Thompson
room number.. it of the label and they are the Barbara
have taken
songs feature lots of prodigals that may never should
safe line down the
horns and harmonica again come home to rather
middle.
roost.
breaks; the only one
On the other hand It's
which seems out of place
They do strong arm well
varied collection.
here is Little Milton's covers of old classics. 'I Including things like the
previously unreleased
Heard It Through The breezing Black Pearl'.
Open The Door To Your Grapevine'. and 'Stop the peppery 'Seega' and
Heart' which is more of Her On Sight' are given the ballad 'Touch of
the enthused injection of Blue'. At Its best, there's
an Al Green - style soul
song.
accomplished white fans plenty of colour, with the
Admittedly there is apeing the original solo and corporate horn
some attraction in patterns of their mentors. playing, keyboards hand
reading such obscure A kind of Vanilla Fudge vibes pulling
captions as 'Big Leg treatment of old weight
Woman (With A Short, favourites towers over
To really stand on its
lot
Short Mini Skirt)' by
your listening per own Jublaba needsit etcan
more kick. And
Israel "Popper Stopper' ceptions.
Heavyweight bass manage that
Tolbert, but the music
backs It up fully, and If drums and mid register SUSAN K4U171 .
I

You, asked for it,we've pressed it!

Village People's two great disco hits
on one very "special 12"single.

(DJR 18003)
We've rushed it to your record, shops now!
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£1 off four of Rod's latest.
-

Boots first cuts are the deepest. Because
we've taken £1 off each of Rod's four latest
albums, including the newest of all,"Blondes
Have More Fun"
They're albums full of all his legendary
hits like"You're In My Heart;' "Hot Legs;' "The
Killing Of Georgie;' "Sailing"aid."Tonight's

-r

,1

r

The Night'
With his biggest ever UK tour this
winter and another smash hit single,"Do Ya
Think I'm Sexy?:' it's hard to believe Rod has
any more to/offer. But at Boots you'll find some
of his greatest albums, at prices to rave about.
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Blondes Have More Fun. Includes his new hit single"4oYaThink I'm Sexy',"
Rec. Retail Price £4.49
Boots Special Offer Price £3.49*..

Foot Loose And Fancy Free. Featuring the two hit singles."You re In My
Heart"and "Hot Legs" plus "I Was Only Joking'
A Night On The Town. With 'Tonight's The Night;' "The Killing Of Georgie;
and "First Cut Is The Deepest"
Atlantic Crossing. "Sailing; "I Don't Want To Talk About It, "This Old Heart
Of Mine"
Rec. Retail Price £4.99 Each.

Boots SpecialOfferPrice£2

50p Off equivalent Lassettes.*

1,4

En LT.-Access

rr

*r. ..

11455157

r

.19

d Barclaycard welcome

'Al these special offer prices

.

rr4,

until December 30
From Boots Record Departments
subject to stock availability

°

.

Make the most of your Boots.
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meanwhile one survivor,
Duncan Browne, lives on
with a couple of the old
hacking musicians Best
British sort - rock. It goes
In for toughly whispered

vocafa,

animated
acoustic

sueppenslon

guitars. sorrowing
backing voices, shivering
cymbals, and occasionally,

Delivering
the goóds
IAN GILLAN BAND: 'Gillen' (Japanese Import
EWS
81120)

track,

I

-

Ian has retained only keyboard player Coln Towns
from the old line-up and together they have written 10
numbers which form the basis of a stylish heavy rock
package the best work to have emerged from
the ex -Purple vocalist since he parted company with
Blackmore and co. Indeed, after viewing the current
activities of David Coverdale and Jon Lord at

Whitesnake's Hammersmith concert and learning of
Rainbow's sorry state. I am certain that /an has the
brightest hipes of success in1979. especially if he
continues to deliver the goods along the lines of this
latest effort.
Commencing with a hauñting piano and keyboards
instrumental, one particularly effective to combine
with dry Ice on stage no doubt, It suddenly runs wild
with a killer called 'Secret Of The Dance', which
attacks menacingly. Yet one has to wait until the last
track of the side before being presented with the real
winner
'Fighting Man'. Here is featured soft,
delicate vocal work from Ian (sucks to all of you who
think of him simply as a screaming maniac!) on a
seven - minute classic, which starts off slowly before
becoming more forceful. with an ace keyboard solo,
breathtaking axe from Steve Byrd and scattered
screams towards the end.
'Message In A Bottle' kicks off side two and deals
with the dangers of the "hard stuff". I wasn't overwhelmed by the next two, 'Not Weird Enough' and
'Bringing Joanna Back', but the final numbers
'Abbey Of Thelma', a delightful mixture of slow and
fast passages, and 'Back In The Game', which has an
amazing guitar and keyboard counter attack blasting
out alternately from the speakers, made up for their

-

mediocrity.

On the whole though, 'Gillen' Is a promising album,
... + + + + STEVE GET!'

very promising indeed

"19111anees

satisfying

lyrics....

SUSAN I LUT

place the experimentation of sounds
before musical direction,
and thus become unconvincing.
Equlnoxe' .1s not unbearable, and obviously

All

a

purchase,

Prevent them

from
becoming another Moon
Don't make a cult of It, +
+ + f4 RONNIE GURR,

TAPPER ZUKIE:
'Tapper Roots'
Line FL1032)

IANGILLMI: not just a screamer

strong, wiry song, and
she doesn't always get it
on this album. Admittedly the major
culprits are on side one
(which includes her new
single 'Burnin'), made
under the auspices of
John Davis. It's material
a bit low on the old hooks
and melodies, and bj the
time it's had a voluptuous

orchestration, It's half-

THIS

many people on the other Springsteen, you
side of the Atlantic seem' inevitably Invite comfrightened to stick their parison, and that must be
necks out and be themworking to Southside
selves, and one can ex- Johnny's disadvantage
pect albums like this to be now that Springsteen has
Influencing" people for proved that he can
many years to come. + + deliver more than once.
WILLIAM SAND
And comparisons are In
order, especially when
producer of this
KING, the
album Is none other than

1IBERi
--

way into soul, and-a poor
compromise at that. Not

Stevie

-

'Hearts Of Stone' Is the

title track.
It's easy

to see why
Springsteen Is the star:

ALBERT KING:

'The

Pinch' (Stax STX 3001)
BLUER THAN blue?
Well I'm sitting here in
my ignorance thinking
that Albert Is blues when

other hand, the

O'Loughlin / Zaiger cuts,
four of 'em, are literally
the other side of the coin,
say no more. +++
+ + SUSAN KLUTH
r'
R:

I suddenly hear 'Feel The
Need In Me' which is
Soul, so either I've got his
name wrong or I am suite
Anway, this is not strictly
a blues record. Albert
also does a cool organised
version of the record that

starts with

a

shriek, 'I

Can't Stand The

required plenty of

Raeeeeeeen' which
preparation. The track
sounds a lot better than
titles are far from varied
the sardine who sang It
'Equlnoxe
and exciting
last summer.
Part 1', 'Equinoxe Part
'The Blues Don't
etc
3'.
2'. 'Equlnoxe Part
Change' sounds a lot
and endeavouring to
JEAN MICHELJARRE: ascertain where one ends
more like what I should
'Equlnoxe'
hearing and you don't
another commences CHICAGO: 'Hot Streets' be
have to tell me that. Hey,
(Polydor Deluxe FOLD and
is no easy task.
(CBS 88089).
this
record's nice, It
7)
and
I suspect that Jarre
grooves, he sings, he
FOLLOWING the Im- his record company are WELL. HERE they are plays, he does all manner
upon
very
much
menee success of this relying
amidst a record of things, he looks a bit
young French composer / the healthy receptioñ of again
campaign old but then so do I and he
producer's first album, 'Oxygene' to create In- company
plays a Gibson Flying V
this to be yet
claiming
'Oxygene', Jean Michel terest In this Jatest of- .another major album. Of. (very fashionable in 19711
.larre has re -surfaced fering. + + STEVE course it will make the with some kinds wahwith a new effort, GETI'
wahish sound. I think I
lads and everyone con'Equlnoxe', which concerned another packet. like Albert (Uncle from
tinues his exploration into
What bothers me is that. now on) but I couldn't
the world of electronic
this album Is. pretty really tell you if It was AI,
11DU1I
1
music.
bland, even by Radio Two B B Freddie, or Eric or
Once again, the vast
Jeff or any of these
'standards.
wealth of talent possessed
people. I- won't go on
by Jarre is displayed.
They can come up with about that as It only
with him playing no less
strong songs from time to proves my ignorance and
than 15 instruments.
time, so why do good the lack of any aesthetic
These are all naturally
ability I may have.
'cos that's
musicians
electronic but do not lead
The main reason I have
Issue
what they are
to a lack of variation In
albums of average songs to like It Is that the bass
sounds: the moods are
player's called Duck
and
many and range from
arrangements. As with so Dunn, great, and Lester
slow, dreamy phases to CAROL DOUGLAS:
many bands, they star- SneU,ls the keyboardist
more uptempo passages. 'Burnln' (Mldeong 2310
ted, with a real feel of and they are very HIP. If
Yet N spite of this I 830)
'
freshness and sense of the you've just come home
cannot help but find the
times only to end up a from a hard night of
whole affair very ar- 'DOCTOR'S Orders' white man's poor endurance at the Nashtificial, and as a result must, for most of us, have equivalent of Earth Wind ville or the Music
quite emotionless. gone down as one of those and Fire. Such Is the Machine (sorry people
although many will records of all time, as has American music scene, who Uve up North) It
doubtless disagree.
the version of 'Night with the pressures of would be so nice to place
As far as I was con- Fever' by Carol Douglas survival,
that money, this on the stereo and
cerned the effect was one
recorded, Incidentally,
and and all the genUy groove, I bet It has
of sleep Inducement, before the Bee Gees' and posing,
Incidentals, the same effect as Night
basically because it leaving them standing as many
more Important Nurse, + + + + JAMS
seems so lifeless and far as disco - ability goes. become
PARADE
infinite, never reaching a Full marks to Ed than the actual music.
specific goal but merely O'Louglln and Michael
This record contains SOUTHSIDE JOHNNY
drlftIng on. 1 am not Zager there, and for Gull nothing of lasting value. AND THE ASBURY
against this type of Records for having the It Is a shame to hear JUKES: 'Hearts Of
music, being a keen guts to licence It as a tracks like 'Show Me The Stone' (CBS JE 35488)'
follower of Brian Eno single.
Way' start off with
amongst others, however
But Carol Douglas is a promise only to end up in WHEN YOU work In such
consider that Jarre tends voice who needs a sharl, the usual 'groove" se proximity to someone like

-

-

Zandt,

Springsteen's own

I

you get the story. On the

4!

Van

Springsteen's guitarist,
who also arranged and
wrote seven of the songs
two with Springsteen

there should

necessarily be divisions
anyway, but things like
'Fell In Love For The
First Time Today' are so
sluggish and humourless
compared to everything
else I've listened to this
month that ... well, guess

sc¡StrFtS

early

criticisms aside,

+++K justify

N

that

numerous

seventies funk outftta that
were note perfect, tight,
wrote grind songs hut
never gained a mass
following, only a suit
coterie
Ditto with Sniff 'n' The
Tears- Every track on
this set is extremely
tasteful, well played, (tad
to make matters
somewhat worse, Paul
Roberts voice is pure I(1Tel copyist Al ,Stewart
One cannot fault any lime
here, although some
tread dangerously sloes
to the touching/twee line
Worst offender to 'last
Dance', which yes, is
competent and pleasant,
but Is an empty surrogate
Simon and Garfunkel
work-out.

However, I daresay there Is enough goes
Logo can justify the MAC music on 'Fickle Heart' to

quite

to

he has the songs and he
generally uses the beat
ones himself. SJ has a

great

(and

again,

similar) voice and treats
the material In the same

way, brit Springsteen's
albums have the edge.
If it wasn't for the giant
shadow looming over It,

this

album

would

probably do really well.
The 11 piece outfit plays
with a great deal of
forceful energy and spirit
even U this sometimes
results in a few frayed
edges. Van Zandt's
production has left the
sound a bit thin at the
bottom end, which might
have robbed them of their
full Impact, but even so,
this Is pretty meaty stuff,
The main drawback to
this album Is that a
Springsteen soundalike

competition winner
couldn't hope to come
nearer than this. It's still
worth a listen though,
especially if your own

particular form
martyrdom

of

Is rooting for
the underdogs of this
world (mine Is). +++%
FRED RATH

11

1

- -

average

-

a

package `really, tied up
with the Instrumental
'Camino Real', wherein
Metroland addicts will
find one or two things
they've heard before
Though not that last touch
of add Crystal to the

r

'Gillen'.

'

with

amounhof volume. Quite
a well - balanced little

Al' PRESENT it would seem that the Japanese have
never had it so good, having been treated to that
dynamic Scorpions live double and now to the first
album from the new Ian Gillen Band, simply titled

11

as

'Samurai' or the closing
moments of the title

the

DUNCAN

BROWNE:

'The Wild Places' (Logo
1007)

HERE'S AN album that's
suffered from the dirty
MACs (massive advertising campaign)
big colour centre pullouts
In trade papers et al.
Enough to put any
reviewer on his / her
guard.
You may recall a band.
rather chic, around about
two years ago called

-

Metro, who died with the
same discretion as they
lived. There is, as it
happens, a much rockier
new Metro In the can, but

(Front

ALBUM Is

automatically

set

to

become another reggae
chartbound smasher for
Front Line records.
C.7/!
Lyrically, on this set,
Tapper has a distinctive
way of combining social
SNIFF'N' THE TEARS: comments and humour.
'Fickle Heart"(Chiswick to enhance each other,
CWK 3002)
rather than one repelling
the other.
A PORTRAIT of the
The album kicks off
artist as a young band. with the famous 'Oh Lord'
Paul Roberts, the hit, which was previously
vocalists and (acoustic) number one in JA for 10
guitarist of Sniff 'n' The weeks, This has been
Tears Is one of those Issued on single 45
dilettante who dabbles. coupled with 'First Street
Not only has the man Rock'.
composed and played on
Tapper's version of the
all the tunes on 'Fickle
'.SatHeart', he has also tamasagana' hit, shows
painted the soft -porn his sheer Inventive,
realist air -brushed work imaginative, and creative
of art that graces the ability in making anew
front cover. Clearly a sound of a too
very talented young familiarised rhythm.
chapple.
'Rastaman Skank' was
Betwixt the exquisitely first Issued on Tapper's
tasteful cover and Inner Import pre release label
sleeve lies a work which from JA. It was then
amplifies the man's released on Front line
talent. A talent which coupled with his biggest
enables our arty friend to hit record 'Phensic', so
write songs, which, like this track shouldn t be
his paintings are tasteful strange to you reggae
fans.
and say nothing.
The We track opens up
The single, 'Driver's
Seat' opens the set and Is side two, and Ie must
admit,
it's certainly not
competent, like Robert's as
exceptionally brilliant
paintings again, neo realistic rock 'n' roll. as you would expect It to
Quintessential choogle be. Musically and
with a pleasant groove- lyrically 'Green Ray
jeez that sounds awful Murder', 'First Street
doesn't it? - which make Rock', and 'Simpleton
amazingly bland radio Leave Violence' are the
most outstanding tracks
fare. Insidiously on
side two.
Untenable though as is the
There Is something
rest of the album.
infinitely attractive In
A quick perusal of the this spectacular deejay
sleeve shows that the arty album
.
another
chap Is backed by winner for Front Line +
members of Moon, one of .+ + + JOHN WILLIAMS

itgelljau

classical

Facing Meco

MECO: 'The Wizard of Os' (RCA RCASXL 13080)
I WAS sitting eating my Turkish Delight last year

on -Christmas Day and 'The Wizard Of Oz' came on.
I was frightened. I don't like the Witch and the film
has a terrible grey feeling that something nasty Is
gonna happen and you know my nerves aren.t what
they were. Nightmares are made of this. Records
are made of plastic, 90 per cent of them are rubbish.
so is most of the world, Meco's alright, I can stand
him, his record's OK. I like disco, why shouldn't I.
I've meta lot of nice girls at discos.
Discos are records played loud In rooms. I played
Mece's record at home quiet while I had my paste
sandwiches, It didn't really affect it. Meco won out.

His orchestra plays the nice tune, 'Somewhere Over
The Rainbow'good. Now did you know that the
producers wanted this tune taken out of the original
score? Ridiculous. Probably better W take the
producers out. 'The Yellow Brick Road' is here (not
Elton's song dumbo) and 'Munchklnland' and ' The
March Of The Winkles' and all the little bits about
Dorothy's rescue and the TireMen and all the rest
and they all sound great 'cos Meco knows what he's
doing and do you know who's playing on this
record? Well, there's the people from the Cormar
Galaxy, the Bontlns and the Slokins and the Lumen
Family and all the cats from the planet Fooyea. and
as an"added bonus, the Hyperharps
Wow, It sounds just great to me Kids probably
will love it and it's not frightening at all. the cover
should give 'em something to fantasize about and
the
that's what people make records for. When's and
new Abbe album due? Pass me a salmon e
decumber please, there's macaroons for later.
+ + JAMES PARADE.
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"SHAKE YOUR GROOVE THING"

Just to get the festive spirit rolling we're giving all you Bowie fans the
chance to win 'STAGE', special limited edition in yellow vinyl!
earlier
tour
Bowie's
during
recorded
This is the double album set
this year and includes songs from the early days - like
'Ziggy Stardust' and 'Hang On To Yourself' to latér work like
1TV 15' and 'Beauty And The Beast'.
right!
The qúestions are SO easy you're bound to get them
a copy
receive
will
bag
the
of
out
drawn
answers
The first 100 correct
.
of this súperb album.
repeated
be
to
never
This is aóncé on opportúnity

NOW RUSH

RELEASED IN THE U.K.
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ADDRESS
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Answer the

3

questions below

,S

first group Bowie formed (about 1963)
Give the name of the

'

.

Name the mime artist that Bowie once worked with
hit that Bowie composed and produced
Name the Mott The Hoopie

PO

send it to us at Record Mirror/Bowie Competition,
Cut out the coupon and
to reach us not later than 18th
Box 16, Harlow, Essex CM17 OHE
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going on Tap

Of The

Pope"

or because
"they're playing larger
halls" or "shouldn't be

ms 1

doing singles like 'Kids'
and Harry' or "shouldn't
be singing about America

Ulster beeau,,'
they've never been
and

11.4.

there". It seems Sham
can't do anything without

I

awn cone having a go at
them. it makes me sick to
know that a band like
Sham who sweat their
guts out for the kids get

C

all

rl

IF I had to find a word for you, it would be "predictable".
That's not, however the word you found to
describe Christ
Westwood, a delicate young lad of fine sensibilities
who
been with us but a month. I have to tell you he's unrepentanthas
at
having slammed Kate Bush's album...

Shoot the

allowed to go on, or else
you will lose a devoted
reader of Your paper.

lunatic

RM, YOU should be
ashamed of yourself Who
allowing a lunatic like
Chris Westwood, who is
clearly a .. well there's
WHO THE - hell does
no words that can this
Westwood
describe a madman like bloke Chris
he is? Kate
him. My God, he must be Bush'sthinknew
sick to write such things 'Llonheart is onealbum
of the

the hell
(chapter XV)

.

about Kate Bush and her
fab new LP which is a five
star accomplishment, he
had the cheek to give it
just two!!! Chris Westwood

should

be

to

Cutest

emerge

this

L

stood

the trigger.
The Phantom Kate Bush
Critic. Swindon.
PS These disgusting
review s cannot be

,
\
-[Ytirs

-

`ü',

-

year. Those haunting
vocals backed up by

Mindless

humorously out of joint
rhythms (Yeah, I thought
they were funny too.
Nearly died laughing

WHY WAS Chris Westwood given the job of
reviewing 'Lionheart' by
Kate Bush? It was apparent from the first few
words that he was biased
against It. Or is It your
way of following the trend
in putting Kate Bush
down? I won't go into

Mailman I are

the

hallmarks of her music
and if he Is so dim as not
to be able to appreciate

,,... 'ii,

...

mindless

criticism

employ

four letter
but please

someone

responsible next time.
A Jones, Shrewsbury,
PS Any chance of getting
him promoted to errand
boy?

Skits yac.
dept
WILL THE Editor of RM
please make his readers

extra joyful and merry
this Xmas by telling

WAS

disgusted

1

4
7

10
11

13
14

1e

Chrtfoni ciasvc 13,2.4)

They've taken a Nighdkpht
to Venus 15.11
lOce telling La what they
once
would do for
1622.3.41
The Stones first sell penned
hp 14,41
us that You
He told
Stauld'm Judge A Book By
Looking At The Cover 171
John Denver a and now
Janes Galway s song (61
1970, Bobby Bloom Mt 17.31
They tad us that it was the
wrong way to Pick Up The
Pieces (641
Bob Dylan's Randal

Tubb frontman

DOWN
1
What the Eagles found on a
Dark Desert Highway 15.10)
Bop Deluxe hit single
2 Be
(5,2,3.5)
3 Mull,- Coloured DJ (4,71
4 Theryre
Hargif On The
Telephone (7)
5 He was before and alter
Science (3)

Wags

LP (3.5)

6

1977,

8

Temptations Classe 13.5)
Former 10íx man (3)
They were proclamad as the
First Folk group Al
Group that features The

9
12
15
17

W lson brothers

(5,41

They went let it Fade away
15)

13)
21
John Martyds world (31
Abbe single 11,1 II
23 Dollar have got a Shooting
Group that has travelled Into
w)
the Hemrapheres 14)
24 Edible lade (3)
What you meant catch on 76 Mao Hewn-this/1131
Saturday (5.51
Gary Wnght's north (6)
Niel Young LP (5.90

1

Rr.d to Rua

Cate,a 3

Baby
Lae, 18 So Sad,
6

M

51y

19

EsnoMoo Hai tg,

4

Layia. 5 Seeing
No Not

Sandy. 22 Red, tA Warm

it; /b

.1a

1

Lunatic and
bald too?
WHAT KIND of bald
headed deaf lunatic is
Chris Westwood? His
taste is non - existent.
Giving a measly two and
a half stars to'Llonheat
Is testimony to this. Why
hasn't he been sacked? If
he Isn't sacked, he'll be
lynched.
Bryan Handles, Manchester.
Have you all finished
now? Oh no, one more .. .

Suicide his

only out

1

getting bverye late

611

-.11r110,1

?;:S K_.`

,

- he's

Who? CHRIS WESTWOOD, of course

v Iously

sick.

Boy.

them. This opinion should
get a few interesting
replies next week.
A Frog.
Cut the smart stuff.
Controversy belongs to

somebody slipped up us.
when they hired him. The
whole review was just so
much bullshit, a total
contradiction to the
album which is brilliant.

castle remarks elsewhe'e
In the paper.

Prophet

temporary

aberration on Sheila's
part
she'U be controversial next week or
its back to the lavatories
with the Harplc.
.

Edna and

It's

.

a

Sham
SEEMS

purity:

wouldn't buy your rag. As
It Is, I've got to buy It now
so's I'll be able to read all
the news and interviews
you're kindly gonna print.
The Lone Stranger.
You're wrong. We're

not. Byeee.

Thant

Stiff

WOULD JUST like to say
a SPECIAL thank you to:
Lena, Rachel, Wreckless,
Jona --Lewle, Micky Jupp
plus the Records, Andy
Cheesman & Kellogg for
putting up with the
troublesome two, turning
up on various dates
throughout the tour. Also
many thanks to the
remainder of the entourage who made It all
worthwhile. All the best
in the States and may 1979
be an EXTRA STIFF
YEAR!
Carol & Jennie, the

Dynamic Duo.

...

made all WHAT

worthwhile?

Flying the
Radio One

I'VE BEEN a fan of RM
IT'S Sham for nearly
two years, but I

am cancelling my order
from this week I'm
weary to vomiting point
of your sickly snide
remarks about Radio One
(You can't be serious

Mailman).

I

-

refer

specially to your hopeless
unfunny cartoon feature

written by some moron
called

Mark

Manning.

"masterpiece"
Blackburn's "dazzlingly
puerile wit" and "Peter
Powell's speech In pediment'. Well, I'll have
This

you know that there are a
few thousand people who

connection?

find Tony's jokes

l

number one position In
the charts, they are pure.
Pure? (What am I on
about? You ask yourselves.) They are purely
a pop group, they are

amusing and Peter's lisp
attractive. As for Paul
Burnett's Impersonations
being embarrassing. I'll
bet Mr Manning wishes
he could do a tenth as
well, You just reveal your
Ignorance when you
criticise Radio One
which by the way, has an
average audience rating
of eight or nine million
listeners each day
Bronwen Finch, Bolton.

-

purely hopeless at
creating Interesting
music. they are purely

uninteresting and

How does It feel to be
brainwashed. Could you
use a secondhand straight

unexciting to watch on
TV. Although being a tilt

WHAT STRAIGHT jacket of a hew wave addict. I
did that (censored) Chris would rather `swatch
Westwood worm his way Brotherhood Of Man than

Schmarley
IF IT weren't for the fact
that marvellous Steve
Harley's returning to
Britain to form a band. I

mentioned Tony

where's the

punk group to reach the

Harley

crying flag

knocking time, I for one
can't see any reason for
It Christ, Sham have
given so much to so many
this past year and all they
get back are remarks like
"they're selling out by

Rats and

FIRSTLY I would like to
say that the Boomtown
Rats are not the first

I know exactly how he
feels .. .

Christopher Corbett,
Er
Doncaster.
A

In

Chrle, Stafford.

buried alive
out of? It's not that I hate
him for his chronic
review of the Kate Bush
album. No, I just pity
him, for the guy's ab-

thing

ra:1' return for all his efforts,

v-

J

hti

;

- -..:Ua,

absolutely Chris, I'd consider
at Chris

LAST WEEK'S SOLUTION
ACROSS
Raapectahle, 6 Breed, 7 Andy N,cxay, 10 Labelle. 11 That Lady
13 UFO, 15 Lela 16 Lear, 171t's Raining, 20 Angel. 21 Stnng, 22
H.O. 2! Daan, 45 Satu'dey, 26 Idol_ 27 Mellow Yellow

,'-'

THANKS SHEILA
Westwood's reviews of suicide before they lock Prophet for giving 'The
Kate Bush's new album. you up again
Sound Of Edna'
Where on earth did you A Budding Songwriter, the good write album
up it
dig him up from? I'm Agr
deserved.
I only disagree
Now c'mon lads,
sure there must be
with you on one point: I
voice
like
anyone
with
á
better
somebody
still enjoy the album
equipped mentally to hers doesn't need muchI playing it again after
and
tackle album reviews, protecting. And If
again. I'm only glad that
thought
It
was
just
her
This particular album is
Terry Towel didn't
great and 'deserves Its voice you were all review it after his
sarsuccess. In the mean- defending so gallantly,
maybe I'd believe you.
time, somebody please Watch
next
out
for
the
Chris
hole
'for
a
dig
controversial Chris
Westwood.
Westwood contribution.
Anon.

'1'

ACROSS

f}

I

a

/

Freaks

Chris Westwood, Steve Gett, Robin

Disgusted
and prunes

11,

t

poni worry
little Ush

(censored)

Smith and Ronnie Gurr to
look up situations vacant.
This will enable the RM to
provide the public with
people who really know
how to review albums.
D Hayes, Sur ILrland.

I

r

_

s

Mode

ti
:' / 1les

i`

intricate string
arrangements and bias trend

against a wall and shot
and I would gladly pull

7 ,.

r-

her style, then I pity him.
I really object to such a
marvellous new release
.
.
being given tovi an idiot L
like him to review. Come
on RM. pull your pants up
(I think the correct ex- Fses.o-;.^._
presslon Is "pull your
socks up"
Mailman)
and give Mr Westwood
the job he's suited for
cleaning your lavatories.
A Kate Bush fan.

this

back In their
faces. Jimmy's just an
ordinary guy who doesn't
pretend to be anything
else. He's just got the guts
to get up there and tell It
like It Is Don't knock a
man who's doing so much

thrown

jacket?

BOOMTOWN RATS: not the first.

Westwood.

Apply

Chris
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concert that brought their back together!
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Send your problems to Help,

140
\>

PLEASE can you give me
some advice? I'm 18 and
have been going out with

my boyfriend for just
over three months now.

-

He wants to make love,
but I've always said no,
as I'm not on the pill, and

don't really trust
anything else. He

0
MIKE

respects my wishes and
says there are "other
ways" of having a sexual
relationship.
I enjoy It when he pets
me, but I can't bring
myself to touch him back.
I really want to, because I
know it would make him
happy and I only succeed
In frustrating him
because I can't explain
why I feel like I do either.
My boyfriend is 20 and
has had experience with
other girls, so I'm afraid
I'll do something wrong
as I've never done It
before. I wouldn't know
what to do anyway ... I
must be the only 18 year
old who doesn't. Riney be because I'm a
bit shy, but I'm also
nervous that we'll go too
far. Lucy, Exeter

f.

CE

3

MAN!'.

ROBIN SMITH'hasa go'
at Mk.kle Most's latest bunch of
su'iessÍul 'youngsters'
AIN'T THEY cute?

Let's hear It for these
likely lads from sunny

Weston Super Mare,
hoping to make It further
up the charts with 'Lay
Your Love On Me-' Girls,
don't you just want to
scream your little heart#
out?
On 'Top Of The Pops',
Racey gave a passable
impression o7 being
boy -next-door teenagers.

Actually. they're all over
25 and have been touring
West Country pubs and
clubs for years.
They'd still be there
now, except for the
arrival of Mick le Most
and the RAK machine.
One of Racey's freend3
rushed up to London with
4 their tapes and
^d out where

lived. Most

-.

¿reed to listen to the
tapes and he was so

bastard because he was

of
Copenhagen.
memories

"Many people In the

business are jealous.
because he started from
nothing and worked his
way up. He's been
Involved with some of
tails country's greatest
bands and produced a
distinctive sound. We sit
down and discuss things
with him, we're given all
the freedom we need. If
you came and saw us on
stage then you'd see we
can do almost everything
from heavy metal to pop.

"We're all good

musicians you know,
we're not like some of
these horrible punk
bands. We don't need to
go on stage with safety
pins through our ears or
strange clothes. Some of
them don't know one end
of the gutter from the
other. It must be really

-

you

',lei.

- so It
dr m come
N1

,-

_

aeseg.

.aPPY
nothing

, serious."
Exactly Rak seem to
have a hal,.t 4f turning

rem

out bands who produce
happy singalong singles.
They wind upon a
.uslcal scrapheap.
degrading themselves
by appearing in silly
a bite suits and
¡-pealing to girls often
half their age.
"We're not going all
out for the teeny bop
:market." says Richard.
' We're not being
manufactured and
ekle Most is not
ri-..nipulating us. I think
Mackie has frequently
been misunderstood. He
appeared on 'New Faces'
and people called him a

Weston. But enough of
this sideswipe, let
Richare continue his
Mlckle Most
appreciation speech.
"We wanted to sign to
RAK because It was a

with all the artists He
takes an active¡ ,,in
all their interests, while
allowing them to express
themselves. He's a
marvellous mate."
Cue for violins and
tears Now could we
please move on to
something else? Let's
talk about Racey s
travels through Europe.
The band have

-

Country boys at heart,
they thought a sign
saying 'Copenhagen's
gayest night club' meant
the place had a happy
atmosphere.
"They seemed to have
some very attractive
girls there," continues

Richard. "Hut soon we
realised they were all

men dressed up as
women. Some even
started to come over and
fondle us. We thought
we'd better leave and for
security we held hands.
Not only that, but the
band later went into
another bar where there
was a lady In a mini
-skirt When she bent
over she revealed that

to be in a smooth west
toga rut They need
yon;.. sdy to si laze them

caring company," he

continues. How many
people would drive all
the way from London to
Weston to see a new
band, Mickie has a small
company but that means
he's deeply concerned

-

she was wearing NO
KNICKERS. When the
bantthave been on stage
scantily clad members
of the audience have also
been known to clamber
on stage and unzip their
flies.
Racey have many
more saucy stories but
refuse to reveal them, so
the subject is changed.
"We'd like to play
America but I don't
think they're quite -ready
for our music, continues
Richard At the moment
we do sound very
- ii a .h
Amerlra deems

difficult when you get
impressed that he went
ttam Into a studio to
to Weston to see thelade
recorthem, There's no
in action- A record
substitute
for hard work
W
was
shortly
contract
and we've had plenty of
follow.
that.
"We never knew
"Punk bands wearing
anything about our
friend taking the tapes to 'safety pins through their
Mickle," says Richard
ears.' Where have
Gower, 28year-old
Racey been? Nobody's
_keyboards player,
dressed like that for at
guitarist and vocalist-"
least 18 months
Obv:.,usly. Weston Super maybe they've been
vn't exacti/ the
stow to catchup in

-

YOU DON'T
HAVE TO
GO ALL

present employer.
Jay, Hallsham

THE WAY

your

he's not trying to force
the Issue, and, from what
you say, la understanding
enough to let this side of
your relationship develop
at your own pace. He
sounds sensible enough
not to let things go "too

someone who'll be more I
than a friend, and you'll change my underwear at
least once a day, but the
find her.
Next time, relax and problem is still there.
try not to treat the whole It has become exthing so seriously. You ceedingry embarrassing,
have plenty of time ahead and I selddm go out in
company or to my local
of you.

as

Everybody has a
body odour.
Everyone smells and
natural body scent is just

natural

More skunk
than punk

I

one vital factor in
chemical reaction and
sexual attraction between
people. Excessive use of
synthetic deodorants Isn't
a good Idea, and, in many
cases, can transform a

perfectly acceptable

natural odour Into a far
more unpleasant pong.
Bathing regularly and
changing socks and underwear every day does
help. Clean sweat doesn't
smell but a bulldup of
stale sweat on clothes and
on the skin Is rapidly
transformed. by active
bacteria to an evil odour.

Washing under

arms,

the

around the

genitals, the feet and any
other sweaty area once a
day; at least, with soap

containing

hexachlorophone should
cut down the smell.

boyfriend naturally answer. Don't un- tried everything from
Switch to a healthier
wants a full sexual derestimate yourself. deodorants to creams and
relationship with you, You're looking for tablets, but all to no avail. diet and try taking more
bath regularly and, exercise too. If you do feel

particularly fond

honest.

due to the strange
As soon as I
get close to a girl I always
start perspiring and they
seem to shun me. I also
had to leave my last job
due to the comments
people made. I'm too
embarrassed to see my
GP as he's a friend of the
family and knows my

lubs,
ooks I get.

social
under stress, This le quite and complacentbut If you
now,
normal, and nothing to wise right
positive
worry about. An- don't inmake
more fulfilling
ticipation, excitement moves a you
can't exand sheer nervousness direction,
to
about being able to please pect Instant happiness
skies.
the
from
descend
can inhibit sexual
have'the
Be prepared to
response and many boys
confind they can't get an strength of your meet
erection or quickly lose it vlctione and really
on first going to bed with other people halfway,
instead of waiting for
a girl.
Although you say them to come to you.
root
you're shy with girls, you There's no need
ld
seem to have no trouble yourself from Your do
whatsoever in getting to friendships, but you
scene
of
change
know them. You're also need a
able to have an erection. and you're the one person
You've got what it takes. who can build on what
so you've no worries on you already have.
that score. But because
you tried once and didn't
make It, your confidence.
In yourself Is a tittle
shaken and you're
I HAVE a problem with
starting to panic.
A sympathetic girl, on perspiration, In fact, I
the same wavelength lie permanently smell
yourself could well be the' something awful., I've

II Much

London µ"C2É

up a little more.
"We're at a point
where we're still
developing musically.
People shouldn't write us
off as Just a kids band.
When we go out on the
road we're going to get
more than schoolgirls
going to see us.
'I think we proved
how versatile we were
when we did that dance
routine for "('op Of The
Pops'. We want to do
silly things like that to
take the audience by

surprise,

"It's about time
Weston Super Mare was
known for something
more than having a
holiday camp."

far.'

check-up. There's no
need to feel embarrassed,
your GP le obliged to keep
information on patients In
a

confidence.

Must I go
girl hunting?

While you're reluctant
to make love without
contraceptive protection
because of the underlying
fear of pregnancy, there
are many ways of en- WHILE I'm ha ea, at
joying sex without going work, I have been taking
the way. Kissing. more exams, and quite a
touching, carressing, number of opportunities
cuddling, to name but exist for promotion, my
social life is a different
four.
You enjoy beingpy matter. I went out with
stroked and carressed 1)y my last girlfriend who
him and should try to went to the same Church
overcome your fears and Youth Group as myself,
learn to make him for 11 months. She was
"come" by petting and still at school though and
masturbating him too. trying to make the
Don't worry about "doing balance between studying
and courting, so we split
something wrong"
he'll tell you what gives up. It was best for her and
I feel little remorse but I,
him pleasure.
As you get to know each won't forget her.
My social life still
other better and develop,
revolves around the same
a closer trust between
you, you'll feel a lot more club I've been with for'
confident about your years and the people In it
sexual responses. And It's have become good
well worth considering friends, yet while I do
possible forms of con- enjoy going around with
traception for the future. them, I still get pretty fed
If you send an address up with it from time to

-

we'll forward some explanatory leaflets and the

address of your nearest
cco.,troaceptive

advisory

se

and extremely ally
wtth,glrls. It worries me a
loft because I'm still a
virgin' although I personally get on very well
with the girls I date. The
trouble Is, they end up
treating me as a friend

rather than a lover.
I tried to have Intercourse with my last
girlfriend' once, the only
time I've tried. but I just

couldn't get an erection. I
can masturbate without
any problem though.
What can

desperate
thought
normal.

of

I do? I'm
about the
being

ab-

Pete, Leeds

Most men experience

occasional

s, ace.
'g,

o

'
'

I

impotence

Stranglers' discography

- That's
the Rhund-r of Edna R.

need to 'o

hunt" or
tine along

bide my time?
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FEEDBACK answers your questions. Send your tellers
to: Record Mirror. 40 Long Acre, London WC2E VT.
Please don't send a stamped addressed envelope as we
can't answer yourlrtters individually.

VAST numbers of Stranglers fans are currently
asking the same burning question(s). Y'all want'
details of all single Sr album releases; date of rrjease
and highest chart position ever - reached. Cutting
down the lists, name - checks to Steve of Swindon,
John Roth of Chelmsford, Buz' of Sutton and Bryan of
Working for the queries. All recordings are on the
United Artists label. Singles :- 'Grip' / 'London
Lady', double ;A' side, released January 28th 1977,
highest chart position, 44, 'Peaches' / 'Go Buddy Go',
double 'A' side. May 6th 1977, 7. 'Something Better
Change' / 'Straighten Out', July 22 1977, 8. 'No More
Heroes', September 18 1977, 'Five Minutes' January
27, 1978, 11. 'Nice 'n Sleazy', April 14, 1978,
18. 'Walk
on By', July 21st, 1978. 21. Albums: 'Rattus
Nortimne.
vegicus', April 1977, charted at 4. 'No More Heroes',
Ineed other things ,ln September 1977, 2. 'Black 'n White', May"78,2.
my life for variety
another girlfriend for

just

Don't worry
I'M

generally W. you should
also see the family doe for

wÍ11

,e I

DA/as EDNA EV&RAGF

Yardley, splits another es
another bottle of vintage S

- phue Phil Hill of
Fosters, cracks open
rallan vino circa 1979,
, uncalled for question

Matt, `tor. M and noses the unnece stir
at whether tu, d.!ivab
desirable godtdess
the problem? sports an apprecation x.
, as well as her famous
Nothing but an increased clutch handbag Answer
a But a particularly nice
awareness of yourself type of letter, Banana pas tuyas and any other token
and your
ur needs, that's all. of affection and esteem
welcome c% Stage Door,
You're getting older, and Piccadilly Theatre, k'accadWy, London Wi
are outgrowing some of where Edna just happens to be appearing on stage in
her
very
the people you've been
own show "A Night with Dame Edna" from
hanging around with for December 12, 1978, thru' March 8, 1979. Gives you
the past few years. You plenty of time to get your purple prose together.
already know pretty
What, asks an anonymous Sweet, Slade. Sham 69
much where you're at and fan from Essex are the tastes, inclinations and
what you need to make general leanings of the aforementioned dama? Age
your life more fulfilling. A lady never tells It Clothes: High - fashion, of
Now you must make the course Pearls, twin - sets. hats, bags- The latest
effort to find yourself aqutsitlon hanging In the recesses of her copious
another girlfriend, wardrobe
a dress of culled ocelot. Food: Funbecome involved in new nelweb spider cakes. Banana Pavidvas (see above).
interests and through Interests: Wide and catholic tastes. Rumour has It
them meet a wider circle she's standing for election as Pope Edna I Dislikes:
of people. You can give a Duck egg blue Prostate operations Music: Elton
lot to new friends, and In John. Her own contributions to the world of musical
return they can offer you history: "Housewife Superstar". (19761. and the punk
positive feedback too.
- embracing 'Sound Of Edna', apologies to a wellYou're a little bored known brand of purgative, (1978), both on Charisma.
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THE BEST OF
EARTH ` IND & FIRE

featuring
`Fantasy', 'Got To Get Yóú Into My Life; `Saturday Nite; `Siining Star', 'Get Away;
That's The Way OfThe World; `Can't Hide Love, `Love Music, `Reasons, Singasone

and the new single September'
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different
groups but together they are all about
the same thing. RONNIE GURR travels to
Portsmouth to see Sham 69 and the Cimarons

1;11.
-

would otherwise not have seen,"
adds Carl Levy the faintly oriental
looking and sagely keyboard man.
The Rastamen relate tales of
playing in Nigeria during the
Bfafran War with shells exploding
whilst they were onstage.
"People talk about'war but we
have seen it," states Levy with the

confldentair of a man who has
lived. "But it was good y'know
because it was where we came
together as a force fully. It was our
first time we spend totally amongst
ourselves and because of it we
came together as a stronger
force," states Locksley. referring
to the new found awareness that'
the band returned to Britain with.

And life leads us down to
Portsmouth. Over the quaint old
quarter, down through the
complementing glass and concrete

new town. over a wide acreage of
frosty green and into an off-season
sea front hotel. Up the carpeted
stairs and into the opulent lobby.
Beneath a magnificent fresco of
Nelson's greatest hits, life finds
three noble Rastafarians

talking...

;,
5, .

.(_

THE ETERNAL enigma of
extremes. Questions and
answers. Good and bad.
Black and white. Right and
wrong. Right and left.
That's life, truly. Sham 69
and The Cimarons, on
paper, would appear to
perpetuate the idea of life
being either a bowl of
cherries or a crock of crap,
being. as they are, at
different ends of the musibal
spectrum: Yet, if one looks
closely it becomes apparent
that way deep down the two
factions are all about the
same thing. That's life.

-

Tell me some history m'dread.
The Cims amiable guitarist
Ivcksley Gichle fills me in. "We're
originally from St Thomas. St
Mary's and Kingston In Jamaica.
but we all met up in the Harlesden
areav We met at a youth club where
we play games y'know, and since I

been in school in Jamaica! have
idea to form group. Then in '67 we
start playing at cricket dance and
at West Indian Student's centre in
Earl's Court, . . We dolt' rock
steady then, It was a new era of
rock steady.... Before that it
was bluebeat and ska. A year after
that we went to Africa on our first
ever tour on which we were
sponsored by Ghana Airways.
"They pay the bread and make
their bread and I gained vast
amount of experience and see a lot
of things at first hand that we
,

.

SHO

0,.!

!

.._

On their return the band found
that reggae was on an up, a change
from their early days when as Levy
says. the situation was "funk
essential, reggae Incidental". JA
artists coming over to this country
on the crest of this boom found a
general lack of groups to play
back-up to them. For the twin
reasons of "gaining experience and
to help strengthen the force of
reggae music", the band began
doing the rounds. In the process
they were employed by The
Pioneers, The Marvels, The
Maytals, Jimmy Cliff and a young
Bob Marley.
In the studios,the men played on
records by Dennis Harriot, Winston
O'Groovy, The Pioneers, Desmond
Dekker, Dandy (Livingstone I
presume), Bob and Marcia, and
Dennis Brown, and as a result
became "England's number one
backing band". Then, after a 1969
Ken Boothe tour The elms decided
that enough was enough and

became the first British reggae
group to play and sing.
How, I wondered, were the
staunch Sham audiences reacting
to the sweet riddums of the
Cimarons?
"There has been no trouble
because'those who want to listen,
listen and those who don't go to the
bar," "explains Carl Levy. Locksiey
adds: "We soon start coming
through and music tames the heart

Two, different lifestyles, two

of the lion, it soothes the soul
although vicious aldimes. It really
is sweet music ... like a lamb."
Levy continues: "I fully believe
that one should not incorporate
politics because politics is a
negative thing. Yet racism , .. all I
say is racism is a f + + +up thing
and It's a natural reaction to the
experience I have had."
Carl believes the solution to
racism lea local thing. The
problems of an area like Harlesden
are totally different to an area like
Brixton and he thinks they should
de tackled as such.
The Cimarons are of real worth.
The gig at Portsmouth Guild Hall
proved that beyond doubt. Harder
than the rock they were and harder
than that amazing first live album-.
High points of the set were 'Truly',
"strictly for the virgins", real
lover's rock with extended dub -wise
version, 'Reggae Rhapsody',
faultless, 'Rock Against Racism",
tempo -wise cool but lyrically
Incisive, and, finally, Gamble &
Huff's 'Ship Ahoy' which develops
Into some of the fastest R'n' B
ever, a la James Brown.
Certainly some of the best reggae
you'll ever see and well worth the
investment record-wise.
Then, of course came Sham.

A

thousand heads turn eastwards like
an apparition from 'Close.
Encounters' and Sham roar on.
'What Have You Got', and Into the
greatest hits and album tracks. 'All
The Kids Are Innocent', 'Tell Us
The Truth', 'Rip Off',

'I'm A Man.

I'm A Boy'. 'Family Life',
sickening violence, a sickened
bandy then peace. a vitriolic 'They
Ilon't Understand', 'Borstal
Breakout', 'Evil Way'. 'Angels',
'That's Life' -a hit single yea

'Hurry Up Harry', 'Sunday

-

Morning Nightmare' and the
climax, 'If The Kids Are United'.
A gig not for me, not played to
appeal to my intellectual faculties
but played straight down the line
for the kids that I felt so detached
from. No criticism, no moral
'judgements from me. Sham gave
their all, despite the technical

problems and the crowd got their
money's worth, to the last'penny.
Life leads us back to Sham's
hotel where Jimmy Pursey
expounds theories and his raison
d'etre,
At this juncture I should inform
you that Pursey talks with energy
that I have seldom encountered.
His mind, ever active strays off on
another thread of thought
frequently and for this reason I
have decided to reprint his
ramblings with a minimum of
asides from me. Then, dear Slam
fans (and enemies), you can make
up your own mind on Pursey's
messages. I'm sure Jimmy
wouldn't want it any other way.
On self-production: "Producing's
not easy, you can gét into a rut,
because you have to ask yourself is
this take better than that, and by
doing that you can lose the rock 'n'
roll side to the music
that's
why with the first album you've
got the live side and then you can
turn it over and see that the live
side is near enough the same . John Cale (who produced Sham's
first excursion on Step Forward)
took us the wrong way, nothing
against the bloke but he wanted to
make us Velvet Underground cum
I had,
punk cum tough boys
done a tape myself and Cale heard
it and he said 'you don't need me'
I'm now more at home in the
studio because, to tell you the truth
touring, getting In vans and staying
In hotels screws me up . , . some
people'll say I'm an Idiot for saying
this, but I believe that rock 'n' roll
died the first time it was played. It
was the same with jazz, pop, punk,
soul, 'cos as soon as it was played
and seen it was copied and
commercialised- .. .
"You've got to make it slightly
different and give an alternative
.

...

...

.. People talk about selling out,

you re selling out the minute you
play a guitar In front of a mirror
, , we get slagged because guitar
strings break on stage or because
we stop when we see a fight .. .
that's rock 'n' roll not knowing what cornea next"

We then broach the subject of the
man's collapse in Manchester
about a fortnight ago.... "We try
to be as honest as possible and
that's hard 'cos if we're honest and
we're being knocked for it, It would
be a lot easier to cheat but that's
not me.... At the gig had a bad
cold, my head was killing and I
was thinking about how felt and
what I was. I stopped and thought
',I am a human being and you want
me to be a robot'.
"When I worked for t2 a day In a
Wimpy people didn't ask me about
the state of the country, I thought
Who am I? What am I?".
Pursey then described how he
locked himself In his room and
refused to see anyone. The door
had to be broken down and he was
rushed to hospital. When asked if
the collapse was in fact a nervous
breakdown he simply replies:
1

"Yeah".

In the beginning we wrote
attacking songs like 'Borstal
Breakout' which we still get
slagged off for ... but the world is
about good and bad and we just
wanna show that." But in the
beginning you also said that Sham
would jack It In after they had their
first hit, did you not?
"What! said was we would jack
it in if we had a number one, but
even now I would contradict what I
said. I thought if we did get a
number one we would have proved
that we had come over and that we
had started to win for a change andr
by jacking it In we would be taking
the money and running, - , We
were very naive and we're still
naive but I like being naive I'il tell
you that now
, because III was
talking reality all the time I'd be
very bored and also I wouldn't be
understanding the kids the way I
.

,

.

do... Understanding the kids Is
being naive ... singmg 'If The
Kids Are United' might be naive
but if I believe the kids are gonna
,

might make some
people think for themselves
Which, to Conclude, is what
Pursey and Sham are about.
Making your own mind up.
be united It

Record Minor. December 9. 1978
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HAVE yourselves

LONDON, Marquee, War
dour Street (0l 352 3075).
Interlektuata
LONDON, Rainbow Theatre.
-

Finsbury Park 101.263
2140). Peter To.h /

Matumbl
LONDON, Rock Garden,
Covent Garden (01.240
3961 ), Georgia Fame

LONDON,

Royalty,

Southgate lei -850 4112).
Flying Saucers
ABERDEEN, College of LONDON. The Venue. Vic.
Commerce (5721L1). 60
torte (01-194 55001, Fairport
degrees Inc/wive
Convention (two thews)
HAM Brtblg Arta Centre LONDON, IAeettleld
College,
(64.364). Robin Willam.nn
Hampstead. The Pantles

BELFAST. The Pound, The
Dogs

LONDON, Wimbledon Arts

Centre, Wimbledon,

BIRMINGHAM. Harlarellaa
Streethand
1021-643 94131, The Marlow
LONDON. Young Vic, The
BLACKBURN. College of
Waterloo (01-928 6363),
Technology, The Cut,
Fran Landeaman
Boyfriends
MANCHESTER, Factory.
BLACKPOOL, Norbreck
Russells (061-226 69211. The
Castle 152141 I, Split Rivs-Itt
Adverts
BRIGHTON, Dome 16621271, MANCHESTER. Mayflower
Al Stewart
(061.205 6521) Tapper
BRISTOL, Colston Hall
Zukle / Cygnus
1291768). Devo / Doll By MANSFIELD, Miners Club.
Doll
Strange Days
BRISTOL. Crocker,. Hard NORWICH,- Boogie House,
Up
Blazer / Blazer
BRISTOL, Granary (262871, NORWICH, Cromwell.
These Four
16129191. Rubettea
BRISTOL The Polytechnic, NORWICH, Tudor Hall,
Lower Ashton Stir (421768).
Muscles
Young Bucks
NOTTINGHAM. Boat Club
CHESTER, Smarties,
18690321. Gener,tUon X
Terraplane
PLYMOUTH. Fiesta (51326),

CHIFPENHAM,

RAF

Station, Supereltarge
CORBY, Festival Hall 13482).
The Platters

Club.

Rugby

CORBY.

Paradox
COVENTRY, University of
Warwlek (203591. WUko
Johnson's Solid Sender.

Locarno

COVENTRY.

Real Thing
POOLE, Arta Centre (70521).
Gonzalez

FORTH. Cymmer Pioneer
Club. Terraplene
PORT TALBOT, Four Winds.
Ray Morgan Quartet
PRESTON, The Polytechnic
(61831), Scene Stealer
READING. Bonus Club,
Double Xpoeure
SEAFORD, Third World.
Zaine Grttf

Magazine / Neo
Assembly ROOT.
1311111, Alberta Y
Lost
Trios Paranoia. / The SHEFFIELD, Broad(leld,
Police
New Jeta
DERBY. Kings Hall (311111. SHEFFIELD. City Hall
Penetration
127074). Showaddywaddy
EASTBOURNE, Lottbridge., SHEFFIELD. Limit 1730940),
Possum
Cafe J action
GLASGOW, Amphora (041- SLOUGH. Fulcrum Centre.
332 2760). Underhand Jones
Robert & The Remoulds
GLASGOW. Apollo (041332 SOUTHPORT, Scarisbrook,
6005), Child / Playboy.
The Accelerators
GLASGOW. University of SOUTH SHIELDS,
The
1245701,

DERBY.

Strathclyde

Tavern (554381), The
Here / Now / The Fall /
Cruiser.
Patrik Fitzgerald
SWANSEA. Nutt Club,'
GLENROTHES. Rothes
(68409). Fronkle Miller
1041-339 6655).

Arm.. Dana Bard
Darling
GUILDFORD, Chic Centre WALSALL, West Midlands
167314). Eric Clapton /
College. Mechanical
Muddy Waters
Horwehouggh/Cocky
HEYSHAM,
42nd Street. WINCHESTER, Winchester
AMlvereary
College. Marseille
HUDDERSFIELD. The WORTHING. Balmoral,
Polytechnic (22258h John
Nightrider
Mart
YORK, Revolution (262241,
LEEDS, Fan Club. BranThe Favourite.
nigans (613252). Pere Ubu /
The Human League

LEEDS,

Beano

Grog

/

Limita
LEICESTER. Thu' Unlver
Ity. (50000). Rubinooe
LIVERPOOL. Empire (051709 1585). Lonnie Donegan
LIVERPOOL. Erica (081-236
76811, Phil Military Stand
Alone

LONDON.

BrecknOck,

Camden 101.465 3073). The
Vye

Dingwa Its,

LONDON,

Camden Lock (01267 4967).
Carol crime. Band

LONDON. Golden Lion.
Fulham Palace Road (01.
20531)42). Cane

LONDON, Hammersmith
Odeon 101-749 4061).

Bosmotnwn Rats
LONDON. Htllnlde School.
Horsham Wood. 'Ego (roe.
musical)
LONDON, Hope & Anchor.

Islington

101-359

Smceroa

LONDON.
Street

Club. Oxford

100

Tladttlon

4510).

101.038

0932).

LONDON - Plough. Stockwell.
Swift
LONDON, Pegasus Stoke
Newington

101.766

59301.

Barry Rlchardeon Band

LONDON, Old

elnRt,

Zilch

Swan. Ken-

H

Nashville,

:Limo. (0103
6

6071).

Ken-

-

(251061, Albion Band

DUNDEE,

The University
(23181), Here & Now / The

Fall / Patrick Fitzgerald

DUNDEE Town Hall

(0382

23141), The Platters
EDINBURGH. Hereon Watt
University (031.229 35741.

The Troggs

EDINBURGH.

University (031.667,

/

Pere Ubu
League

The

1290),

The Human

/

EGH,

Royal Holloway
College, .Maddy Prior
Earthband

Jordanhill

GLASGOW,

College._ The Monos (Scots

band)

HAMILTON,

Scene Stealer

Bell' College.

HAMILTON, Hamilton Hall
College,
elusive
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Degrees

In;

HATFIELD, The Polytechnic
(68100), Streetband

HIGH

Bucks

WYCOMBE,

Higher
HOLBURY, Old Mill,
College

of

Education. The Skunks

Piranhas
HORNCHURCH. The
(421251. Rednlle

Bull

The University
(424311. Hi Tension

HULL,

KIDDERMINSTER, College
of Education. Band Of Joy

KINGHORN, Cuinzle Neuk.
Dana Band

KIRKALDY, Dutch Mill,
Johnny & The Roccen
LEEDS. Florde Green
16234701. Young Buck.
LEEDS. Vivos Wine Bar,
York Place 1456249). Red
Eye
LEICESTER, Granby Halls

Prenkic Miller) Darling
LIVERPOOL, Empire 10517091555), Lonnie Donegan

DECEMBERS Gordon

ABERDEEN, Robert
college. Simple Minds /
Pallas
BANGOR, The University
(5.9709). Hot Water

.

BATH, Brllllg (043841.
Turning Point
BATH, The University
6941), Chas

/ Dave

BELFAST, The Pound. The

1K

Acton

BI)RMINGHAM,

(021.339 6331),

University
Gillen / Sameon
BIRMINGHAM. I4a rbarell as
(621-643 0413). The Boys

BIRMINGHAM, Civic Hall
(021-643

Freddie

0113).

Fingers lee
BIRMINGHAM, Newman
College. Kidda Band
BIRMINGHAM The
University 021472

Alhambra

427674). Fan Club

BRISTOL, Crocker,. Hard
Up
BRISTOL, The University

(261).

Union, Bedford Square,
Live Wire / Top Marko

Bregknock,,

LONDON,

Camden (01.485 3073),
Jackie Lyntod'e HD Band)
LONDON. City Polytechnic
101-247 1441), Crasy Cavan
& The Rhythm Rockers.
slaeom / Wild Was Show

LONDON, Dingwalls,
Camden lock (01-267 4967),
Dave Lewis Band

LONDON.

Golden

Fulham

(01-38.5

Lion.

3942).

Ricky Cool & The Icebergs

LONDON,

Goldsmith

College. New Cross (01692
0211), Fabulous Poodles

LONDON, Hammersmith
Odeon (01.718 4081.1,
Sylvester / Kokomo
LONDON, Hope & Anchor.
Islington (01-355 4510). Soft

BALL.
.

Architectural
Associallon, Students

LONDON.

Bretton
Wild Angel.

Jaalner Carton

BRIGHTON.

1051.239

7881). The Doomed

124233),

BLACKPOOL, ABC.
BRD,T ON
Hall (hone

1841).

LIVERPOOL, Eric,

LONDON, HUloide School,
Boreham Woof, Ego (rock

Rubino,

WUko

Johnson's

Solid
LONDON. North F.aal
Northover Club,
London Polytechnic. BROMLEY,
Matchbox
Walthamslow, John BURTON
ON TRENT, 76
Grimaidl's Cheap Flight.
Marseille

LONDON,

CRANFIELD, College of
Technology, Scratch
DUDLEY, Technical College

(27652).

Whl.key

LEEDS. Viva. Wine Bar.
York Place (486249): The

(Thursday).

(27632). Rod Stewart
The
LEICESTER.
Polytechnic

Florde Green

18294701,

a funking good
with flying
saucers. set - ft stage effect,' and the time
PARLIA .WENT/
F IJNKADELIC review, opening at Manchester
Belle
Vue. Kings Had (Sunday), followed by
a three
fighter at London's Hammersmith Odeon (Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday), Support from the female
duo BRIDES OF FUNKENSTEI N.
Dancln' drama runs amok as
disco king
(?) SYLVESTER flies In for aAmerican
pair
concerts at
London's Hammersmith Odeon of
(Friday and
Saturday), plus local talent from KOKOMO,
reunited
for the gigs,
Punk -wise, PENETRATION play on, taking
in
Derby Kings Hall (Thursday). RedcarCoatham
(Friday) and Manchester Russells (Saturday) onHowl
the
tall -end of lhelr current tour. Meanwhile
ULTRA VOX headline al London's Lyceum (Sunday).
plus THE SKIDS. SNIPS and ANGLETRAX. their
first London bash since playing five consecutive
nights at the Marquee hack In August. More from
THE UNDERTONES. VALVES and ADDIX at
London's Electric Ballroom, Camden (Saturday), Up
'n coming SNIFF 'N TEARS, whose
album has
just been released by Chiswick, gig atdebut
London
of Economics (Monday). There's an xtra ten - School
venue
stretch (or THE ADVERTS too, continuing this week
al Manchester Russells (Thursday), Sheffield Limit
(Friday). Bristol Locarno (Sunday), Weymouth
Pavilion (Monday).
Axe-fax from RORY GALLAGHER playing seven
dates In December at London Lewisham Odeon
(Friday). Birmingham National Exhibition Centre
(Saturday), Liverpool Empire (Sunday). Newcastle
City Hall (Monday) and Edinburgh Odeon (Wednesday). His band now a three - piece retains Gerry
McEvoy (bass) and adds ex - Alex Harvey man Ted
McKenna (drums).
Much more from MAGAZINE, THE DOOMED,
RUBINOOS, ROD STEWART, ALBERTOS, PETER
TOSH completing his tour at London's Rainbow

Club (61x97),

(34. CANNOCK, Forum.SixCryer
Bell.,

C EDDINGLY,
Penman
LONDON. Music Machine,
Camden (01-357 0428),' OOVENTR Y. Hand & Heart
(24284 ), The Accelerobrs
Galan Sameon

musical)

Boys
LONDON

Kldbrooke Llouse,

Blackheath, Finger.

Malone / Traitors Gate
LONDON. Lewisham Odeon
(01
852 1331),
Rory
-

Gallagher / Bram
Tchalkovsky

LONDON. Marquee, War dour Street (01.437 8603),
Blazer Blazer
LONDON, Music Machine,

Camden 101.387 04281,
Tribesman / Rail
LONDON Nashville. Kensington (01603 6071), David

Kubernit's Excess

LONDON, Pegasus. Stoke
Newington
01220 59.0 1,
i

The Monos ( London band)

LONDON, Rainbow Fin
bury Park (01-283 31401.
Muddy Waters / Ramrod
LONDON, Rock Garden.
Covent Garden 101-240
39811, Brian Knight Group
LONDON, Royal Veterinary
,

College, Royal College SL.

NW10 (Ol-3k7 2089). Those

Four
LONDON, Rusk In Arms.
East Ham 10172 03771.
Dog Watch

LONDON, Three Rabbits,
Manor Park (01x78 0680).

Jerry The Ferret

LONDON. The Venue, Vic.

torte (01-834 5500).
Hinkley'. Heroes (2 shows)

LEICESTER, West End
Club, Strange Days
LONDON, tVe.Uleld College.
Hampstead (01-435 05931,
Supercharge / Spud
LONDON. Windsor Castle,
Harrow Road (01.286 8403).
Stadium Dogs

a

i

P.
/e

'
PENETRATION: Kings Hall Derby, Thursday
WATFORD, College of GRFNNFORD. North
Education. Hempstead
Oreenford Football Club,
Road Slle, Media
Chas & Dave
WATFORD, Red Lion HAWICK, Tower Hotel. The

LitUe Jimmies
Mono.
hand)
WEST B R E T T O N,, HITCHIN,(Scots
Hltohin College.
fWakéfleld), Brlttoü Hall
No Dice
College, Autographs
HUDDERSFIELD, AmWEST RUNTON, Pavilion
sterdam Bar, Desmond
(203). Magazine / Neo
Dekker
WIGAN, Mr and Mrs Club., HUDDERSFIELD, The
Hallgate, Preacher
Polytechnic 122288), Mud
WOKINGHAM, Rock Club. ILFORD. Cranbrook 101 551
Vold
8659) Jerry The Ferret
WOLVERHAMPTON, Civic KINGHORN, Cuinzle Neuk.
Centre 1281921. Tavares /
Manray
Gonzalez
KINGSBURY, Bandwagon.
WOLVERHAMPTON, The
Samson
Polytechnic, Albion Bond
LEEDS, The Unive, Illy
WREXHAM. Carlresle
039071), Llndiefarne / Chris
College, Paradox
Rea
YORK, RevoluUon ,.12e224)., LEEDS, Vivas wine tsar,
lmmigrknt
York Place 145G249), Luigi
1292081.

Ana Da Boys

LEICESTER, Granby Halls
(27832), Rod Stewart

LEICESTER,
Polylechnlc

Fran landeemen
MAIDSTONE, College of Art.
The Bishop. / White Line
MANCHESTER, Band on the

ABERDEEN, Capitol

Wall

Fast

(061.832 5625).

Can / Departure / I - Beata
MANCHESTER, Electric

123146), The Platter,
ANTRIMSleeple Inn.

Scene

Stealer

ASHBOURNE, Charcon
Club, Holland Ward,
Strange Days

Friars

Circus. Collyhurst Street
(061 205). Magle
MANClIESTER. Mayflower

AYLESBURY,

MIDDLESBROUGH, Rock
Garden (24 1995). Agnes

BASINGSTOI4E, Community
Centre, Crazy Cavan tr The
Rhythm Rockers

(061 205 65211. Slater Ray

s

UPON TYNE,
Polytechnic (287611.
Fairport Convention

NEWC
The

NEWPORT, Caerleon
College
Tokyo

Education,

of

NORTHAMPTON, Nene
College of Education.

1889481,

Magazine / Neo

BASILDON, Double
1201101, Dog Watch

BARNSLEY,

Six

Wentworth

College. Young Sudan

BIRMINGHAM, Barbarellas
(021-6430413), The Straits

BIRMINGHAM, National
Exhibition Centre

1021-780

Rory Gallagher
Bram Tchalkovsky
41411.

/

Moulton Park/No Dice
NORWICH. Boogie House,

BLACKPOOL, Norbreck

NOTTINGHAM, Trent
/

Hall,

Split Rlvvltt

Polytechnic 148725), Mud
Rock Island Line

The

NOTTINGHAM,
University

(550121, Gaffa

'Theatre

(52439),

PETERBOROUGH,

Key.

Steve

Ashley

READING. Target

Club
(190887), Harem Scarem
REDCAR Coatham Bowl
(3238), penetration / Gang

of Four

Porterhouse

RETFORD,

14981), Zaino Gruff

RUGBY. Laneh'ester
Polytechnic 1211671,
Salford
rrOaRpD
T,F
e U1 ersity
SALFORD,
1

061-T3e 78111.

Llndldarne

SHEFFIELD/

Hall

Cayyybo

Limit Club

SHEFFIELD.

(7309401, The Adverts

T'he
SHEFFIELD,
1735514),
Polytechnic
Generation X

SHEFFIELD, 'Die Unlverally (79488). Muscles

SHREWSBURY,

Rugby

Club, Fashion

SOUTHAMPTON, Holbury
High Inn, Piranhas
STAP'FORD, North Stat-

fordahire

Polytechnle.

Beaconslde, China Street

STOKE HANLEY.

ne
Showed -

Hail (249411.
dread
sviANseA, The VniveridlY
124851) Writs
SWANSEA.

ute

an

Higher

Education. Whirlwind

Castle (53341). Punishment

Of Luxury
BRISTOL, Trinity

Matchbox

BUCKLEY, Tllvoll

127921.

Benny & The Jets
BURNT'IBLANI), Half CIrcle,
Brady
CHESTER, ABC (22931),
Jasper Carrot

CHESTER, College
Education, Dave
Band

of

Lewis

CHIDDINGLY. Six Bells,
Nightrider
DONCASTER. Gaumont
146261

Lonnie Donegan

DUDLEY. JB's
Marseille

1535971.

DUNSTABLE, Californio
((829004), Tapper WM. /
gnus

DUNSTABLE, College

01

Further Education.

Scratch
EASTBOURNE

Cavalier of

Further EducatIOn.

Stretch
EASTBOURNE.

(9071, Piranhas

Cavalier

of Art
lle
EDINBURGH, Cogge
(031.239 02U1. 90deg Inaluelve
EDINBURGH, Leith Theatre
(031.553 7295). Robin
W ittlamson
EXMOUTH. Rolle College.
Write

GLASGOW. Apollo 1041312
6055), Boomtown Rata
GI agooW. Unlverslty of

Strathclyde (041.562 1270).
Pbaaranofaso.

AJ's

(30874),

7881), Wreckleufs

Eric (two

Tribesman
LIVERPOOL. Erlc'e

DECEMBER 9

Cut. Waterloo (01.928 6319).

(27652). Tokyo

LINCOLN,

LONDON, Young Vic. The

Trio.

/ Tae Polleet
GLASGOW. VICTORIA BAR.
Venigmaz

Trhe

Show.)

1051-2.16

LIVERPOOL, The Unlver

lily

HI

4744),

1051-709

TenaIon / Hot Water

All

LONDON,
Hackney

Nations.

101-249
Pressure Shock@

21681,

'LONDON,

The Basement.
Shelton Street. The lorkers

LONDON. Central London
Polytechnic (01-486 5811),

Swift

LONDON, Chelsea College Of
Art (01.152 43881. Wilke
Johnson's Solid Sender.
LONDON, Chelsea College,
Manresa Road (01-552
6421), Supercharge

LONDON, Dlgby

Stuart

College,

Roehumpton

LONDON,

Dingwalls,

Lane, Fabulous Poodle.

Camden lock (01-267 4967)
Jackla Lynton'e HD

Band/Rail

LONDON,

Duke of Lancaster. New Barnet (01.449
0467V Redoita

LONDON,

ElectrIc

Ballroom. Camden (01-405
9006), The Undertone. /
The Valve* / The Add»
LONDON, Golden Lion,

Fulham

101.385 '3942),
Duke's (featuring Jimmy

McCulloch)
LONDON. Hammersmith
Odeon 101-748 40911,
Sylvester/Kokomo
LONDON. Hope a Anchor,
Ldington
Stickers

101-350 45101,

The

LONDON, Imperial Colter

S111í.

(01-560

Andy

Desmond / Jack 'The Lad
LONDON. Marquee, War
dour Street (01-437 dSP),
The Autographs

Moonlight,

LONDON,

Rally aye, west

Hampstead (01.677 1173). Icarus /
London Zoo
LONDON, Music Machin.

Caniden 101-387 04161.
David Kubinec'a Xeer /
Angelo Paladin
LONDON, Nashville, Kenn

(01.403 6071). The

Boytrlende

LONDON,

North

East

Polytechnic, The

London

Bar. Forea,l

Gate.

Wullhamatnw 101.617 7317).
Warm Jets
Pegasus,
LONDON
Newington (01426

Big Chief
LONDON,
College

Martyr

Stoke
59301.

Mary

Queen

John

101 990 12401,

LONDON, Rainbow, Fin .bury Park (01-2at 3140).
Ctdldf Playboy.
LONDON, Riverside Studio*,
Hammersmith (01.746
3354). Julie Covington /
Albion Band
LONDON. Rock Garden.
Covent Garden 101.240
30611. Blast Furnace And ..
LONDON. St Midas East,
Club Row, Belt & Brace.
d

The Venue Vic-

LONDBanON,

toria (01834 55001. John
Otwny
LONDON, Weal London
Institute, Those Four
LONDON.
Whealsnea sea.
Klogo Road 101.739 3536),,
VIPs
Eleetrle
MANCHESTER,
Circus. Collyhurat Street
(061-2055114).

Fl.cherZ

Penetration /

The Doomed

MANCHESTER. Factory.
Russells 1061.228 88111.
MANCHESTER. Mayflower
1001.205 8521). slater Ray

MANCHESTER, The
Polytechnic, Streethand
MANCHESTER. The
University

4081.273

5111).

Rubinoce

MARGATE, Sunshine Rooms
1270U),

UK Subs / Vold

Rock

MIDDLESBROUGH.

Garden (241995). Ni arsenic
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE.
Preen -M. Hall, Whirlwind

NORTHAMPTON,

Cricket

Club (32917). llllrayos
NORTHAMPTON. Nene

CONTINUED ON
PAGE 28
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The
(
LONDON. Music Machine.
The PmBmre nse
Camden (01-387 01281, HATFIELD,
188)001. Crazy Cavan & 1Us
Zaino Grill / The Press
Rockers
Rhythm
KenLONDON, Nashville,
The University
sington (01.803 6071), KEELS,
(Newcastle 421411) The
Punishment Of LwUfy

uPfRO

wFe'01-22e
LONia

Fulham

(07.385
Supercharge

LONDON,

Swingers

Greyhound,

Hotel 143884). Gaffe

NOTTINGHAM,

1

4

Cocky / Muscles

LONDON, Hope

ALBANS; City Hall
Racing Cary /
I6u,.

Anchor,
Islington (013~945101. Rico
LONDON. Lyceum, The
101.852
Strand
1331).
Ultravers / The Skids /

(730940), Taint

LONDON, Pegasus,
Newtngton (01-226

RETFORD,

Porterhouse

(704981), Wild Horses

ST

4S

Moonstone / Mary Jane
SHEFFIELD, Limit Club

Grin

S' Pe

Four

(3171), Here & Now

/

The

Fall / Patrik Fitzgerald
SUNDERLAND The
The

Polytechnic (78191),
Enid / Wild Angels / The
'hogg. / Steve Elgin & The

Flatbackers
TONYPANDY, Naval Club
(4320611, Terrapiane
WALSALL, Dirty Duck.
Accelerators
WEST RITNTON, Pavilion
Ta

(303).

Rem

College,

SWINDON

WEYMOUTH,

Steering

Wheel Fringe Benefit
YORK. Revolution 26224).
Split Rlvltt

5114 ),

Band Of Joy

MIDDLESBROUGH, 'ROAR
Club, Crazy Cavan & The
Rhythm Rockers
PLYMOUTH, Hoe Theatre

DECEMBER 10

ACCRINGTON. Lakeland
(68000), Mechanical
lounge (381262). Spud
Horeetrough / Cocky
BATLEY, Variety Club PORTHCAWL, Stonelelgh
No
(475228).
Dice
Club, Real Thing
BIRMINGHAM. Barbarellas REDCAR. Coatham Bowl
1021.643 9413). Blazer
(74420). Generation X
Blazer
ST ANDREWS. The
BIRMINGHAM, Odeon 1021.
University (4863). Pere
64211011. XRay apex
Ubu / Simple Minds
BIRMINGHAM. Repertory STOKE HANLEY, Victoria
Theatre (021.235 4682), Sore
Hall (24641), Lindisfarne /
Throat
Chris Rea
BIRMINGHAM. Town Hall WAKEFIELD. Theatre Club
1021 - 236 2339). Child /
Playboy.
BRADFORD. Royal Standard (22461), The Members
BRENTWOOD, Hermit Club

1217084), Zalne

oe

Grill

BRIGHTON. Adur (413402).

Nightrider

Piranhas
BRISTOL, Locarno (261981,
The Adverts
CAMBRIDGE. The Alma
(68748), Kangaroo Alley
127874).

l.

CARDIFF. Top Rank 126538).
Magazine/Neo
COLCHESTER. Woods
Leisure Centre (71600).
Tokyo
DONCASTER, Yarborough
Club, Freddie Fingers Lee

DUMFRIES, Stagecoaen,
Fairport Convention

GLASGOW. City Hall (041-552
5961), Robin Williamson

GRAVESEND. Prince
Wales, Samson

GWENT, Newbrldge
stitute, Marseille

LANCASTER. The
University 165201).

Polytechnic (021.356 1018),
Streetband

Hermit

BRENTWOOD.

House (217084), Zalne Gritf
Terence Centre
Rod Stewart

Con.

(203131),

CANTERBURY, University
of Kent, Elliott College.
The Cruisers

Goldmine

ISLAND, The

sale.
DROGHEDA.

(62353),

Scene Stealer

EDINBURGH.

Gem

Gory

Club.

Tiffany's

Alberto Y
Lost Trios Paranoias / The
LEEDS, Fforde Grime'
Police
(6234701. Cafe Jacques
LEEDS, Viva, Wine Bar. EXETER, The University
177911), Fabulous Poodles
York Place (156249), Black
GLASGOW, Doune Castle
Cat Yard
(041-649 27-15), Underhand
LIVERPOOL. Empire 1051
Jones
709 1555), Rory Gallagher!
GREAT YARMOUTH.Tower
Bram Tchalkovsky
Club, Heathcllffe (ti'lbute
LONDON, Brecknock,
to Elvia)
Camden (01-465 3073). RDB
LONDON, Dingwalls. LEEDS. Fan Club. Bran.
4967).
nigans 1663252),
Camden Lock 101.267
Generation X
Alexis Korner / Bob Hall /
LEEDS, Was Wine liar,
Charlie Watts & Friends
LONDON. Dominion York Place (456249). Shot.
Court
LIVERPOOL. Erica 1051.244
Theatre, Tottenham
Road (01-591) 9562). Elkle
7881), Tapper Zakle /
t-ygnu.
Brooks
Boomtown Rata

le

BIRMINGHAM, Drake's
Drum, Paradox
BIRMINGHAM, The

of CANVEY

In-

/

Video

LONDON,

Electric

1031.556

62921.,

LONDON,

Butts

Club,

Ballroom, Camden 101485
Holborn. Extras
Thé Lurkers l2 LONDON, Brecknock,
shows)
Camden (01-405 3073),
Warm Sets / Sta. Marx
LONDON, Empire Ballroom.
9000).

Parlet
LONDON. Hope
Islington (01
Blitzkrieg Bop

4081)

& Anchor.
359
4510),

ONDON, Moonlight.
Railway Hotel

West

Hampstead (01 677
CGAS5/Screens
NOON[
Camden (01
Black Slate

14731.

01381,

387

LONDON, Pegasus, Stoke
Newington (01 226 50.ví)
David Biome Band
LONDON, Rainbow, Fin-

sbury Park t01

263 3140)

Adam & The Anta

BIRMINGHAM, Art Gallery

4

Hammersmith

101.748

Music Machine,

DECEMBER 13

O

& Museum, Fashion

/

Pure

Hell / UK Subs / Menace /
Mothers Pride

LONDON,

Royalty,

Bogart. Southgate (01 See 4112),
Cadillac / Riot Rockers
George's
BRADFORD,
LONDON. Trent Park
Hall (32513), Jasper Carrot
College. Cockfo,ters,
BRIGHTON, Dome (6821271.
Gonzalez
Lindisfarne / Chris Rea
NOON. The Venue, VicBRIGHTON. New Con- toria
(01 834 6500). Alberto
ference Centre (203131),
Y Lost Trios Paranoias /
Rod Stewart
The Police
BRISTOL, Stara & Stripes LONDON. White Hart, Acton
(Chipping Sodbury 318901),
(01 992 Sun), The Dole / 17K
Freddie Fingers Lee
Subs
CAMBRIDGE. Technical LONDON.
Windsor Castle,
('allege, Samson
Harrow Road 101 286 8483).
CANTERBURY, Odeon
The Monos (London band)
(62480), Frankle Miller /
MANCHESTER, Apollo,
BIRMINGHAM,

(0216430172). Quartz

LAG

St

12«..

-aL

r

Darling
CARDIFF, Cardiff College,

LONDON, Dingwalls,

Camden Lock (01.207 4987).
Muddy Water°

LONDON. Dominion

Theatre. Tottenham Court
Road (01.580 8562), Elkle
Brooks

Golden Lion,

LONDON,

Fulham

3942).

101.385

Young Bucks

LONDON. Greyhound.
Fulham Palace Road 101.
385 0526), Bob Kerr's

RAYLEIGH, Crocs,

High
Street, Shaaam
REDCAR, Old Kent Road
Club. Freddie Fingers Lee

Boller

SUNDERLAND,

-

makers Club, Crazy Cavan
& The Rhythm Rockers
SWANSEA. The University
(24851). Those Four

PLYMOUTH,

Pavilion

(3225). The Advert.

Islington

4510),

Pinpoint
LONDON, Marquee,
dour Street (01-437
Marseille

War 8603),

Moonlight.
/

Camden (01.387 0428). Spud
/ Chou Pahrot
LONDON, Nashville. Kensington (01.603 8071). Oval
Stage Show starring The
Secret
LONDON, Pegasus. Stoke

5930),1

Newington (01-228
David Kubinec's Xcess
LONDON. London School of

E/onomico, Sniff 'n The

Tears
LONDON,

Rainbow,

sbury Park
Ts) Mahal

Fin.

(01-283 3110).

Upstairs at
Ronnie,. Frlth.Street (01-

LONDON,
438 07471,

White Rabbit

MANCHESTER, Band on the
\Vol l (081-832 6825), Private
Sector
MARGATE, Bowlers Arno,
Piranhas
MARGATE, Winter Gardens
(22705). Desmond Dekker

Fulham Palace Road

1O1-

3862942). The Books

LONDON. Hammersmith
Odeon (01.748 4081).
Parliament / Funkadelic /
Brides of Funkenstein /
Parlet

LONDON.

Hammersmith
-Odeon (01-748 4081),
Parliament Funkadelic /
Bride, of Funkeneteth /
Parlet

LONDON,

(01.359

Golden Lion.

LONDON, Hope it, Anchor,
Islington (01.359 4510), The
Valves

Whoopee Band

LONDON, Hope & Anchor,

LONDON. Ealing College. St
Mary's Road (01.567 3913),
The Cruiser.

LONDON.

DECEMBER12
ABERYSTWYTH, The
University 14242).
Mechanical Horsetrough /
Cocky
BATH, Pavilion (28411), 'The
Clash / The Innocents

Kensington,

Russell Gardens (01803
3240), Beaver
LONDON, Marquee, War,
dour Street 101.437 66031,
Ivor Blggun & The Red
Nosed Burglars / Johnny G
/ John Spencer / DufOo

LONDON.

Moonlight,

George's Hall

Jasper Carrot

Ardwlck

POOLE.

Simple Minds
EDINBURGH. HMS Neptune
Club, Tokyo
EDINBURGH, Odeon 1031
667 38051. Rory Gallagher /
Bram Tchalkovsky
EXETER, New Victoria
(72736), Brainlac Five
EXETER, Routes 158816).
Streetband

GREAT YARMOUTH, Tower
Club (55276), }leathern(
(tribute to Elvis )

(368721), Rubinoo.
STIRLING. The University
(3171), Underhand Jones

TRALEE, Abbey Inn,
Stealer

(01.67714731. Handshake

(77.021), Mud
WEST DRAYTON.
Station, Bouncer

i

e^"4s

King

(58424).

.

st

Scene Stealer
CHESTER, Smarties, Love
Street. The Dogs
DURHAM. New College.
Supercharge
.

Rothes

/

Arms, Underhand Jones
GREAT YARMOUTH, Tower

Club (55276), Heathhellne
(tribute to Elvis)

I

MIDDLESBROUGH. HEMEL HEMPSTEAD.
Teesside Polytechnic
Pavilion

(244174), No Dice

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE.
City Hall 120007), Rory

Gallagher / Brain

Tchalkovaky
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE,

The University 128402),
Here & Now / Gang of Four

/ Patrik Fitzgerald

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE,
The

Cooperage

(28286),

Ball

1852221.

Frank'.

town Rats

HIGH

(84451),

WYCOMBE,

Boom-

High,

Wycombe College, Young
Bucks
HUDDERSPEID Zetlands.

Traglclan
HULL. College of Education,

o

The Bishops

HULL,

(42431),

University.
Here & Now / The

The

Mega./ Patrik Fitzgerald
Sabre Jets
PONTYPRIDD, Glamorgan LEEDS. Viva. Wine Bar,
York Place (456249). Dawn
Polytechnic. Mechanical
Watcher
Horsetrough / Cocky
POOLE, Wessex Concert LONDON, Brecknock,
124255),

Rea

Camden (01.485 30731, The

Ticket/
Guildhall LONDON. Dingwalls,
Lindisfarne/ C]iris- Camden Lock (01.267 4967),
Racing Can

Miller / Darling

PORTSMOUTH,

ULTRA VOX:

Scene

WAKEFIELD, Theatre Club
RAF

WEYMOUTH, Pavilion
(3225), No Dice
HARROW, Leisure Centre, 90 YORK, The University
degrees Inclusive
1561211), Here & Now / Gang
HARROW. Leisure Centre,
of Four / Petrik Fitzgerald

Railway, West Hampstead

Astoria,

Chequers Inn.

Polyte-0hnic. Plioeolz
Building., Pond Street

Johnson', Solid Senders
CARRICK, Monster Club:

Ignatz / Dans Band

House.

(403981, Gaffa

Spud

ference- Centre 1203131).
Rod Stewart
BRIGHTON, University of
Sussex (64681), Wilke

EDIN,BURCH.

11121.

273

CHESTERFIELD. College of
Fringe Benefit
PRESTON, The Polytechnic
Art (70271), Dog Watch
COLCHESTER, Woods
158382), Supercharge
Leisure Centre (71600), SHEFFIELD,
Limit Club
Generation X
(730940), China Street
EDINBURGH. Abe'rcorn, SHEFFIELD.
The

BOURNEMOUTH, Village
Bowl (26638). Lthdl,fame /
Chris Rea
BRIGHTON, New Con-

GLENROTHES,

(061

Boomtown Rate
NORWICH, Boogie

Cate Jacques
CHADWELL HEATH, NOTTINGHAM.
Tiffany's
Greyhound (01.590 15531.

BIRMINGHAM. Barbarellas
(021.848 9413), Ultravox
BISHOPS STORTFORD.
Triad (582333), Alibi

BLACKBURN,

Soft

Colchester Avenue,
Centres / The Hawks

X RAYSPEX: at Birmingham Odeon, Sunday

Essential Logic
LONDON, Music Machine,

(021.843 9113), Warhead

McConigleo BRIGHTON, New

(7846061. Scene Stealer

e1e

(01-677 1473), The Method

BIRMINGHAM, Barbarellas

Square.

w

ob

Railway. West Hampstead

DECEMBER 11

Rooms

Generation X

LONDON.

MOrvv

Alhambra

BRIGHTON.

DUBLIN,

(75021), Mud

Brunel

Exhibition

Apollo.

Ardwlck (081 273 1II112).
Jasper Carrot
MANCHESTER, Belle Vue
(061.233 1331) Parliament
Funkadelic / Brides of
Funkenetein / Parlet
MANCHESTER, Electric
Circus. Collyhurst Street
(061.205 5114). Wilful
Damage
MANCHESTER, The Venue,
Collyhurst Street (061.205

Odeon

WAKEFIELD, Unity Hall
16555), Rubinooe
YORK, Dearly Rooms,

5930).

'Rem Band
.ONDON,

(313841, Cate Jacques

Stoke

Dingwall..

Camden Lock 101 267 1967),
Matumbi
ONDON, Golden Lton,
Fulham (01 585 8942) Phil

Funkadelic /
Technical Parliament
Brides of Flmkenstein /
Preacher

9LFORD
SALFORD,

Albion Band
LONDON. Rock Garden:Covent Garden (01-240
.3961), Dangerous Rhythm
LONDON. Ruekin Arms.
E1st Ham (01.472 0377),
DDB Watch
LONDON, Torrington. Lodge
Lane, North Flnchiey (01.
445 4710), Bowles Brothers
Band
LONDON. Two Brewers,
Clapham -(01.6223821), Live
Wire
LONDON, The Venue. Victorta (01-834 5500). Wilk()
Johnson's Solid Senders
MACCLESFIELD, Boars
Head. Accelerator,

MANCHESTER.

H

PLYMOUTH.and Woodms

,

ST ANDREWS, The
University (4411), Pere
L'bu / The Human League
STIRLING, The University

1.

1

Dolly

Corn

OXFORD.

Saul Yard
SLOUGH. College of
Education 154885), Frankle LONDON, Nashville. Ken.
SIOgton 101.603 60711.
Muter/Darling
RacingNCare
SOUTHAMPTON
Studios,
Hollywood. The Un
Hammersmith (01.748
dertanee
33a1) Julie Covington /
SOUTHEND. Minerva

(67832), Freddie Fingers
Lee
SOUTH SHIELDS, Tavern
15513811, The Cruisers

Trent

Polytechnic (48200. Those

Si

/ Angletrax

Tickets
Ggrrtand Hall (01
Mary LONDON.
022 3571). Mechanical
Hor.etrough / (kicky

Imperial LONDON,

NOTTINGHAM,

3880020), The Fortune,
Ntrrl7.eGRAM. Host Club
LONDON, Hammersmith
s664í1). Quartz
Odeon (01.748 4081).
OPENSHAW, Ambulance
Gonzalez
Station, Panther
OXFORD College of Further LONDON. Hammersmith
Education. The Adverts
Palate 101.748 2812).
READING. Ballmershe
Saturday Night Fever
College 1808509), Disco Dancing ComMechanical Horetrough /
petition Grand Final

=6M).

3371).

Woolwich (01.855
Tereaplane
LYTHAM. Queen
School, The Photo.

Fulham Palace Mail
ail (01.

Gillsgg i 711097), No Dice

Battersea Arts
(01-240 LONDON.
The
Centre, Lavender Fill 101
Bob Pegg

&

Brecknock,
Tramahed, LONDON.
Camden 00) 185 5073), TM

LONDON,

3942),

Naughty Lumps

Carden.

Covent Garden
Jockstrap
:19011.

Leicester Square (01437
1440! EMI Dleco Dancing
Championship/Divan..
LONDON, Golden Lion,

FROM PAGE 27

(Tolson
Stoke
tí680). )JOF.DS, Viva. Wine Bar
York Plate 14562591, Those

DON,

Newington
Tennis Shoe.
LONDON, Rock

a t London

Lyceum

on

Sunday
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The album
Public Image
from the band
Public Image Ltd.
on general release
in a shop near you
on Virgin Records
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THE
CI CUS

IS HERE

BONEY M.
London, Hammersmith Odeon
THREE CLONES tearing apart Marley's 'Walling
In Vain', technical excellence In drums. bass and

two guitars. A black Arab on keyboards and a
midget on synthesiser, palms. Christmas trees
(plastic), a mirror ball, a (lower - laden backdrop
(also plastic), and ouantlties of dry Ice. enough to
bring to mind a WWI mustard gas attack, Yes
consumers, the Boney M circus is In town.
After an undistinguished set from these three
young ladies. the 'Rasputin' drum figure and epic
like synth work sound out and the fab four mince on.
First two numbers, which I presume to be filler
album tracks, float by and are unbelievably
tiresome. Third up, 'Never Change Your Love' Is
one touch away from soul greatness with the three
girls and horn section loping and swinging away in
unison. 'When I Need You' is performed reggae wise a la Owen Gray but falls simply because it goes
on for something like three weeks.
At this point I pondered on the ancient tribal rite
of the London peoples. It appears that the dead are
not burled around here, they are simply left in a
State of rigor mortis, sitting upright in a theatre in
,
the
Hammersmith. Then came
gasp
medley. 'Love For Sale' with a huge bass riff that
piddles out into the banal 'Do You Wanna Bump' on
which Boney M's male member (sorry) proves that
he can't dance, that he sings like a frog and is
visually reminiscent of a constipated Orang . utan.
Nothing much going for him at all really.
Then comes 'Daddy Cool', the band's best single
which our ape - like friend ruins with crap scat
singing ... and into 'Sunny' where the three brown
girls In the ring show up their buddy's inadequacy
Then an embarrassing interlude where we are told
to scream that we are 'Awwwlrtght'. Disco fascism,
the next big thing? The four troop off while we are
treated (?) to a five minute drum solo. Tedium
.

.

encapsulated.
On their return, the highlight of the evening
follows. 'Still I'm Sad' Is a great song and no
mistake. Mid - paced with the kind of atmospheric
vocals that one usually associates with slaves
building the pyramids. Then the silly bleeders
ruin it by doing an embarrassing 'Big Spender' a
mediocre 'Rasputin' on which we are informed that
the evil old turd was an "outasightlookinguy".
commentary with
'Belfast' is misinformed social
much hip - grinding and bum - wiggling and is toe tappppingly repulsive.
Two more covers next, and another gem. 'Heart
of Gold' finds Nell Young hysterically happy at the
thought of all those royalties and B.M. do a great
version. ('lassie horn arpeggios and synth - strings
which make It redolent of Smokey and The
Miracles. Then they blow It again with 'King Of The
Road' which the mums and dads loved.
Religion is the opium of the masses as are Boney
hence the mass acceptance of the dreadful
M
'Mary's Boy Child'. 'Ma Baker', the prototype
'Rasputin', had the corpses twitching and by
'Rivers Of Babylon' they were all standing. clapping and grinning maniacally.
They encored with 'Brown Girl In The Ring'. I
enjoyed them yet hated them. I don't understand.
I've been humming 'Rivers' and 'Brown Girl' for
the last two days. I'm worried. RONNIE GURR

-

V-2 THE FRANTIC

backbeats and metallic
shambling are no sub-

Club

futuristic.asplrations

ELEVATORS,
stitute for entertainment
Manchester Russell and despite their
and
V-2

AND

expressive vocalist they

the

Frantic are going to have to try

Elevators are among the lot harder.
fourth or fifth generation
V2 are a

of new wave.bands of the
burgeoning Manchester
scene which somehow got
- left behind in the rush.
Since the cake ain't big
enough to give everybody
a slice, it is the likes of
these outfits who are left
struggling to make it.
The Frantic Elevators
have obviously noticed
the turn in the tide and so
now follow a course
briefly ploughed by Wire.
the Pop Group, etc.
However, monotonous

a

different

kettle ofWithpunks
garish

BONEY M: opium of the masses
guitarist in Marc D Brand
By the time I arrived,
and a prettily wasted Bern! Torme, Patrik
vocalist in Jonathan E.
while the bass player
staggers about in a
stomach -turning silver
lurex slipover.
One assumes their
intention Is to act out

some ghastly

punk

parody which in itself is
OK except that repetition
tends to infiltrate rather

rapidly
Still, V-2 are a dab hand
at churning out the riffs
and the speed with which

zoom through
'Chelsea Kids', 'Trial
Separation' and 'Mental'
is redolent of the first
Motors' album.
Their new single 'Man
In The Box' Is out on TJM

they

Generation X? Street chic with a twenty grand
facelift. A pose, a front, a

Fitzgerald and The
Pirates had been hastily
ushered on / off stage.

varnish. They

and Slade were blasting
through 'My Baby Le -t
Me'. I've never liked
Noddy Holder's head splitting voice and this
was painful nostalgia,
kinda funny to see alt
those scarves and arms

waving

the

about,

halcyon days of the teeny
- boom. On top of that,
Slade plli/d oodles of
solos, jams, lighting
effects and daft raps
about how "you paid yer
f-eg money, só have a
good

time!"

A best of Slade night.
material don't
Records and although not 7'hé new bomb,
but It's
exactly a top 40 cert, they exactly
pretty redundant
seem to be short on
"nevertheless.
neither fun, funds or
'Take Me Bak. Ome',
groupies which Is
basically what It's all 'Goodbuy t''Jane', 'Mama
Isn't it? MII{ E Weer Ml Crazee Now'
about
NICHOLLS
this band's reliance

-

on

GREAT BRITISH
MUSIC FESTIVAL,
Wembley Arena.
Day One

WHAT A jolly old wáy for
all the consciously street
reared to spend a night:
to roll up, blow a fiver on
yer ticket, eighty pee on a
programme, select your
T . shirt, sweat - shirt,
badge, poster, remnant,
souvenir, keepsake. The
world of the big glamour
biz banks at the wave's
expense, at your expense,
at its leisure.
Wembley Empire Pool
sucks as a venue far
anything musical, a far
cry from Dingwalls or the
Marquee. On this occasion, It remains little
more than half - full, and
most of the occupants
seem to be police; when
Paul Weller says "We're
gonna do a love song now,
and if any of you are
laughing, someone was
stabbed tonight .
before launching into 'I
Need You', the audience
bows Into a deathly,
ironic hush. And the
response Is genuine. Paul

altogether.
make-up and exploding Weller, being Paul
thunderflashes they Weller, doesn't push the
visually assume a point.
Damned meets Blue
The Great British
Oyster Cult ensemble. Music
The
Earlier' in the year, they Great Festival:
crowd
gatecrashed the scene violence British
know,
we
all
with their passable home- and can't do without love
made 'Speed-freak' 45
which sold three thousand From what I saw, this
copies but still managed event was a triumph for
to leave them high and the Jam, a triumph for
Slade. And Generation X
ry
Whey boast a smart wereaw -ful.
.

.

.

old

laves

astounding,

Is

pretty

pretty

frightening. And when
Noddy, on 'Get Down Get
With 7t', sings"'Let your
hair daaaarn" to the skin
(or
- headed hoards, you
I) just gotta laugh.
They are powerful, they
do have great visual
impact, they are successful in their mission.
The multitudes lap 'em
up. and though I didn't
get off on 'em af all, that
hardly matters.

"Ready Steady Go

O

-

could

sweep so many markets:
heavy metal, punk, and
with Billy as an idol, the
teen market. But only If
you stop swearing. Bill

They may well be 'nice
guys' but on stage they
seem contrived lacking
any real motives or grasp
of how to pen worthwhile
songs. There was no
encore.
The Jam, with C- L- A S - S stamped all over
themselves,, proceeded to
play as well as anyone
under the circumstances
Could hope to. Wembley
sure as hell Is not the
right place for this

genuine

mod

con-

sciousness to make

..

a

but 'All Mod
Cons' was potent as ever
(most stuff from the
album was played), while
older material like 'Here
Comes The Weekend' was
welcome and successful.

mark

Still,
inflated

,

In

grossly

this

stadium

with

these grossly inflated
prices, a lot of tension. a
lot of urgency gent
even with
astray
Paul Weller's sense of
control. with the band's

..

upfront honesty and
commandeering light
show Sure, The Jam are
class just as Generation

X

were

disappointing

nonsense. But

.

,

O - O!" and Generation X
are on. The whole affair is

-

bloody cold. Not the sort
of cold that hits you
straight away, but as you
were sitting in this
charmless cavern of a
venue you gradually
realised that It was
getting nearer and nearer
sub - zero city. But to the
music, which was always
better than the conditions.
The young lady and I
just caught the end of
what looked like a set of

customary wholehear
tedness by Frankle
Miller. GoodUmin' is the

DEVO
Hammersmith
THE. beginning there
IN

were The Wombles, then
we had The Smurfs and
now we have DEVO Are
they not men? Perhaps
Devo were created before
The Smurfs; but both
have a very deliberate
Image which one day will

crack.

Devo

at

the

Odeon

attracted a collection of
boiler - suited fans who
were ready to cheer and
laugh when the short
Devo_lutlon film was
shown. It was probably

phrase that always comes
to mind with Francis, and very enjoyable, but
he was doing It alright on having a
Lighting rig
'Ain't Got No Money' block your view isn't
(Yep, the one Bob Seger much fun.
covered on 'Stranger In
Still I could see the
Town') and 'Down The band when they appeared
Honky Tonk' (it was vice but at first their Jerky
versa on this one). His movements and over.
last word was with 'Let's powering heavy sound
Spend The Night HURT. As the set wore
Together' and a nice on. my resistance broke
meaty effort he made at down. 'Mongoloid' and
that.
'Jocko Horno' showed
Next it was the turn of Devo at their best. They
the sadly underestimated charged around. running
John Miles, who con. to the front of the stage,
their protective
firmed yet again for me throwing
that he's a guitarist of overalls to the crowd,
rare dexterity. The licks revealing their leisure
on 'Highfly'
one Of the gear: black '=starts and
most confident rock debut tight black shorts
Watching them don
singles in memory, 1
suggest
are cutting and their skateboard helmets
really Inch . perfect. He'd I realised I was witopened with 'Nice Man nessing industrial
Jack' which like many of Cabaret full of efficient
his songs, deliberately Improvisation. The
cordless instruments
blows hot and cold.
allowed the Devo singer
He uses special effects and then the Devo
sensibly
dry ice and guitarist to run through
smoke bombs which the audience.
'Sloppy' sharply ended
complement rather than
spoil 'Music' was the set. They had run
majestic, 'Stranger In through a' serles of
The City' and 'Stand Up powerfully original songs
And Give Me A Reason' whtch were painful at
typically well - crafted. times but never boring.
and 'Slow Down'
And then they returned,
probably as near as with the Devo singer
anyone came to crawling out of the
photographers'plt. 'Come
physically warming us.
Hack Jonee' and 'Hoop
By the time of Lin- Boy' continued the jagged
disfarne's appearance, pattern of screeching
temperature shares were vocals, heavy guitars,
closing the day at an all weird keyboards and
time low, but the band did corny dance routines.
their best, as always, and
Then It changed. The
were still enjoyable, Devo singer (what a star
especially on the moody he Is) left and reappeared
'Lady Eleanor' and Alan with a face stocking on,
Hull's plano - based and then proceeded to
'Make Me Want To Stay'. sing a ballad. His soft,
The great train race high feminine vocals on
prevented us from 'Stuck In My Throat'
staying to see 'Meet Me added a new dimension to
On The Corner' and this previously highly
maybe 'We Can Swing skilled one - dimensional
Together' which they band, This gentle song
must have done but by indicated that beneath

-

-

-

This whole event
shambled sham, a heavy though I refer only to the
was a
metal pantomime with opening night
gleaming resplendent waste of monumental
Marshall stacks lining -the proportions, a precision stage. Billy Idol mincing calculated commercial
around like a surrogate venture with billing cock Ian Gillen and singing as ups and aggressive akin /
flatly as is humanely mod repercussions.
If this is what big
possible. He ought to
either control his voice business does to 'our
and stop whining or stop music' .1 want out, CHRIS
singing. The 'Kiss Me WESTWOOD
Deadly' Intro Is muffed
totally, and contains a
worthless drug schplel
at its centre point. A Day Two
pretentious piece of crap.
'COURSE, THE Great
And then, our Willhim
British Music Festival
says: "They used to say
was gonna be one of the
we weren't good enough
but
really big ones of the
for places like this,
here we are and we've year, wasn't 1t? Big
venue, lotsa big names,
what?
proven It." Proven
oh
lotsa advertising
Proven that you really
dear. It was not to be, as
enough?
are NOT good
they say.
Gen Ex, you blew It .
I was there from about
And with the overhead
already their rubber exteriors
eight till eleven on then they'd
claps, metallic feedback.
wasn't their their Is a talent which
Billy shouting "Right Thursday and the place provedthe,11place
very cannot be easily
had
!jcult
half
0000n" at various junc- was never more than
PHILIP
tures, it could've been full, and often a lot less. 11(1}e atmosphere. PAUL dismissed.
HALL
SEXTON
was
there.
Furtherníore,
It
Deep Purple up

-

-

...
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EAT

OF COB
ROD STEWART
tastefully initialed curand
Manchester, Belle tains whip back
round and the man and
Vue
his men are revealed In a

FIRST NIGHT nerves for flash of blanched reality.
all concerned. The crowd The song Is 'Hot Legs'
gather outside the out of performed with suitable
season fun - fair, finish gusto by the six
man
their bottles of cheap back - up who are littered

\-

wine, snap up the bootleg
souvenir crap, surreptitiously toss empties
behind the deserted roller
Coaster and, finally.
enter the big top Which is
exactly what Belle Vue Is.
A circus, literally, Not so
much a Mancunian bowl,
more a Salfordian saucer.
and home of an event, the
event.
The boys try to gain a
degree of comfort on the
cold, hard wooden seats

around the white stage
and the mirror - fronted
riser. The band are afront
a white backline of amps
and cabinets and are
dressed in a mixture of
pastel shades and loud
satins and cord. Veritable

newly

angled

whilst ruffling up their

restyled Rod
barnets and adjusting the
freshly laundered and
ironed tartan scarves.
The girls, ah the girls.
They make last minute
checks on their new and
best outfits... just so.
then reapply the final
pancake, rouge and
lipstick, and they dream.
.

Singing

hero

arc

-

,

ROD STE WART: a real

starts.

house lights dim and at
8.19 pm last Saturday the

Pr,

Fiorucci flash
Rod the exMod drips
elegance in ocelot jacket
tight
and shirt, skin
satin pants, ankle boots
and diamante belt. He
preens and performs the
usual callisthenics. The

mike

stand
flurries and spins remain
-

and are supplemented by
a hip - swivelling skip
where Rod moves the top
half of his body this way.

then that, in a manner
similar to a Stouxsie who
doesn't trade in inept
musical boredom. Not his
best song but an okay
opener
The crowd go wild, fall
over, sing, and, yes,

British, sorry. scratch they're still throwirig
that and make It, English tartan scarves staged leg of the Rod Stewart ward. 'Born Loose'
World Tour begins.
follows immediately in
The taped intro is the the same up - tempo vein
Pathe News theme linked and the new man in the
with 'The Stripper'; band, a saxophonist
guitars ring out, the whose name I missed,

makes his first "con.
trlbution to the wall of
sound. Again It's okay but
i remain unconvinced
and disappointed, on the
point of disilluslonment.
Then It happens. Rod
Confesses his nerves and
Invites both band and
audience to "get down to

business".

a

minimum

However,

of

irony

fuss.

Magic just isn't

get on stage. The poor

"Tonight', bleeder was kicked
never a personal vinyl around the hall and
Pave is launched and the
thrown out by both
saucerful of fans sing Stewart's own security
every last word Kop
and the hall's men. It
like. My tiny heart flut- marred the performance
tered, my spine tingled of the single for me and a
and I sang, dammll. I good few other witnesses,
sang my guts out A as did the way some fans
moment to be treasured were thrown from the
and the point of con- stage II just thought
version. 'Wild Side Of you'd like to know that
Life', 'Get Back' with Rod).
Billy Peek duck - walking
'If Loving You Is Wrong
dementedly and 'Blondes II Don't Want To Be
Have More Fun' raise the Right/' and 'The Killing
bar Of Ceorgie' proved that
collective 12
adrenalln and are off - set the magic is still in the
by 'I Don't Want To Talk Stewart throat Nobody Is
About It' and 'You're In going to convince me that
My Heart'. Again these this is not the case after
latter songs were magical the performance of the
moments of' mass first of these. As well as
melodical moanings featuring the evening's
which left this observer best soul crooning the old
quivering.
Luther Ingram / Millie
At this point, a serious Jahkson classic featured
criticism. During 'You're the best guitar solo I've
In' My Heart, a kid heard in a long time
jumped on stage and courtesy of young Gary
duetted with an arm Grainger.
'Maggie May' never
around Rod, In spirit.
that kid was me and shows Its age. And oh how
every last one of the we sang. With the wave of
crowd. At the end he a finger RS split the
walked off and returned crowd and had the two
to the seething mass with halves singing in canon.
-

solo

-

were due for release in January?
What's the last thing you'd do if your new single and album

TOUR IN DECEMBER
We

NO

th

-

Wednesday December 6th PRESTON Polytechnic
Thursday December 7th LEICESTER University
Friday December 8th BIRMINGHAM University
Saturday December 9th MANCHESTER University
Hall
Tuesday December 12th WAKEFIELD Unity
Polytechnic
Wednesday December 13th SHEFFIELD
Thursday December 14th LEEDS Polytechnic
Friday December 15th NEWCASTLE Polytechnic
Sunday December 17th LONDON Lyceum
More to follow

Their (old) album "The Rubinoos" BSERK

10

i

r
1

sung and

danced,

everything Rod Stewart
you're still a man among

men, a real hero
It's an interesting fact
that on one verse of 'You
Wear It Welt' the man
changed the title line
from second to first
person singular He does,
he's right and he knows it,
and he's shouting it loudly
and proudly
Criticisms? He could
and should cut ticket
prices. and he could and

have done
'Mandolin Wind', 'Oh No
Not My Baby', 'Standing
In The Shadows Of Lave',
'It's Not The Spoiling',
'Angel'. 'This Old Heart
Of Mine', '.What Made

should

Milwaulkie Famous',
'Attractive Female
Wanted'

,

etc. ad in-

finitum. RONNIE GURR.

9
r-

things the right way round.
didn't get where we are today by doing

-

mine Appice who made
full use of his synthe
drums. The hunch Closed
with
what else'
'Sailing', a stirring sway
arama and magnificent
ending.
After riotous applause
the curtain reopened and
we gratefully received
'You Wear It Well' and,
aaah here come those
tingles again, 'Twisting
I
The Night Away'

4

r-

-

I kid you not

from the sterling Car.

the
!\

strong

with classic slash chords
and an Interesting drum

F

-

a

of enough word, Then it's 'II
Know) I'm Losing You'

ironies, while Rod sang
the 'If you really want to
touch me' line from 'Do
Ya Think I'm Sexy' unbeknown to him some
security men were
stomping on the head of a
kid who had also tried to
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focus to his boss's, but
musically he discharges
12 bar licks like the best
of 'em. while Sly Dun bar's synth drum even
suggests a touch of disco

ROADSHOWS

B

Yet elsewhere the
are thaneterletically Rastafarian
.sentiments

-1-+

BRAY

Razor'

rap

...

-

of

-

-

-

proving

another highly charged
emotional song.
His handcuffs were still
swinging as he led the
band Into 'Walk -And
Don't Look Rack' and a
series of three encores
had everyone in the house
Jiving on their seats,
At the end Tosh
returned In a cloud of
Giulia smoke to pass a
joint into the audience
before disappearing in a
blaze of gold, black and
green.' The last Image of
the self-styled minister of
S
NICHOLLS

COMING as I do from the most southern colonies,
where blandness and niceness are among the most
highly prized of feminine attributes, I am easy prey
o
for the soft focus charms of ONJ- That is, as long as
she stays in mid register, keeps flashing her enamel OLIVIA NEWTON -JOHN: this is your life
and remains endearingly naive.
so Corny,
so ememerged this year and that played in the bar
Clearly Hollywood (or Stigwgod) has turned
barrassing, so American. are capable of climbing to throughout the set
head. I got the distinct impression on the last nighther
of
Don't
sing. But any
greater heights in 79 So
Anyway, we had a
four London dates that Livvy is fed - up with her group talk,
that can throw in a come on lads, I KNOW wonderful time jigging
image of reigning MOR queen
though she did her toe tapping version of the you can do
better than around to Advertising's
best not to dose off during some of her more comatose Ventures'
instrumental you did last weekend.
more familiar numbers
numbers.
'Walk Don't Run'. then STEVE GETT
'Lies', 'Lipstick' II
She's never really had her heart in country music
with the ultra
remember them clearly,
either. I believe she's never had her heart In encore
bouncy pop classic 'Sugar
because they were al the
anything.
vote. ADVERTISING
beginning of the set).
But, as we all know, 'Grease' has given our lady
OHNNY WALLEetsR
London Bedford 'Stolen Love'
and 'Ich
the norms a brand new old image. Not that we saw
Liebe Dich' (less
College
her dressed in anything heavier than satin drainpipes
clearly).
and fetching sequined blouse at the Rainbow.
They've been working
'
But the totally hot hype has forced the lovely JAPAN,
THE ADVANTAGES of on some new songs
London Lyceum
Llvvy's vocal chords Into a brand new key
a
college gig do (despite having loo
no
somewhere between her silvery top and sweet botsometimes outweigh the record company at the
tom And it sounds godawful. Not as bad as on the
AFTER
recent disadvantages. While moment) which you'll be
album, mind you, but far too harsh and strained for a visit to theTHEIR
you
have
to walk about
States, Japan
able to hear when they
voice so thin.
returned to London on all night with a stamp on
start touring again to the
Her only full - blooded song of the evening, and the Sunday, as this week's 'In
the back of your hand
new year: 'I'm Very pad
one which showed her voice off to the best advantage,
(not exactly glamorous),
band'.
At Being Brave' and
was Dolly Parton's 'Jolene'. Though not a patch on
'French Affair'.
Before them, though. the booze Is ex
the original. Olivia managed some nice harmony bits
ceptionally
cheap. The
several other acts apEverybody else
with her three girl backup singers. Her top notes are peared, including The RM staff, who turned out
seemed to be having a
unreal as Linda Lewis's
good time too, so it"
'Edge and Johnny Rub- in force to see AdBut as she waded through. her repertoire of sleep bish. The former, vertising (because we couldn't have just been
time smashes and country rock toe tappers I tréew featuring ex Damned quite like them and also
the effect of the drink on
increasingly restless (along with all the teenies in the
the RM staff. We'll come
guitarist Lu and drum- because there was
again, chaps, and this
crowd ( for the gargantuan Greasongs.
mer John Moss were best nothing else on_ that
time we'll stick to tea.
described as a heavy night) took full adThey came. Labi Siffre came too. So did the one
ROSALIND RUSSELL
funnyllne (well the one Itne that moved the moribund metal Stranglers. They vantage of this bonus
audience to Utter). 'You're The One That I Want' seemed to lack stage Which is why my (our)
personality but were recollections of the gig
calls for a John Travolta. right? Labi's tinted, but not
and enjoyable.
Italian, right. Ready for It. Livvy to labs: "You don't interesting to listen to, are hazy
If we had problems PETER TOSH
párticularly during standing
look like a school girl." For our sins they repeated the
up, Advertising
Manchester Apollo
Downhill', 'American
song twice.
Excess' and should overcame a greater
The 12 - year old girl next to me kept reverentially
deliver worthy vinyl problem. Drummer Paul TWIN
mute throughout in spite of Llvvy's urgings to join In
Bultitude
PROFILES of the
yo
the Ooh ooh oohs. The same little girl shuffled her feet material in the new year. - yoing inis currently
acceptable (and acand out of
Johnny Rubbish ,Rave us
and picked her nose during the totally hot offerings.
cessible) face of modem
of his hospital to be treated for
Livvy. this is your life. Those little girls are the further proof
reggae. After seven years
controlled lunacy with an ear condition and the
hottest part of your public. You might have waited a
half a dozen highly gig was fitted in hastily in the wilderness
year or two before turning into a big "bad" woman
between
visits.
Matumbi have finally
It
where
amusing
numbers
with those awful new songs those horrid synths and
couldn't have helped that
emerged as a musical
he succeeded in ridiculing
noisy guitars JOHN WISHART
force able to carve a
Rod Stewart, The Bee he's deaf in one ear at
the
niche
for themselves in
moment,
so
tends
to
Rotten
and
J.
Gees
the expanding market
not play louder than anyone
amongst others
else. The band make up
politely Labelled
forgetting himself.
crossover. They create a
highlight. If they continue
Japan finally came on for this by playing louder
THE RUBINOOS
vital exuberant sound
improve, they are a
soon after half past ten too, but they restrained
themselves
at
which
Edinburgh Tiffanys to
the
gig
like a good sauna
band to watch.
opening with 'Don't Rain
both relaxes and InAs are the teenbeat
On My Parade', from a shame really, because
vigorates:IT'S A cold, crisp night pinup, lovesick cleancut their debut 'Adolescent then they could have
It Is grounded in a roots
and a curious crowd Rubinoos. So many high
Sex' album. There were drowned out the juke box
mixture of hippies, disco hopes, I was almost
sound problems
devotees and ageing certain I'd be disapthroughout their exbusinessmen join this pointed. oh please no. My
ceedingly short spell on
jaded scribe at the bar, worst fears were nearly
stage (less than an hour)
waiting to be entertained. confirmed when the first and sadly it was one o(the
Support act The couple of numbers were least enjoyable Japan
CTeetas tried hard
merely inoffensive pop
Tgs I have witnessed.
their enthusiasm makes pap, too bland to blend
he finest (tens were
them a damned fine
However, from the 'Surburban Love', again
dance band, but they are opening chord of their
from that first platter,
CERRONE
still trying to find their first single 'Gorilla' you and 'Love Is Infectious',
Pavilion, Paris
own direction. The ire just know it's gonna be all
from 'Obscure Alterelusion of oldies such as right. All the magic
natives', where I
'Tobacco Road' gives ingredients are there! delighted in hearing Dave
THE FRENCH are megalomaniacs. I didn't say
manager Phil Grieves a light choppy guitar work, Sylvian sing, in his
that, a Frenchman did.
chance to come onstage heavenly harmonies, but casually suggestive
He could be right. Cerrone, the disco star
and blow some tasty most of all, chufles. (You
manner that "constant
who's sold over 10 million records, Is a millionaire
harp, but when he's still remember them don - love is Oh Oh so negative
and owns his own record company certainly
there five numbers later, cha?)
with simulating sex
believes in doing things Ina big (bloody
it all seems a bit, er
Yeah, chunes like 'I
instead," he has of course
enormous, actually) way.
excessive.
Think We're Alone Now' continually informed us
This is his first ever concert In Parts, at a
Despite a certain heavy (introduced tongue in
that he finds sex boring:
place that was once an abattoir. He has everything
handedness at times, for' cheek as "a Lene Lovich
There was little comlined up to get you to like him. Lasers, male and
such a young band song") P J proby's 'Hold munication with the
female nudes, dry ice and even a pyramid. It was
they've only been Me' and even the Fab audience and the group
also said that he was going to use holograms but
gigging for a few months) Four's 'Please Please were without the bite and
the pollee wouldn't let him.
they're pleasantly en- Me'. which was a note attack seen on previous
The show started with the pyramid throbbing to
tertaining, with their own perfect journey back to occasions.
the beat of the music, then the sides lifted to reveal
'Another Umbrella' a
However, Japan are
the eight nude dancers, four male, four female,
stomping Rods' type
'The only let down seas undoubtedly one of the
flitting about amongst dry Ice.
rocker a definite their between song patter best British bands to have
Cerrone is at the biggest drum kit I've ever seen.

fighting to
It' MIKE

VIV STANSHALL.

London School
Economics.
reggae bedrock with
plenty of bass drum to
offset the tension aroused
by the knife-edge dub
guitars. In the near
distance a snappy brass
section adds colour to the
layered effect. The in-

Of

A drawing
room somewhere In rural
England. The charac-

THE SCENE:

ters: Sir Henry

Rawlinson. Aunt Morrie.

Old

Scrotum, the

wrinkled retainer, Reg
Smeeton and Hubert
combine on a number like ( Forty and still unusual)
'Empire Road', the latest
Open your eyes and the
single which could scene changes. In front of

dividual elements

provide them with long- me there is a theatre
awaited commercial packed with short - haired
success.
hippies. Beards and
In contrast, Peter Tosh specatdes rule ok. The
otters the genre a carpeted stage contains a
staunchly political seven piece orchestra In
figurehead. The ex dinner suits. Beside a
Wailers' 'Get Up. Stand table containing a howl of
Up' attitude is widely fruit stands a tall long
known, while his recent haired orator, This Is Viv
brush with the law in Stanshall performing his
Jamaica can only have hilarious epic 'Sir Henry
fuelled the flames of his At Rawlinson End'.
burning commitment to
Viv contributes all the
equal rights, legalisation voices in this witty tale of
of dope and so on.
upper class Ignorance. It
Clad In traditional gold is like watching a radio
tunic and black pants, play except you have to
Tosh swaggered onstage. keep your eyes open to
the brash buccaneer hot. appreciate Viv's sly hand
from his European movements.
conquest with a dagger
The dialogue is ochanging loose about his casionally broken with
hip.
jolly renditions of such
Launching into stan- songs as 'Socks', 'The
dards like 'I'm The Rub' and 'Nice 'N' Tldy'.
Toughest' and newer
Special
to the
material from the 'Bush drummer mention
playing the
Doctor' album, he soon skeleton, making
breathed life Into a cold chamber music with fora
and dispirited Man- difference
or as Sir
chesteraudience,
would say "art
It Is Ironic that Henry
with a capital F".
alt hough Tosh's radical
The humour is very
stand tends to make him wordy and
Clever to the
the definitive reggae point that you
miss
artist, his outfit plays some of the often
Indecent
very much in a rock innuendoes If you don't
get the opportunity to
Shakespeare is visually laugh at him live, buy his
what Junior Marvin is to album, then you too will
Bob Marley: the band realise that there Is no
leader whose presence name for the back of the
provides an alternative knee. PHILIP HALL.

...

idiom. Robbie

Cerrone baloney

-

-

i

pin'

'erb still
'Legalise

OLIVIA NEWTON JOHN
The Rainbow, London

4-

political

preceding :Equal Rights'
had the multi -racial
crowd howling In
agreements with Step.

Y

-

The

pounding away to the old Spencer Davis hit
'Gimme Some Lovin'. There's about le other
musicians onstage. The lasers start, bouncing off
mirror balls, mirrors his name, projected by a
laser, darts all over the place and everything is
thrown in at once. But it doesn't do anything for
me. No hairs on the back of my neck standing up.
no dancing, just a slight tap of the feet and a
gentle sway of the body.
I could goon describing everything that
but
happened
and some of it was spectacular
nothing great musically came across. He did
Supernature', his new single that Comes out In
January 'Je Suts Music', 'Living It Up', 'Rocket
In The Pocket' and a couple of others but my socks
have curled more with my smelly feet than to the
music of Cerrone He's like a Dave Clark gone mad.
AllI can say is that Cerrone sells millions of
records without playing concerts. He should leave
"It at that
I must praise the guy for one thing, he did his
concert for a children's charity. Now that was nice.
ALP MARTIN.

-

-
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WE SERVE THE SOUTH!

SCOTFORTH ROAD LANCASTER
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MORE TO

SEE AND HEAR AT ONE OF THE
COUNTRY'S LARGEST DISCO STORES...

Teti 0524-62634
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Sound -to Light Controllers,
7P Strobes,lash
Systems.

Sequence,,, Fog Machnes,
Fibre
Machines, Mein Horns, GERMS, Rnpekghts, Fulikghts, Bubble
Microphones, Drscostands.
Pan of the product range wadable from Northern
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Lights

Distributors for the following manufacturers
OPT1KINETICS -PULSAR PLUTO
- LE MAITRE
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Triad*
ember. on the Acme Product. Price IMt=tpuwt.
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SATIN PRODUCTIONS

Looking for a new

:

Close to M1 Junction 10
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All at

178 Chesterfield Road, Ashford.
Middlesex. Tel Ashford 45807.
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CREDIT KAaLmcs - TRADE INS
PRIVATI CAR PARK
RARCLAYCARD ACCESS EXPORTS

More to see and hear plus easy low deposit HP.
repairs easy,perking, friendly staff, free coffee,
free delivery in London area for purchases
exceeding C100.

75 WELLINGTON STREET
LUTON, BEDS 0582-39021/411733

1

11000

iV

Also stockists of Soundout. Fal, Optikinetics,
Zero 88 ILight'master), SIS. Multiphase, Illusion.
LFL. Lancelyn Lighting, Audiotech, Fane, Shure,
AKG, Euroscope Marketing, Spel, Pluto and
many more top names.

THIS WEEKI
SIS SR131 Record/Playback NAB Cartridge
Jingle Machine. RRP £289 + VAT
Our Price ONLY (200 + VAT
Pair Altec Base Bins (shop soiled). RRP C360 +
VAT
Our Price ONLY £260 + VAT
Solar 250 still only (64.50 + VAT
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SOUND/CHASER

LONDON'S LEADING MAJOR STOCKISTS
OF HAZE AND ICELECTRIC EQUIPMENT

wide range Of equipment including many
top names,
We always have something on special offer!!
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come and see us.
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BUILT-IN
ALL UNITS COMPLETE WITH
CROSS-OVERS

All prices include VAT
Ask your local deem, about all the
DAVE SIMMS MUSIC PRODUCTS
or send 15p for catalogue
Protect' Electronics Ltd.
The
Grose, Ealing London W5 5DX
1-5
Tel 01.567 0757
TRADE le expos enq-fines welcome
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Comp

DJ HOTLINE

1ISCOS

winners

WEST COUNTRY DJs returns make up a current
Chart like this: 1 Dan Hartman. 2 Rod Stewart. 3
Chic, 4 Village People/Hot Gossip/Mustque, 7
Sylvester (new), B Sylvester (old), 9 Jackson. 10
Phil Hunt. 13
Patrick Juvet, 11 Donna Summer, 1512Honey
Al (old),
Three Degrees, 14 Alicia Bridges,
Choke
Khan/Funkadellc,
19
Id Travolta/NJohn, 17
Rahn! Harris/Goody Goody. Chart contributors from
National
Counties
Road
Southern
the area include
show (Dorchester), Alan Francis (Sidmouth), Ian
Rowpwe (Plymouth
Neville
Bosuns).
(Exeter
Temple
Boobs), John Bettey (Plymouth
a
(Rh Top CRank).
Raft
Grose (Truro). Andy SymonsDoc
Hayes
(Taunton
Y
Kevin Gravesv Coley y),
Blades),
Camelot), Steve Holey IWestoneuper-Mare
Starr (Bristol
Mike Allard (Western -s -Mare). Martin John
Harding
Follies), Capuchino (Bristol Reeves),Tlffanys),
Alan
(Bristol
Pope
Ken
lautrecs),
(Bristol
Hughes (Worcester Western BarI...the Bristol bunch
being a lot funkier than the chart suggests. it'll be
South Wales's turn next, followed by East Anglia
and I could do with more Jocks from that area in a
have
hurry. please! Incidentally, several people
asked why the DJ Hotline can't revert to individual
simply
tips:
hit
their
to
namechecks connected
because that would be unfair to the 150 or so current
that's
contributors, and virtually every recordanyway,
happening Is now listed In the chart sections
This way, everyone Is sure of a namecheck In regular
rotation. OK?

,

Here are the six winners
of our recent Teddy.
Pendergrass
Competition. Prizes will
be on their way as soon
as possible.
Kente Rlchardeon.
Mane!fetd. Philip
(Tappet' London. Julie
GU ford. (tlloucester.
Neale Ashford, Poole.
Steve Britton. Weston
Coyney. Malvin Palmer.
Bromley.

NAh11LTO15
B91

AM

£5

kas

Plus the winners of
the X -Ray Spex
competition. Prizes also
on their way,
C. Upton, Selby. Paul
Morel). Romford. Mr D.
B. Haggard, York.
Jeremy Santhouse,

-

Manchester. Nancy
Core. Ketghley. Andrew
Broughton. Beareted.
Lee Follows,
Northumberland.
Stephen McFarlane.

I. a

Kidderminster. Shau
Pemberton, Haywood.
Margaret Moss, Bingley.
Adrian Lee, Leeds
Peter Rowe. Canterbury.

M. Gwyon, Cardigan.
David Thomas,
Newcastle on Tyne.
Steven Hodgklnson,
Uttoxeter. Kevin
Hemmings. St. Austell,
Richard Denning.
Bristol. Martin Playle.
St Albans, Herts. Robert
Plumrtdge. Southall.
Kevin Scott, Sunderland.
Michell McGann,
Seaham. Dean Longford,
Poole. Anthony
Saunders, Maidstone.
Dave Willoughby,
Gateshead. Peter Hope,
Walsall. Nev Emery,
Cannock. K. Stutter,
Richmond. David
TUlock, Ware. Martin
Griffin, Wolverhampton.
M. Davies, Ilkeston.

.

DJ TOP TEN
HOT GOSSIP: No 4 in DJ Hotline

Hitting the grooves

PETER J. REILLY, mobile on Aldershot 310255, has
a bee( that must be shared by many
if not all
disco fans. "Looking through the Disco Top 90, one

-

sleeves and coloured vinyl are all very well, but It's
what's in the grooves that counts. What I would like to
see Is full length 7in singles
or at least longer than
at present
which would then enable both DJs and
public to get the noise that they want even if the size
Is different from the limited 121n pressing they
missed. This can surely only Increase record sales, as

-

r

-

-

could be forgiven for assuming that the Tin single no
longer exists! The majority of disco hits bee either
12in or LP c
and It's noticeable that records
Issued only on Tin .,on't do very well until such time as
they do get a 121n edition. Part of the cause must be
that most singles are totally uninteresting In comparison with their longer version.. We're always
reading reviews which accurately r sy the 71n version,
is 'grossly edited' or 'lacking the rhythm break', so
surely it's time that the 71.1 wa
le comparable to
Its 12in form and thus a m.
e
ve buy? Picture

It would encourage people to buy the 7in Instead of
giving up Interest once they knew the 12in had sold
out." Too true, peter, too true. Just watch Foxy hit
the chart now that finally, months later, It's out on
remixed 121n...but will the short 71n continue the sales
impetus where previously It had failed? Time will

tell...
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RED, GREEN, AMBER, BLUE

We can now offer the Fuzz Lights complete including
postage and packing at

£18.00

+ £1.44 VAT or £35.00 for two

TO

9 THE FRIARS
CANTERBURY, KENT

ADVERTISE

Tel.'(0227)60948

IN
THIS

Now at new and larger showrooms
we have on show equipment fr'om,
Citroníc, Haze, Soundout, J.P.S.,
Optikinetics, Pulsar, Zero 88, S.I.S.,

DOVETAILED DISCO
Ali P,ses
RECORDING
Make

CASES

SAL. Millbank, Eagle., Project,
Electro -voice, and many more.

FtNntpA

Appma11601.

Appro.

13601

Apprn.IMP

7

le 1W1

-

...
.

L7

Is

r1350

. .
UK ONLY

076

..dude VAT
or PO

SECTION

rimsoowndr To

LE

Bros LP

US Ep.c
14 In

FREAK, Chic

Atlantic 12m

STORE
173

NORTHERN CASES
RECORD
CASES
11,00)
et £t.19
v.., w rant. .. kkd ........
.....w r.wr.a K.k .....war. u
S(400)
S (WO).
LP (50)

rn £1.36

. . ,

AT THE END OF THE
IS A

Mv..am. rat ,b. P&P
M.M. cbao.. ..d moral ord...

et £7.56

'

Sioprbrider W,

heal k

,

325

wr.b.ete

beiey,.

**fir****

Weil Midland..

RAINBOW

NORTHERN CASES

Walmersley Road. Bury, Manchester

L.A. ELECTRONICS

Oh Á VERY
SUCCESSFUL NEW YEAR
WISH ALL

WITH

THE BLACK PRINCE

DISCO SUPERLIGHT
CONTROL UNIT

£43.50

+

£1.40 p&p

a unit giving
Superlight features
Cnas. think
70[1 watts each
*
* Speed and duration controls

e

Sound to Light a
Three Channels

ANDRINA

-

Sand sae to:
LA. ELECTRONICS 1RM)
48.Grange Crescent, Chigwell, Essex

Ring

Open 9.00 am -5.3) pm Mon -Sat,
9.00 am-7.00 pm Thurs.

et £ 10.65

You could pay DOUBLE for

HANDYMAN

11100

Please call In anytime.

address below.
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YOU STEPPED INTO MY LIFE, Melba Moore

U.K. ONLY

SOCODI MUSIC CENTRE

For full details write or call us at

9

Si

(Postal Orders for quick delivery)

ightinq5,u

1

MORE DISCOSCENE
ADS ARE 'ON PAGE 36
FUZZ -LIGHTS

/11mosphére

RAYMOND OAVREN, or Ray DJ as he's more commonly
known, locks at Glasgow's City Limns and is concerned
along with some fellow Glaswegian resident íoeks that a false
impression may be given about the type of music played In
the area. Don't worry Ray, there are many more club locks
than mobiles contributing from Scotland...though I do see
what you meant To set the record straight, here's Ray's
current chart
GET DOWN. Gene Chandler
US Chi -Sound Tin
MCA 12in
2
PARTY, Leon Haywood
3 DANCE (DISCO HEAT(, Sylvester
US Fantasy 12in
4
INSTANT REPLAY, Dan Hartman
US Blue Sky 12in
5 ONE NATION, Funkadelic
Warner Bros LP
6 ME AND MYSELF, Ronnie Jones
Lollipop 12in promo
7
I'M EVERY WOMAN, Chaka Khan
Warner Bros LP
8 IT SEEMS TO HANG ON, Ashford & Simpson Warner

FIRST BAGPIPES,
THEN HAGGIS
NOW

-

DISCO!

SETTER

'

64 THE GREEN

ABERDEEN - TEL. 572905

SETTERS DISCO
CENTRE
'

Free Hospitality, Free Advice

awaiting you at
31/32 BRUNTSFIELD PLACE, EDINBURGH
-TEL. 031.229 6662

on

"

01-8361522

****ú*íi

O

,,05
GO
Access Or
Barclaycard
Easy terms and
Part E.cnange

.5,7/

1,
F{
el
d1`...

tl'

%%Cord

DISCO NEWS
'BRITISH HUSTLE', the disco documentary starring
awls Hill 4s Greg Edwards filmed respectively at
Canvey Goldmine and Brixton Clouds, will go on
releaae next month with the space adventure
'Capricorn One' but actually opens as the A -film at
Southend's Westcllff Classic on January 11th!
svEA proved their point about the national pop chart;
only 121n
you spotted of course that the limited 1500
:styes mentioned last week were Goody Goody,
Bettye Layette
Curtis Itfayfleld and Joe Farrell
remixed 12th is their project- to be promoted as a
on
RCA are importing 15.000 pink
nestle in January
vinyl 12in remixes of Dolly Parton 'Baby I'm Bur.
(ling' (really disco In this form!), while about now is a
dynamite US promo 12m coupling of Dan Hartman
Instant Replay' / 'Countdown This Is It' ((till length!) ... Eddie Horan is due next month on Deeca
Foxy 'Get Off' Is now on 5:44 remlx 12/n (TIC 12.
61)40), while Chanson 'Don't Hold Back' Is on red vinyl
1210 (Ariola AROD 140/12) .. Capuchin has moved
bases to Bristol, where he's resident at Reeves in
Bath Road - Graham F. Wood's gig at the Chesford
Grange Hotel near Kenilworth has changed names
from the 1812 Club to Stables - .. Ian Hay has guest
funk jocks every Monday at, Cleethorpes Clouds.
while Steve Orton is running a DJ contest every
Thursday until Xmas at Brighton's Night Fever in
Ship Street , Mister Tee Promotions of 86 Stoney
Lane, Kiddersminster, Wares /056288457/64198)
make button badges and offer discouílts to DJ
associations or similar making bulk purchases
Steele Quinn (Farnborough 43401) has had a Danish
gig fall through and now needs a residency .. Alfle
Jarvis (Medway 637121. experienced sound elec.
trician responsible for the Installation at Hastings
Toffs, has started a 24 - hours - a - day DJ emergency
service and will zoom off anywhere in Kent to help
Jocks in distress , . "Carole", resident with Jerry at
Birmingham's Outrigger, would like tó hear from
other girl DJs to be pen -pals. so write her at 78 Birshe's been
mingham Road, Water Orion, B46 LTH
Jacking over six years and says there aren't many
prove her wrong! ..
other female DJs

UiCiscp

-

.

-

...

.
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7

10
21

DANCE (DISCO NEAT), Sylvester
IN THE BUSH REMIK. Muslgue

12

6

12

7

13

11
16

15

9

16

24

17

17

18
19

I8

20

20

22

23
'27

23

22

24

30

25

25

14

26

13

27
2B

19

29

28

34-

32
42
54
46
53
35 36
36 37

32

33
34

,

DISCO DATES

THURSDAY (7) Chanter Sisters visit Johnny Mason
at Hastings Emmas: FRIDAY (8) Steve Dee hits
Fiaddenham Village Hall: SATURDAY 19) Les
Aron's 50s Again bops for chanty at Bognor Dantes,
fohn DeSade funks Charing King Arthur's Court, Ric
Simon hits Sandia.ay Cheaters; SUNDAY (10) Mike
Shaft. Darryl Jay & Mike Parker's Roadshow hit
Macclesfield Fermain Club; MONDAY (11) Greg
Edwards & Pete Tong funk West Kingsdown Kings
Lodge near Brands Hatch. US Roadshow starts a
weekly funk night at Bristol Lourdes Club:
TUESDAY (12) Akin OM funks Newcastle - upon Tvne Scamps weekly: WEDNESDAY (13) Chris
Browne (with an 'e') funks Muswell Hill Pebbles
weekly, King Earl does Catford J. Arthur's weekly
but still funks Peckham Red Bull every THURSDAY.

37
38
39
ao

47

48

49

,

50
51
52
53

-

75
41

56
50

/8
52

BUBBLING UNDER the Disco Top 90 are Peaches &
Herb 'Shake Your Groove Thing' IUS Polydor 1210),
Real Thing 'Can You Feel The Forcer (Pye LP).
Liquid Gold 'Anyway You Do It' (Creole / 12th), HI Tension 'Autumn Love' / 'Unspoken' ( Island), Gold
Bullion Band 'Raise Moi' IUS Channel 12th), Bionic
e 'Cream' / 'Chains' / 'Rocket Pocket' / 'Fees
'Funk
P To The Boogie' (US Polydor LP), Quazar
'N Roll' (Arista / LP), Lorraine Johnson 'Feed The
Flame' (US Prelude LP), David Fathead Newman
'Keep The Dream Alive' IUS Prestige LP), Quartz
'Beyond The Clouds' (Pye 12in), David Simmons
'Will They Mies Me' (US Fantasy WMOT 121n1, Idris
Muhammad 'Disco Man' (Fantasy LP), Vince
Montana 'I Love Music' (US Atlantic LP), Sarah
Dash 'Sinner Man' (US Kirshner 121, 1. Foxy 'Get Off'
ITN 121nj. Instant Funk 'i Got My Mind Made Up'
(US Salsoul). 011ie Baba 'Stomp Your Feet' (US
Polydor LP). Mandrill 'Stay Tonight',/ 'It's So Easy
Lavin You' (US Arista LP), Creative Source 'Who Is
He And What 'Is Be To You' (Paul Whitey 121,).
Zule ma 'Change' (Landon / US 121n1. John Davis
'Ain't That Enough For You' 11.18 Sam t2i0L Family
Affair gyve Hustle' (Pye l, Matumb! 'Empire Road'
Ph11Int
( Harvest / 121n), Jerry Butler 'Cooling Out'
/ US 12in remix), David Boydetl 'Kitty Music'
I

121n1

66
29
40
31
81,
44

33

BREAKERS

/

35

87
74
55
64

72
49
63
66, 45
67 67

63
64
65

68

79

69
70

59

71

-

73

60

74

47
73

75
76
77
78

6

-

70

79

68

80

76

81

-

92
83

B-B

8 -86
g7
89
88

71

90

84

J

T21

51

CURRENT IMPORTS also with DJ support Include
Fat Larry's Band 'Boogie Town' (Fantasy LP),
Freda Payne 'Happy Days Are Here Again' (Capitol
12th), Joe Bisso 'Play me' (Jobts LP), THP Or
Wayne
chestra 'Tender Is The Night' (Butterfly LP).
Henderson / Roy Ayers 'Beat For The Heat' (Polydor
LP), Fantastic Four 'BYOF' (Westbound LP),
Richard Groove Holmes 'Let's Groove' (Versatile
121n),
LP1, PhWy Cream 'Sly - HI' (Fantasy WMOT
Patrice Rushen 'Let's Sing A Song Of Love' (Elektra
Century
(20th
Night'
LP), Kinsman Dazz 'Saturday
It'a
LP), Evelyn 'Champagne' King 'I Don't Know If
121n),
Right' (RCA 12th), Charo 'Ole Ole' (Salsiiul Black121n),
Futures 'Party Time Man' (Phil Int
A
bryds 'Night Grooves' (Fantasy LP). Phreak 'I'm
Big Freak' (Prelude LP). Boppers ',Everybody
Wants To Be A Star' (Fantasy), Sidney Barnes 'Foot
Stompin Music' (Parachute LP), Brides Of
E unkenstetn 'Disco To Go' (Atlantic 121n), Klkrokos
'Jungle DJ' (Polydor LP), Bonnie Pointer 'Heaven
Must Have Sent You' (Motown LP), General Johnson
'Can't Nobody Love Me Like You Do' (Arista 12(n),
Bob McGllpin 'Superstar' (Butterfly 121n), Double
Exposure 'Newsy Neighbours' (Salsoul 121n), ADC
Band 'Long Stroke' (Cotillion LP), Cheryl Lynn 'Got
r
To Be Real' (CBS 12ín ),

Electric

43

MaCARTHUR PARK SUITE, Donna Summer
Casablanca/LP/12n promo
GIVING IT BACK, Phil Hurt
Fanasy 12ín
ONE NATION UNDER A GROOVE, Funkadelic
Warner Bros 121,
IITT
SLAM
ON
TAKE THAT TO).1HE BAANIK. Shalamar
RCA
RASPUTN, Roney IA
Adam,c/171
SUN EXPLOSION/81GBLOW, Menu Dlbango
Dews 11o
PRANCE ON/CYCLOPS 145 rpm)/BUTTERFLY,
Eddie Henderson
Tower LP/12m
I'M GONNA LOVE YOU FOREVER/SAY A PRAYER FOR
Crown Heights
MercuAr,oa/121n
GIVING
G UP GIVING IN, (tair
Three Degrees
'GETDOWN, Gene Chandler
US 20th Century Chi-Sound/LP/12in promo
IT SEEMS TO HANG ON, Ashford 6 Simpson
Warner Brusi 12m
I LOST MY HEART TO A STARSHIP TROOPER,
Anola Hansa/1L11
Sarah Brightman B Hot Gossip
ALWAYS AND FOREVER/MIND BLOWING DECISIONS,
GTO/12,n
Heatwave
?orydq,/121n/P
GET ON UP GET ON DOWN, Roy Ayers
Island/121n
NOW THAT WE FOUND LOVE, Third World
CAN'T STOP DANCING, Charger Sisters
Satan/German 12in
YOU'RE A STAR/IT AIN'T WHATCHA SAY/FANTASY,
Elektra LP
Aguanan Dream
Warner Bros
Fernandes
LAY LOVE ON YOUr Lursa
CONTACT. Edw;n Stan
US 20th Century LP/12ín promo
Motown/LP
JUST TO BE CLOSE TO YOU, Commodorfs
Pinnacle 12in
DR WHO, Mankind
Miradr 12ín
CUE TAL AMERICA, Two Man Sound
Auanuc
12,n
No DEE JAY, Goody Goody
SHOOT ME WITH YOUR LOVE Tasha Thomas
US Orbit 12in
Funk Al/Me/1112a
RIDE -O -ROCKET. Brothers Johnson
ABC LP
LET'S DANCE TOGETHER, W/ron Feuds,
Blue Inc 12m
STAYIN' ALIVE, Richard Ace
DISCO DANCING/FEEL THE FIRE, Stanley Turreonne
Fantasy 12in
US Solar 12ín
ITS AU. THE WAY LIVE, Lakeside
ONLY YOU/CLOSE THE DOOR, Teddy Prondergrass

39

HOT VINYL

,

26
62

41 048
42 38

43
44
45
46

CBS/12n

Fantasy/12n

16

-

Fomasy/US 12m

Casaanca/ILP

SIX MILLION STEPS, Sal,,,,Hans Er FLO
bi Moecury1/7 n
DA YA THINK I M SEXY, Rod Stewart
Rrve/121n promo
I LOVE THE NIGHT UFE, Nino Bodges
Polyoorl12in
I'M EVERY WOMAN, Choke Khan
Warner
2m Promo
YOU MAKE ME FEEL(MIGHTY REAL,, Sylvester

.

-

90

II

11

.

.

3

9
10

.

.

1

2

14

35

INSTANT REPLAY, Den Hartman
Sky/US 12In/CBS promo LP
Oh1e
FREAK, Chic
Atlantic-02m
YMCA. Mps
i
Peopie
Mercury/121n/US Casablanca promo 12/n romu

1

2

8

TOP

Mirror, December 9, 1978

Musique's 'Keep On Jumpin" must be the
hottest album op the disco scene right now,
'Keep On Jumpin('features the smash hit

single 'In The Bush;
and plenty more to keep you Jumpin'

right through winter.

1

Phil Int 12in
GTOr12in
SOUVENIRS, Voyage
Midsong t2in
BURNIN , Carol Douglas
RSO
owtonJohn
SUMMER NIGHTS, Travolta
Polydo,/12m
GET R WHILE YOU CAN, Olympic Runners
RSO
TOO MUCH HEAVEN, Bee Gees
Arista
EAST RIVER, Brecker Brothers
MARY'S BOY CHILD/DANCING IN THE STREETS,
Atlantic
Booby M
CBS
SEPTEMBER, Earth Wind B Ftee
Funk ANhlerka 12,0
STANDUP, Atlantic Sian
MCA/lire
PARTY, Leon Haywood
YOU
MY
LIFE/HAVE
UP
THANK YOU FOR FUNKING
Eleklra LP/US 7m
HEARD THE NEWS Donald Byrd
Warner Bros 12In'
NIGHT DANCING, Joe Farrell
Soong
Fatback
UP.
M
FIRED
I
TK/US 12in
PLATO'S RETREAT, Joe Thomas
EMI 12rn
I'M A MAN, Macho
US Fantasy WMOT 12n
IT S MUSIC, Damon Harris
PHYSICAL ATTRACTION/TURN ME UP, Keith Barrow
US Carumba LP
US Salsoul LP
SING SING/BOOGIE WOMAN, Gar
Eprcl l2in
YOU STEPPED INTO MY LIFE, Melba Moore
Jackson
EASE ON DOWN THE ROAD, Diana Ross/M,ehael
MCA
Ensign 120
HARLEM HUSTLE. Shampoo
IZm
Tl(IUS
FREAK IN FREAK OUT, Timmy Thomas
Conoco 12in
NO GOODBYES Cunis Mayfield
Islandh2in
HI-Tens,on
HUSTLE,
BRITISH
Rodrioy Frankfn
LIKE THE MUSIC MAKE IT HOT,
US Columbia
LET ME BE YOUR FANTASY, Lové SymphonyPenthouse LP
US Capricorn LP
FIFTY FOUR, Sea Level
SAVE SOME FOR THE CHILDREN, Howard Warney
Bros LP
Ken
COUNTDOWNRHIS tS IT, Dan Hartman
Blue Sky LPIlls 12in
DANCE, Finished Touch
I LOVETO SEE YOU
Motown/US 12in promo
US CoTK/U5
Fosts,
Ronnie
SONG,
HAPPY
Diamond
STAR CRUISER. Gregg
RCA 12in
SHAME Evelyn 'Champagne' King
Atlantic/12in
KNOCK ON WOOD Am,, Stewart Olivia Newton-John
YOU,
TO
DEVOTED
HOPELESSLY
RSD
THE MUSIC, John Handy
( CAN TELL/PLAY
Warner Brits LP
AhM Horeen LP
SUDDEN SAMBA, Neil Larsen
Momwn
Velvelettes
NEED1(LE IN A HAYSTACK,
Gull 12in
Bunny M
I'VE BEEN MISSING YOU.
DEATHalonoy
LOVED SCo STYLE/PLUG ME TO
US Prism
Erouc Drum Band
LP

Fr.
Y.

P

I

4

yl

P

Pa

a

P

Mercury

_s

PALE, Munich Machine
A WHITER SHADE OF
Oasis/12in
015ós 12m pm
Dennis Brown

MONEY IN MY POCKET,
Isaac Hayes
SHAFT II ZEKE THE FREAK,
DON'T HOLD BACK, Chanson
Lon0mne
Wilbert
COLOUR,
THE
BLACK IS
US
ALWAYS THERE, Wale Bobo

P
Anola/12n
CBS P
Polydor

Cdumllw/P

SINGLE FILE

who prefers paper
GRAEME BILTON (Croydon).
uses cardboard for
sleeves for Identificationa but
system for his'
coding
protection instead, has
down into a firm
singles. The example DM 037 breaks(or R for Rock/'n
letter standing for Disco/soul/funk with the second
roll, P for Pop/singnalong/party),
initial (or some
letter relating usually to the label's
SN Fever/Grease
other grouping like the dreaded
leabigg
assigned.
then
are
code!). The numbers by each artist, and a
space for other records
each label code,
for
page
a
with
binder fr kept
record carried
showing number, title artist of,every
(no!). but
It sounds complicated says Graeme
number Is
every
As
mastered.
evidenUy it's quickly
Stied even
kept
be
unique to its record, oldies can
78.000
when out of the current box and there are
possible code per mutations.
- . _

83173

new album
featuring 'in The Bush'
Produced by Patrick Adams.

'KEEP ON JUMPIN .the

R;zerd Merror, December 9, 1978
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SURREY'S GREAT NEW
DISCO CENTRE

I

ail v
-

1,

For arty further

O

information please

z

ANORINA on

With all the best equipment
for your Road Show!

,,
_

Ring Guildford 67720
or call in and see us at
10 MADRID ROAD
GUILDFORD

01-8361522

DISCOLAND

OPEN Men 10501

-Gates Nod

p'
Q..

Cf

PART EXCHANGEi

Buy Haze Caravelle Stereo 300W
Console for £535.96 and get a
FREE Solar 100B worth £65.

N

Haze Grundig Professional 300W
stereo Console for £750.77 and get a
FREE Pulsar 3000 worth £85.
Chronic Hawaii -mono for £237 and
get a FREE Pulsar 2250 worth £37.

Citronic Iowa with

SOUND'ADVICE...

ring

0

Pen E.cnwnppe.
. B.rpeycard Welcome
EXPORT SERVICE FAST (5l'ORTS ANYWHERE

DISCOLAND

GUILDFORD

Lle

Aye.ntop.Y

N

OPEN NOW

DISCO SALES
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LIE

S OR AS
WELLI
ORDER; FAST, EASY CREDIT, ONLY 106 DEPOSIT. 2
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1

our offices by
Wednesday 20th
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GREAT SOU ND
GREAT PRICE
ORtE [240

wane,

s 100

E.R.G. ELECTRONIC SERVICES

II

w n can.

Bpbp

Anracrlealy 'Ivied os.51p
I full peor puannree (peek end labour)
(temps end lampbold.n,nut Lupplied)
Trade and Personal Callers Welcome

lI

bnlunlra

tr.o Mf

t

A MUST FOR TOUR DISCO
GROUP OR PARTY
Will handle up to 1000 wane, eq S
fully Irancictorleed
Venable eoneltlnit control

cn

DELTIC

SUPERB EFFECT

'

DISCO
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/
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rAfASTIC,-UNIT _
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NOTE!

p

01-690 5502
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GROUPS

SOUND TO LIGHT UNIT

ADVERTISERS

'IL\\V%:#.#ii-#/

DISCOS
FOR

a

cassette player

and SSL 1001 for £679.00 and get a
FREE Optikinetics Super Strobe
worth £74.

Optikinetics Solar 250 for £75 and
get a FREE cassette or wheel
rotator worth £9.

* Visit our second-hand department
* Part exchange and finance
* U.K. and Overseas Mail Order
* Open six days a week
* Generous discounts on all

JUST OUT

MAu
z

1

I GUY 20. not bad looking,
seeks girlfriend for gigs,
discos, lasting friendship.

Quinton.

Bearwood,

West' Midlands,

Box

FROM EUROSCOPE
Leisure Times, IRK 35),
Chorley Lancs.
HOW TO get girlfriends.
What to say, how to
overcome shyness. how to
date any girl you fancy.
SAE for free details.
Dept R. 38 Abbeydale,
Winterbourne, Bristol.
FREE PHOTO brochure,
select your own friends
from our photo catalogue.

Send

-

YOUNG man 23
sincere' girlfriend
Box No.
Hull area.
SHY

Box 1843.

GIRL, 18, seeks guy 18-23
London /
to write/meet
Surrey area. Interests:

-

Rock, Cinema. Theatre
etc.
Box No. 1851.
ISUE 17 seeks penfriends
59 William
anywhere.
Green Road, Wednesbury, W. Midlands.
ROD STEWART fans
wanted for penfriends.
S.A.E. Music Fans Club.
10 Charlton Road, Tetbury, Glos.

-

-

-

1

I

PENFRIENDS
MAGAZINE for all age
groups.

nightly

01 -837-7324
Information and kelp for
men
and
women by homownuale.
24 Hours.

11

IbHhm, t}pI,1 RM I.

-

141

Introduction

friends

opposite sex, with sin-

cerity and thought-

-

fulness. Details free.
to Jane Scott,

North

Street,

Quadrant,[ Brighton,

-

Sussex BN1 3GS.

POEMS PUBLISHED.
New Horizon, Dept 5,
Victoria Drive Bognor
Regis.
QUIET GUY 22, seeks

-

R+D+A+T+E! Rush
letters describing

Long

yourselves + SAE to

Box 1842.

IN-

If
we

are the people you're
looking for. We have been
in the mail order business
now for nearly 10 years,
there is only one way to
do that, sell the right
titles, at the right price,

at

the

speed!

BRAND NEW SELECTION OF 20 TRUE
DISCO JINGLES
INCLUDES HUSTLE. FUNK, SOUL
ROCK 'N' ROLL INTROS, 'WAKENERS'
"FUNNIES', 2 REALLY MIND-BLOWING
SIRENS
GROUP
MALE Et FEMALE VOCALS
SPECIAL EFFECTS
'
BACKING
TONE
CUES
DISTINCTIVE
BE BANG UPTODATE WITH ALL THE
LATEST JINGLES FOR THE FESTIVE
.SEASON
Contact '

Our

lists around
titles from 1956
1976. mainly from the Top
50 and some that didn't
Catalogue
2,000

make it, which are gold
today. 1,000's mbre on
site. They include Soul,

-

-

£24.95

107 HIGH STREET

INCLUDING DE.LUKE
CARRY CASE

rnucD ecelelmed

Western Road, Hove,
Brighton. Tel: 722034.

SINGLES. (Over
500). coloured vinyl,
punk, Bowie, oldies, lots
of rarities. For 45 - page
catalogue send 26p
121ns

deductible from .first
plus SAE
Adrla no Record
Specialist. REF R Wick ford, Essex.
HIT SINGLES from 29p.
'TSM
large, SAE
Records'. 220 Victoria

-

-

[Neat

Cleveleys.

Rock, Tamla, Pop. Blackpool.
RECORD FINDING
Reggae and mid stream
service. Those you want
montiy mag for tattoo artists. So, if you've
(no
had
a
catalogue
and can't find, thousands
never
photos.
enthusiasts,
Just
us.
from
In stock, will get If not.
articles, news etc. Send charge)
records,
1120 for latest Issue plus send an s.a.e. If you have, 'any artist, any

TERNATIONAL.

one back issue to
'r5 A hluRilnn N.ad. end,.IIT,' Tattoo International,
rh,m, 911= 37 p503.
1

\E DM/waif I'm

St,Clementp.Oxford

a

-

96

{;

how about an up - to - date
one? Ring, write or call.
Cheryl The Diskery,

'86/81'' (Top Floor):

Just jot down those you
need and send with sae
Don. 137 Southehd,Rodd1¡

)-

Wickforld, Eshe

SIP.

ROIL YOUR OWN CABINETS?
ADAM HALL (RM) SUPPUES

MMI OM.. Sic vk. for
CASTORS FEET HANDLES COVERINGS, FRETCSOT/LI ORIEL/
LOCKS' CATCHES MINCES SPECIALISED HARDWARE
CORNERS PIPINGS T RDA:ETC
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
An. Sin SAE ter Illuetreud Catalogue
Unh O. Soiling Work.. Grainger Road. Southend-on.Sw SSI SO

-

lists
"Bernies". 206 SAE please.
Ada, 13
Seaside. Eastbourne, Abbots Ford Road.
Sussex. Tel: 0323 640978.
Gondmayes, Essex
EX -TOP THIRTY LARGE SELECTION Ex
records (1960-1878), from juke box records. SAE
12 p, nearly 2,000 titles, 47
Chelmsford St,
most major stars, SAE Weymouth, Dorset.
list
Dept H8, 82 Van- "OVER 10,000 new / used
dyke Street, Liverpool L8 singles stocked. Oldies,
ORT.
recent hits, rarities, '57PASTBLASTERS I '78, 10p stamp for Ust
ALWAYS 1000's of rock Dept RM, 123 George
soul, pop. Tamla, SAE
Street, Mablethorpe,
24 Southwaik, Middleton, Lincolnshire".
Sussex.
HIT SINGLES. '57.77,
LP's FROM 20p. 455 from from 20p. Large SAE.
Pat, 24 100, Archers Road,
5p, large SAE
Beaufort Avenue, Black - Eastleigh. Hampshire
NEW PUBLICATIONS
OLIVIA NEWTON John's for collectors (1) 'Guide
group 'Tomorrow' LP To UK Dealers In Old
excellent condition, of- Records, 11.25, (2) 'The
30
7 St. Johns Road, Moneyspinners
fers.
Records From The 1.9008.
Barking, Essex.
75:
£1
120+.
fetch
R.Z.
which
MARC BOLAN
(3) 'BOWIEPHILE' 2nd
Rarities. 0206 72698,
VERY RARE record Edition. the complete
company promotional Bowie discography from

-

1

will continue

OLDIES CLEARANCE
private collection Large

-

SAE
Dave, 23 Lyn.
dhurst Road, Chesham,
Bucks.

RARE /

UNISSUED

records for sale includes
Elvis, Beatles, Stones,
Genesis, ZeppelinDylan,

Floyd,

Market Parade. Gloucester. Telephone 3 30 84

-

PER SET

EVESHAM
WORCS WR11 4EB

Road,

9

-

ONLY

(Dept RM)

order)

-

d GLOSTER DISCO CENTRE

UK PRICE

EUROSCOPE

Tel. 0386.47766
vroduction sidle

it's oldies you're after

OPPOSITE SEX
partners found!!! It's
FREE at I+N+T+E+

area.

I'IneL'ehdh)nel) Oetd,nr
.,II mtu),I,ce'on m'umeo.0
',nrpu,itrw wbownuldltl.s
nee b'
lo rue. apt, nee

couri
SAE details
tries.
IPCR, 39A Hatherleigh
Road. Ruislip Manor.
Middlesex.
JANE SCOTT genuine
members in

STOP. GO no further.

homow.ual

wI(Hk'I\ TATTOO
1J 011'tft'el_

51,000

Records For Sale

friendship, Coventry

.'9npas dlike l'rmp.lpw '
1 hat's 6N. Iml d,,.ole

PEN -

SWITCHBOARD

Box 1848 RM, 40
Acre, WC2.
LONELY GUY. 23, likes
fortOnly Sop
'music, cinema etc,
after rock
I pay
8). Write: seeks genuine girl for

receiving

FRIEND service.

girlfriends, age, looks,
Box 1838.
unimportant

seeks
1852.

WORLDWIDE

to Stamp
PO Box 100. 3/RM,

stamp

Number 1848.
Doveline, A16
LONELY LEEDS guy, 17, Haywards Heath, Sussex,
and GUY, 25,
I Into photography
seeks
l. E,L.O., seeks sincere
girlfriends 20+ hopefully
(local) or for lasting friendship,
Igirlfriend
Box No. Avon. Somerset area.
penfriend.
1849.

'SINGLE JINGLES'

SERIES

-

¡Personal

sales over £100
leading discotheque
equipment
* Fuzz lights £18
* 8 -track Invader jingle machine t58
All prices exclusive of VAT
'

* Stockists of all

Bowie,

many

more, send large SAE for
list
7 Sandhurst Road,
Leicester.

-

HORIZON

RECORD

Club. Join for less than
cost of an album. Borrow
hundreds of albums for
nominal charge. SAE
19 Moor Lane,
details
South Witham, Grantham,
FLASHBACKS: ' Avalon.
Zama: 'If you want k,`
we've probably got
ISendi ! oe phone ' yawn
rieques5. SA róot current

-

'

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

posters. GOLDEN

the beginning, now inand
labels, unofficial releases. t1.
Amerian
To
(4)
'Golde
rare Items rock 'n' roll.
38 Oldies Dealers' U.50: (5)
pop, etc. SAE
Old Records For
l'encombe Drive. 'Selling
Wolverhampton, WY4- PíoGt & Pleasure'
P&P Included Inlaid.
5EW.
SAE plus 209
CLIFF ALVIN 'various., Lathe new
lists of rare
artlsts.prlvate collection, brings
0208 72698

1958/78

OLDIES, cludes Imports

original

-

''I

I

Record Mirror, December 9 1978
MORE NEW

YOUR WEEKLY POSTER GUIDE

BIONDIEIN

.J

a

ACTUAL

!

LIFE-SIZE

,,CHERYL

F
t

£1.10

DEB 9

(John's
Children, Bee Gees.
Bowie. Presley HMV.
etc) also new wave
records

!9605

Parker,
Ronstadt, EIkle,
Dylan. Eagles
Cult, Nugent,
Stones.

Tubes,
Essex.

Tubes. Hendrix, Sham,
ELO, Motors, Zeppelin,
Rezfllos, Sabbath, Rowte,
Dury, Grease, BC's, A
Glbb, Patti, Genesis,
Devo, Ferry, Marley,

Oyster,

Miles,
(early Stiffs, Ramones. SAHB, Floyd,
etc). Leader of the Pack. Heap, lOCC, "'rower, Tull
96 Longhurst Road, and many more. A
set of

rarities

-London SE13.

10, 31,4in x 51n,

Magazine,

borderless

BOLAN, JOHNS
Children, rarities.bootlegs, photos.
promotion

material,

-

Elton,

free catalogue. 'List the?
proofs you'd like to see.
Sample print. 25p. For
quickest service and best
photos, write to: Dick
Wallis Photography, 159
Hamilton Road, London

-

photograph." cutting

drawing to
professionally

after 6pm_

965 2826/2991.

KEITH LAYTON

be

made Into
21hin metal badge. 30p
each. 5 different LI post
paid.
Photobadge, 55

Netherfleld
Eastbourne.

COMPLETE

Avenue,

£3.50) and

MOBILE

disco for sale, Including

15p

p &

p.

-

-

Park

Road.

Herts.

Bushey,

T-SHIRTS,

GENESIS

badges, books etc, send

SAE to Genesis Information
PO Box 107,

-

London N6 SRU.
LOOK COLOUR photos
for sale. 6 to a set, Leo

R

state;

4494.

3NJ.

ELVIS

LAST

concert,

Colour poster shows

30

different action pictures.
El 50 to David Reynolds.
617A Watford
London N W7.

Way.

backgrounds.

45p. 3
1
L3.
£1.10, 6. CI 80, 12
7.50, 100
64.75, 50

-

MARBLE

ARCH

Ecclesfteld

£20, 1.000

£12, 200
£90.

328 6424.

-

is

v,,.nn.,ref%

VAT

10p

FRIENDS.
SALE.

be,

for

flewont.

on

B,OLD Noe

BOX NUMBERS

I

'

SIVACANT.

ADD 30p

11
to

'

s..

+

OFFICIAL

BRENDA

Leed Fan Club, Mr Liam
50

LondoGENESIS

Box 118.
Kenn BR2611J
P D

0,0,01.,.

w,morh

BE

I

SrV tomW.rad term w.s Chem,e
M,no..
4J
Londpn w G211R.co.a

a0

Long A<n'

-_,..,.I.

to cover the cost made payable to RECORD

cheque/postal order for

STRICTLY PREPAID BY CHEQUE

OR

POSTAL ORDER, CASH WILL NOT

'

Name
NerdO,er, lo

J

for

5% for 6,mme.om
for 13

191

Neum. s... .,e,
N,nhe. Kent CRlSRO

,

-

SERIES DISCOUNTS

12th.1o52 wow. am

Sn
Prf ProduculRhl
1amb.non

p,

- order form

5.r.ce lea

104IE. 26 e'er'orR

w

01-8361522

OFFICIAL fan

Send SAE to:

Q90 pn.a.g SOOAIn'n'marre

E,

t

p4.ndb.wino'

£1.15 " kr, e,.

On

Cephas

Avenue, Stepney 'Green,

SEMI DISPLAY aden.s,ng
E7.7/ o.. a'gIe

o
TomJur

...1

VV

fan Clubs

ALL SMALL ADS MUST
ACCEPTED

'

Eapoalr'''.

Ring//''
g
ANDRINA

-

-

'a" n.

TO ADVERTISE
IN THIS SECTION

-

club.

w.

'-,
and7

KATE BUSH Fan wanted
as penfrlend.
Allail
Jones, 76 Allerton Road,
Harlescott, Shrewsbury.

.

.aac

A.

self

Penfriends

Clooney,

- Newham, Audio

t o.0,
...Wen, ,a,won eel
s.
'e4 woes
row n.ne. Pm
'.a pi,-.,
.a' w rnee,mesr,emoan"'mom

systems

2051 733

EC1V 3SN.

We

up colour

photo.,nse inclusive

Jo
Hire:Ion

operation.
We deliver
p
ALESSI FANS please 'collect. No deposit
write and tell usyou want Maximum Axis 446,1575.
a fan club.for Aleeal. SAE DISCO EQUIPMENT,
sound to
will reply soon as possible PA systems.
y-.
Sue and Jan 71 Galway light units, reasonable
House, Playdell Estate,
Radnor Street, London

I

085.3 close

Services 01-534 4064.

Wymondhám,

4969.

Dan -

a

";.""2.14/eet10.Comore
B011o.
nab Ind...,

sin

Norfolk, NE189AY.

Road,

insertion(s) commencing issue dated
enclose
MIRROR

emote, Van ~on. ELO

(An, name to laleenl

rates

T1,lhebarn

20

Street, Liverpool

post

Gr.

Dmds,.

Parkyn, Genesis
PO Box 107.
London N65RU.
LENA ZAVARONI fan
ilfleld
Rclob.
SAE o2 Sha'rn.

For

Rends

SOO70en
Wristp

Clash,Ru.h"eh,'.nr_,
Ye,

eels one

Geoff

PLEASE PUBLISH my advertisement under the heading

a

(Mob

* 01.IV11 NEWTON -I0101

ClIftonvllle, Information,

f'

uAnONs

L.hee

-

- West Park

Slew*,

Eeparin, Clue, Swath.

pod/parking for I/2

Posters. Sp each

bp Per wo 'S.nra

eon two word, Wus 500

PIu.P eP 12p.

t,

I

"amt.«.

we'd

KITS
DIS-JOX".CASE
o

SONWISE LTD

3!!

I

RORDST

INFSSTRUMENTSOR FF 31151.11
TUITION. SPECIAL NOTICE. RECORDS NESTED.
SITUATIONS WANTED.
ennouncennn a top per
toil Ins alror

no
Com+rtrn a0rage
'Ingles case ontoa O .. -Inseam tonYot
Jos Guarded Singles
Dodos Case Conversion KR 35p Plus VAT 3p Plus P e P 7p

con-

issue

"CARDS' áf
POSTERS"

COMPLETE
-DISCOTHEQUE
(RBI),
with lights for

yrics, photos, notebook
?streets etc etc, 25p +

RECORDS WAN EC.

"100' O 5iecUOn s,o,.t7n
5 sebci.on You 0 be amazed at all the advani
nuns Choice of
calculi. winds, Ye11ow orange turquoise psk, groan

slit tonne

-

New Red

BIRMINGHAM
`

Ree'.a..,,

Kan Ronk, Jmk
slrenolen

Rwo.

billir3Efa0

22 MOOR STREET,

Margate.
BEATLE PARTY Dec 28.

dk

Ken, 01-

Ileadags
Udder
PEN
FAN
CLUBS.

£1,10

_

review "In Loving
re
Memory" (2 months
Defore re lea se!II.
Publish usrnotebo

Ring

'

E.
1

.

ReyI. o,5,nor.

Gm... ELP Rush
A.M., Lrnan Jag,.

n20o.ch-D.6e

!

e_h'A

E

Groups, Guests, Dealers,
etc. Tickets E5 all -In Send
P.O. 3AE WW Associates

- IT'S
REXMAS

ofThe"'Cosmic

Effective from 16th October 1978

-DIS-OOX WARDS

El 20 Pocket of 201one coioud Plus

Issue

Rotes b Conditions

Glllan, ELO, ELP. Presley, Commodores,
Wings, Who, Yes, Rod, Who, ' Clash,
Igoe,
lac. Ferry, Roxy. Ramones, Lizzy. Jam,

Oa finales

-

r.

f

,

SMALLS

Gabriel, Tom Robinson. Merseyside.
BLONDIE,
Abba, Genesis. Motors. MIRRORS
Kiss, Zeppelin. Sabbath. Travolta. Rats, Rainbow.
Runaways, Rush. Lizzy, Buzzcocks, Queen, Spex.
tTO, Black more, Purple, Roney M, Sloxste,

do around

BOLANITES
here!!

genuine

Discotheques,
entertainers,

cutting, or drawing to be
made into `individual
badge cutting, or drawing
to be made Into individual
Van Helen, Slade, Bowie. badge 25p. each, 6 dif'78, '76 & '7.1, Stranglers, ferent for Cl Prices InPresley. Travolta, new clude p & p, M Nickson, 3
Quo, Patti, Costello; New Ball Avenue, Wallasey,

rock
-COLOUR
now available,
Blondle, Wishbone Ash,
photos

wIt Wowed soasad pusl,c sino lent

62772.

£1.10

Ahea 18 each
C IMO Na723
r.la. E. o.b 3+. EEO
S,.... NEW D,f.n

New

'

No.1

5th December. Live
Boogie from "B
and
'Slider",, and a
Botanic Film - Show,
Picket and badge, £1.25 +
SAE from Fiona Bolan,
123 Lower Howsell Road,
Malvern, Worcs.

01-640

CLIFF SHAW

6pPm.

-

too t'/

r -n

DEB BON BIKE

RUSH

Malvern Wintergardens,-

-

--- or send- any photo,-

titr

BIRTHDAY

-

ouYtAlp.lo

CI.0

FAITºANA

= o

-

`-I

'

Benny of Abba for the
16th, Kathy. Riding,
Devon.
T. REXMAMAS PARTY at

JOHNNY DEAN'S disco
music for all occasions
01-801 8517.
and lights.
POPPA JOE Roadshow
Discotheque and light01-741 3724, after
show.

(same design)
25

!

HAPPY

l

Nuq.n.

}.

t

Luton loving and missing
you more each day. Take
care babyJen xxx.
fOVE HIP Amigo is
rile!!, The spirit will not
die I

ELIO

CNENE Es) £2.15

+

1

x C80

DEREK EDWARDS

9482.

-

6

Special
Notice
p

-

ROADSHOW.

-

r

1

E

Avenue.

JINGLES

STOCKINGS

LI.VS

L

I

Ernfrom

F

CWO, 1 hours non - stop Alt
only L5,50.
then All night
Keytape, PO Box 31, day9
movies: ' Hard Day's
Tamworth BTT 1DR.
Night", "Help!" "Yellow
Submariner" "Let It Be",
until lam, Contests,

BEYOND A DREAM

LIVE

u

1,600

guaranteed to keep
dancing all night. ,The
lightning disco in and
around London. You'd
better believe It! 01-291

Prices

7EI.10

DEB

'

Tilts Kim

I

TIGER

I

large SAE,

SILVER CLOUD
you
2679.

'

I

F

DJ Jingles

- (0427)

reasonable fees.

£1

C.

a

1

=

.

c.

I

Productions.

S

-le,

,

0,

-

AMA (GIRI4E1.20
-

5E1.10

DER

-"'

Devon.

-

-

BS4

£1.20

Hamilton House, Nelson
Close, Staverton; Totnes,

-

details

and

ployment Guide".

colour rock photos books, ROARING SEVENTIES
badges, patches, mirrors, Roadshow, special offer
from: Harlequin 68 St for a short period. f10.
Petersgate, Stockport, Book Now!
Box No
Cheshire.
1850.
CUTTINGS OF BOWIE, TEN TOES DISCO 200w,
Travolta, soul, Krisob pop, soul, funky, reggae,
ferson, Sayer, Essex, punk, rock 'n' roll and
complete light show, Ten
O'Sullivan, Tom, Toes
disco is the one for
Englebert, Osmonds,
Abba, Thin Lizzy,, Kinks, you book for Christmas
Tel:
Stones, B.G.'s, Dana, and New Year.
Hopkin, Lynsey, Angels, 9611805.
Bionic Woman, Olivia, TORNADO DISCO
Quatro, 1960's groups. TV P,ersonallty and
Film stars etc. SAE for professionalism at very

Dana. Doctor
Feelgood, Commodores,
Diana Ross, only £2 set.
Also 2 Marc Bolan Photos
Bop or 3 Slade, Ll. Please
state artist. Robert
Cleaver Actaeon, The requirements Laurie. 28
Green. Winghame Can- Seisdon Court, Hand terbury, Kent.
bridge, Chester.
JOKES, STINK bombs, ELVIS BUCKLES in solid
tart powder, snow bliz- minted brass 3Y. x 3%"
zard. cigarette bangers, on leather bácked belts
hot sweets, exploding £4.95 bents Leathergoods,.
matches, volcanic sugar, 202 Main Street, New
dirty teeth, sneezing, Bold Verdon, Leicester.
Itching powder, mucky PERSONALISED
pup, garlic toffees, saucy BADGES'' metal,
posters, novelties.
cellophane, 21h''
Send SAE for long list and, diameter. Your wording
tree gift.
Dept R, 167 and / or simple artwork
Winchester Road. Bristol, black on varied coloured
Sayer.

.

DEBBIE I

01-

+

Business

-

posters. C1.50 each plus
20p P&P.
J. Logue, 55A

- Tel
-

Please write to 4 Chrlsto,
48 Upsdell Ave, PalmersGreen, N38
WANT TO work in record
companies or recording
studios? Want to be a
successful songwriter or
concert romoter? Want
to be a record reviewer or
even start your own
record company? Read.
new "Music Industry

Cheques / PO's for
mirrors or badges to:Roldring (2nd Floor) 14
Church Road, London,

r

r

Situations Vacant

-

p,t0

I

O1.

5212322.

EXCLUSIVE:
lights and truck.
Immaculate Record records,
ono.
Telephone Ell 6AR.
Company promotion 1,500
27300 evenings
material. "Pin
Ups", Dartford
'Ziggy Stardust", weekends
GIANT catalogue Mobile Discos
"Young Americans", FREE!
of thousands of posters;
BOWIE

-

15p extra for EXPERIENCED
DJ
wrapping. required for well
BOLAN SUIT AND Christmas
Also
badges 11,4' x established Country Club
TROUSERS made to 2" Inmirror
same groups as Photo and past exmeasure by his tailor above, plus AC / DC;
perlence essential..
from original patterns.

-

ROD STEWART tickets
23rd December. Olympia,
C6 tickets near front offers
Maidstone 61907.

DISCOTHEQUES.

Cars, Essex, Tosh, Adam
& The Ants, Gallagher,
Haw k wind, Motorhead,
Generation X, Poodles.
PR Quo, XTC, 999, Van
Halen, 'Pistols, Skynyrd.
Stranglers, Yes. Wilke. D
,Summer. Steel Pulse, Sgt
Peppers, Subways; Rose
Royce, Rock 'n' Roll
40p each (5 for £2 / 10 for

OLIVIA 4

-1

0803

£5.75)

WANTED by Telephone Cohn Wild,
music publishtng house. 437 3186 12,30.7 30pm.
PERSONALISED
11 St Albans Avenue,
BADGES, send any
London W4.

For Sale

699 4010.

-

01-

LYRICS

-

DAVE JANSEN.

Palmer,

R

LACER 2 £1.10

.

4976.

Stewart, Beatles, Reed,
Costello, Fonz, Dean,
Holly. Eastwood, Rush,
Richards, Dylan, Darts
954" x 7". (1.30 + 10p
packing f4 for C4.50 / 5 for

anything interesting.
20 Church Walk.
SE27 9SW.
Colchester.

Musical Services

Culture,

00E1.10

OLIVIA

6

HAYSTACK DISCO. Ring
Chris, Bigggin Hill 73359.
LES LEWIS.
01-524

Penetration, Bolan, Kiss,

Inc p&p, or send sae for

South

-

23705.

Stones.

T R B

63,60 (2 sets, 06.50) both

GOSS,
venues.

West

Tasking Heads, Clapton.

colour prints, costs just

Records Wonted

STEVE

DD

a:

Address

be paid for
Name and address when Included in advert must

BE

37

Record M'nor, Decombw 9, 1975

39

"WHAT, NOT even my
genuine leather Gucci
handbag with the brass
edging and the dinky

ti

straps?"

"sorry sir, you're not allowed
take one piece of baggage on the to

plane."
The Belfast shuttle flight Is full of
subdued looking Irish businessmen
who can't open their document
cases and do the things Irish
businessmen do In transit and
women who look positively naked
without their fifth limb and all Its
make-up, clandestine
regalia
diaries and superfluous
brie -a -brae.
And all the little bags come out
at the other end In polythene
prisons and X-ray ridden.
From bore tom London
torn Belfast in 55 minutes. to war
Pointless re -Iterating the
"Belfast at night barbed wire
and brimstone" descriptions of the
donkey Jacketed metropolis. Suffice
to say I stayed In the most bombed
hotel in Europe where walking In
and out was akin to reporting at the
checkpoint on the Berlin wall. And
there are more army vehicles than

-

i:

-

e

cabs In the centre.
Apart from that you could be In

-

Brighton.
Bethnal, those felicitous, florid
fellows of fiddle rock, are
spending their second night In
Belfast as part of a three gig stint
at The Pound, a particularly pallid
Club. half the size of the Marquee.
which is nestled between a police
station and what looked like a

wasted warehouse.
This is a massive and crucial
tour for a band who appeared
assured of filling an affluent orifice
early this year. Their debut album
'Dangerous Times' released In a
gala of record company promotion
and press interest was a mighty

flop.
In retrospect the band realise

'DT' didn't mummify the

excltementInherent in their live
work. It was an ordinary album
with ordinary songs and not at all
representative of their overall
out -of -the -ordinary quality.
So they're looking for solutions.
Backstage at The Pound they

-a

reveal solution number one
subtle change in stage clothes.
Gone is the over reliance on the
uppermost, punch In the mush garb
heavy Dr Martens and
masticated denim. Singer George
Csapo now wears a sleek black two
piece, accompanied by slinky knee
ength boots. The others rely on
slightly under tarty outfits, ones
you can feel comfortable In at
home or The Palace (unless you
happen to be Prince Charles in
which case both are the same,and
you'd he too old anyway).
As they strip they ponder on the
past, always a good habit at such
times. Everton (lying second In the
league) Williams tries hard to
pinpoint what exactly went wrong.
But he can't really resolve what
was after all a universal problem
with many bands that kicked and

-

died last year.
Like they say In all the best
movies: "Let's pick up the pieces
and start again dear. We've got our
whole lives ahead of us."
The moment they walk on stage
we come across solution number
two
more organised SHOW.
The lighting. virtually wasted on
this place, has improved tenfold.
No longer ossified it'now actually

-a

catches a Crouched roadie In the
eye.
The songs from their second
album, 'Crash landing', make up
the body of the set On one showing
ft's too difficult to tell whether or
not they're simply 'UT re -rune or
trailblazing transmutations. The
two standouts were 'Clown In The
Crowd' and the single 'Nothing
New' (hope they don't mean that).
Guitarist Nick Michaels, an
inanimate contrast to the rest of
the band, Is a competent. If
somewhat restrained, performer.
There are very few solos for him to
handle as he takes a back seat to
the fiddle. Drummer Pete fowling
does a rushed solo at the taUend of
the set but is always conspicuous
by his good sense.
"Yer de best bessist dat olve
ever sheen," says a bespectacled
benign beggoorrah backstage as Rv
sweats, The hand don't discuss the
set. although they smother the
room with verbal assaults on the
size of the stage.
Back at the hotel (funny how
many paragraphs In music papers
begin with those four words I we
wander up to the Penthouse Suite
with its "panoramic splendour"
where Belfast's answer to the
bunny girls "Popettes",
rubicond girls approaching
adiposity In unflattering pink
leotards
serve surrogate ke-babs
and pizzas while a three-piece band
trips the light fantastic.
"Pete Townsend wan an advisor
on the new album," explains
George as he sits In the shadows.
"He heard the first album and
really,ltked our version of 'Baba
O'Reilly' and he wanted to he
involved In an advisory capacity on
the follow-up.
"We played him some demos and
he made suggestions on how they
should be recorded especially on
'Clown In The Crowd',
So why Is the violin so
pronounced In your act now, even
to the point of incorporating a
classical piece specifically
composed for the Instrument?
"The violin makes us that bit
different from the rest so why
shouldn't we use It more often?
Seven tracks out of the 10 on the
album showcase It. See, people
can'tslot us Into a particular bag
and that makes them
uncomfortable. It also may be a
contributory reason why the last
album dldn t sell."
Suddenly, out of the darkness In
the tar comer of the room a star
emerges. It's none other than
Ronnie Carroll (who? Ed), famed
singer and ex-husband of Millicent
Martin (who? Ed). He takes a bow,
sings a song, casually, and walks
off. "Mow 01 Unk we hey some
udder stars In de audience," says
the compere. "Mebbe dey'd loike le
come up and sing?"
George looks totally
embarrassed, but the other three
insist on having ago. They proceed
to play a rock 'n' roll medley
including 'Good Golly Miss Molly'
and 'My Generation' (George
forgets the words) while the
roadies rock and the evening
dressed diners roll.
After the show a breathless George tells me about the band's
gig at the Hammersmith Odeon
recently: "It was a calculated risk.
could mean the beginning or the
' It
end for us."
It It's the end there's always the
Popettes. And Ronnie Carroll.
BARRY CAIN
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But Bethnal aren't doing
you. It's just a new
beginning for them
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blends In with their presentation,
acentuating the effect.
Solution number three is really
In two parts although both Involve
Csapo the zap's contribution.
See, the violin has always been
Bethnal's polaris missile. Before
they only brought it out
occasionally just to let everybody
know they weren't simply another
band. Now the instrument is
promoted to number one. Nearly
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every number bears a violin solo.
And that means Csapo's role has
been upgraded. He's now very
much the front man, something the
band always appeared unsure of
having In the past.
The far from Insipid Cyp shang a
langs the night away spending
much of his time vacillating
between keyboards and violin.
Maybe he ought to add a bouzoukt
Just for the hell of It.

f

The stage Is laughably small.
There's very little room in front so
the punters are squeezed either
side rather like toothpaste out of a
tube with a hole In the bottom.
Naturally, the band's movements
or rather Ev's and George's
are badly restricted. Every time

-

-

zap leaps his head touches the
ceiling and Ev's upright duck walk
is non-existent. He punches the
mikestand with frustration and It
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